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Preface

This dissertation began because of two problems I had

encountered in the literature on Indo-European over the last several

years. First: the argument on the so-called Glottalic Theory was very

convincingly and definitively defended and demented by different

groups of scholars. It hardly seemed that both sides could be correct,

yet each seemed eminently plausible. Second: in reference to the

Glottalic Theory, the reconstrution of IE syntax, the reconstruction

of IE vocalism, and in a myriad of other problems, the term

"typology" was bandied about almost like a magic wand, yet the

concepts intended by different scholars often seemed diametrically

opposed to each other. In hopes of clarifying these discrepancies in

my own knowledge of IE and linguistics, I decided to undertake a

study of typology and reconstruction which would allow me either to

reject one side or the other, or, alternatively, would allow me to

reconcile both viewpoints. In the following pages I attempt to

achieve this latter goal. In my first three chapters I describe and

define the process of linguistic reconstruction, language typology,

and the reconciliation of the two. In the following chapters I have

taken the insights gained on these ways of viewing language and

applied them to a number of problems in the reconstruction of

Proto-Indo-European phonology and morphology.

Proto-Indo-European was chosen for a number of reasons. It

is a language family which has a rich history of reconstruction so

that the problem areas are well defined and researched. In contrast

to more tenuously related groups of languages, the Indo-European

languages are closely enough related to each other that there is

some hope in achieving a reliable reconstruction. At least the

comparanda are well defined. In contrast to, e.g., Germanic or other

subgroups of Indo-European, there is enough uncertainty, on the
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other hand, about the precise details of the reconstruction that

typology can play a significant role in deciding between competing

reconstructions. A final and more personal note applies here as well.

My own studies have been almost exclusively in the field of Indo-

European languages and linguistics so that I am less likely to have

misused data and analyses of others by remaining within this

language family. Any insights into the reconstruction of Indo-

European which may have been arrived at in this study should be

just as applicable to the reconstruction of other proto-languages.



IX

Note on Conventions of Transcriptions

x < y indicates that form x is a descendant of form y.

x z> y indicates that form x implies the presence of feature y, or that

form x is more marked than form y.

before a form indicates that it is a reconstruction.

"T" represents any obstruent.

"V" represents any vowel.

"H" represents any laryngeal.

"R" represents any resonant.

"C" represents any consonant.

"

0

" subscripted under any symbol indicates syllabicity.

"T" indicates glottalization of the obstruent in question.

I have chosen not to transcribe Greek or Slavic examples from their

original alphabets.
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Chapter One: Relationship & Reconstruction

In an attempt to compare competing representations, a tendency
to rely on simplicity and elegance has emerged. The tests of

value in linguistics have tended to become aesthetic tests, on a

par with the tests of literary or artistic merit. This is

surprising for a discipline which aspires to the state of a

science. Not that science is unaesthetic. It exhibits a full

measure of simplicity and elegance. But the tests for truth in

science are quite different.

(Yngve 1969:456)

1.0 Relationship in Language

In Sternemann & Gutschmidt's recent Einfiihrung in die

vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft (1989), the two authors deal with

three types of relatedness in language: genetic, typological, and

areal. Lehmann (1992) discusses briefly each of these types of

relatedness as well as the comparative approach when applied to

each. In essence, languages demonstrate similarities in structure

and material. These similarities may be due to a shared ancestor, to a

contact environment, to the sharing of patterns which numerous

languages have, or to sheer coincidence.

Perhaps too much attention has been paid to genetic

classification in relation to the issue of shared structural patterns.

Synchronic cross-linguistic comparison should not be conducted

without due attention to the developments which lead to structural

similarity or difference. Two or more languages which are

genetically related often show structural similarities, but these must

be explained through common retention of archaism or common

development because of inherently more likely paths of change. An

areal explanation is interesting for study of the history of language

contact, yet is irrelevant for genetic questions, even if the

languages in contact are genetically related.

1.1 Genetic Relationship of Language

1
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For reasons made clear by Sir William Jones in the late 18th

century and explicated more recently by Thieme (1964:568),

Untermann (1985), and Croft et al. (1990:xi), various language groups

can justifiably be related to one another because of enough regular

agreement in elements of signifit and signifiant to preclude the

workings of coincidence. Put briefly, the relationship of sign to

meaning is for the most part arbitrary. If two languages show a high

degree of regular agreement in their signs, i.e. homomorphism,

then the nature of the linguistic sign rules out mere chance. Job

(1982:48-9) speaks of "significantly many homomorphisms",

pointing out that the term "significant" is vague and should be

quantifiable, if there are enough data. Although Job's caveat is

relevant for studies of more extended language families, the degree

of homomorphism in the Indo-European branch of languages is

universally recognized as high enough to assume genetic

relationship.

1.1.1 Distant vs. Near Relationship

The distinction is often made between near and distant

relationships in languages. The Indo-European languages, for

example, are considered to be very closely related, although the

precise nature of the relationships is hotly disputed. For example,

since the discovery by Hrozny in 1917 (cf. Arens 1969:461ff.) that

Anatolian was an Indo-European language, a debate has flourished

on whether it is an archaic offshoot of Indo-European, a daughter

language of a pre-Indo-European language, a language which at

some time came into close convergence with unrelated Indo-

European, or an extremely innovative offshoot of Indo-European (cf.

Schlerath 1981:183-4). Similarly, the Bantu, Semitic, or Finno-Ugric

language families are generally accepted as valid objects of

comparative study despite controversy as to precise inner-group
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relationships. One assumes that these languages broke apart in the

not too distant past. Unless, however, one sets the genesis of

language to this same period, the possibility of earlier break-ups of

language groups must be admitted. For example, if Proto-Indo-

European existed at some time as a fairly uniform language system

and community, there may have been neighboring languages which

shared the same degree of relationship to it as we now see between,

e.g., Germanic and Indie.

Because of the continual process of language change, the

original clear patterns of relationships will have been so obscured

by the passage of time as to be almost unrecognizable. Nonetheless,

numerous scholars have attempted to establish these distant

language relationships. In the last few years, the American popular

press has seized on the work of comparativists of distant

relationships with articles in US News & World Report, Scientific

American, and Atlantic Monthly. The most venerable attempts go

back to the beginning of this century when Pedersen, Cuny, Mpller

and others variously compared Proto-Indo-European and its

reconstructions with Proto-Semitic and other language families.

Pedersen (cf. Pedersen 1931:338) coined the term "Nostratic" to

describe this macro-family. Stememann & Gutschmidt (1989:190-198)

give a concise description of the problem of Nostratic which has

been revived especially in recent times by Illit-Svityt and his

followers (cf. Sheveroshkin & Markey 1986:xiii-xli). The other,

rather notorious attempt at macro- or megalo-comparison has been

by Greenberg who recently has tried to show that all the indigenous

American languages except Eskimo-Aleut and Na-Dene belong to one

macro-family (cf. Matisoff 1990 and Greenberg 1991). Doerfer (1973)

has criticized omnicomparison very roundly, showing that much

work was based on circular reasoning.
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Ruhlen (1987:122ff.) has defended Greenberg's methodology

on a number of grounds:

1.) He considers the call for regular sound correspondence as a proof

of genetic relationship fallacious. He claims that the regularity of

sound correspondence is not a prerequisite for recognition of

genetic relationship, but rather results from recognition of the

same.

2.) Regularity of sound correspondence may be expected in closely

related languages but not in more ancient groupings. "What

Greenberg's work on genetic classification demonstrates quite

clearly is that even after correspondences have been eroded to

the point of invisibility, it is still often possible to identify

sufficient cognates so that the genetic unity of a group is not in

doubt" (p.123).

3.) Sound correspondences are not without exception even at lower

levels of relationship.

4.) Sound laws also affect loanwords.

5.) "it is worth remarking that there is no analog to sound

correspondences in biological classification, which is

nonetheless recognized as being in a more advanced state than

linguistic classification" (p. 123). 1

In response to Ruhlen:

1.) Whereas the relationship of the IE languages was indeed

recognized before the concept of sound law was conceived,

1 Ruhlen refers here to the system of biological nomenclature as a

metalinguistic system, not to correlations of language and genetics as found in

the works of Cavalli-Sforza.
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nonetheless, the general regularity of sound correspondence in

semantically related spheres was recognized and the more

rigorous Neogrammarian sound laws confirmed the conclusions

already reached. The correspondences did exist.

2.) If correspondences of sound "erode" to the point of "invisibility",

then how is one to find them at all? Until Ruhlen and others can

recover the patterns of regularity, they have already admitted

their absence. It is not denied that there may have been larger

language groups in more ancient times than as yet recovered, but

Greenberg and Ruhlen do not provide the means to prove a

language belonged to the ancient grouping or, more importantly,

did not.

3.) Numerous factors affect the regularity of sound laws: borrowing,

frequency of use, analogy, dialect mixture, etc. However, these

factors may be described and the data explained. To throw out the

baby with the bath water does not do justice to the careful

philological work that must accompany language comparison.

4.) Saying that loan words are often adapted to the structure of the

borrowing languages is nothing new and merely shows that

great care must be taken in looking at the patterns of native and

borrowed words. Sometimes, as in Armenian and Iranian, there

may be no way to definitively state whether an Armenian word is

native or borrowed from Iranian, but one must be willing to

point out this impossibility and accept it as such.

5.) Linguistic and biological classifications are not comparable

except as metalinguistic procedures of taxonomizing. It is for

Ruhlen to show that they are on a similar level and should be

compared.

A major objection to macro-comparison is that time has

reduced the usefulness of the data to such an extent as to destroy any
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basis for a reasonable comparison. Further, in macro-comparison of

many languages, researchers have tended to treat the data in a

cavalier manner, ignoring distinctions of borrowing and

chronological layers. The standards become so lax that almost any

language can be added to the macro-family.2 One may also think of

Nikolaj Jakovlevit Marr (1865-1934) in this context. His views on a

universal mono-genesis of language were seized upon by Stalin for

ideological reasons and warped the development of Soviet linguistics

for decades (cf. Thomas 1957; Borb6 1974).

The Nostraticists find themselves in a somewhat better

position than Greenberg, for their languages are better attested and

have a good history of comparative research within the respective

language families. The Moscow school has attempted to introduce

philological rigor into its comparison and reconstruction. My

personal judgment is guarded, for given the problems of even Proto-

Indo-European, I fail to see how much more than loose sets of

correspondences can be established for Nostratic (cf. for example

Chapter 4 on the conflicting vowel systems proposed for Proto-Indo-

European). However, I do not believe that an outright rejection of

the approach does justice to possible results (cf. Sternemann &

Gutschmidt 1989:198).

1.2 Convergence & Areal Relationship

Trubetzkoy (1968[ 1939]) proposed that the Indo-European

language group was not necessarily descended from one single

proto-language which had come into contact with other language

groups and developed over the course of time, but rather that the

2
Then called Proto-Man, or following others, Proto-Woman: cf. attempt to trace

all languages of the world back to one language with but six words, four of

which mean 'woman'! (Fester 1979).
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"daughter" languages had always been unrelated and had converged

during some prehistoric period of close contact (cf. discussion by

Morgenroth 1988). Trubetzkoy (1968[1939]:219) suggests that

relationship in language is relative. He defines Indo-European as a

bundling of 6 typological characteristics in addition to material

agreements (p. 217). In his view a language can become Indo-

European or become non-Indo-European. Analogous convergences

have been adduced from India (Gumperz) and the Balkans (although

there the languages that converged were ultimately related). The

main difficulty with his view is the high degree of systematic and

formal agreement in Indo-European languages. The only cases of

such a high degree of convergence (e.g. Koine Greek) have been for

dialects which are closely related to begin with. Bynon (1983:266)

points to a pitfall of areal assimilation of typological features, that

some would confuse relationships as being genetic when in fact the

similarities of language are due to contact. Steraemann & Gutschmidt

(1989:106) discuss the kinds of genetic and typological relatedness -

also for morphology - following Serebrennikov (cf. discussion

below in Chapter 5; cf. also Egerod 1980).

1.3 Coincidence

Even if two or more languages are genetically related and/or

have been in contact at some later stage in development, one cannot

dismiss the role of coincidence which may lead languages to share

idiosyncratic features. Cf. for example Farsi bad 'bad' and English

bad. Matisoff (1990) in a review of megalocomparisons by Greenberg

gives a list of such coincidental similarities. Paul Turner (1976:210-

211) in commenting on an article by Hamp (1976) notes that the

correspondences of English and American languages may be quite

large, even though the chances of relationship are minimal.

2.0 Reconstruction
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Linguistic reconstruction is the building of a proto-language

from attested languages, which have been judged to be related to one

another. The main means by which proto-languages are

reconstructed, comparative and internal (or external, cf. Austerlitz

1991) reconstruction, are laid out by Meillet, Kuryiowicz,

Hoenigswald, Birnbaum, and others and for the most part date back

to the later 19th century (cf. Thieme 1964).

In comparative reconstruction one takes the oldest stages of

languages and notes the similarities; judgment is made as to which

languages have the most archaic features, what Lehmann (1990)

calls residues, and a reconstruction is attempted of a sound, a lexeme,

or a morphological pattern which could most efficiently explain all

features in as many of the daughter languages as possible while

reflecting best the more archaic languages.

Internal reconstruction looks especially at the irregularities

of synchronic language states and assumes that dying irregularities

and exceptions to otherwise clear structural patterns are more

archaic and must be explained from pre-states (Kuryiowicz 1964b,

1973).

Although these two types of reconstruction are qualitatively

different, they rarely occur in isolation. Most reconstructive work

makes liberal use of both methods.

Reconstructions are a reflection of daughter languages; the

daughter languages, however, are only an indirect reflection of the

reconstruction. Hence, a reconstruction is more valid if worked

backwards in time, not forwards.

The reconstructive process goes from individual elements to

systems. For example, in reconstructing an Indo-European *p- by

comparing the various words for ’father', only one disconnected fact

has been identified. However, since patterns such as *p t k and d

g have been found, it is possible to speak of the consonantal system
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of Proto-Indo-European. The reconstruction of the phonological

system goes hand in hand with the reconstruction of grammar,

semantics, and lexicon of the language. By systematic grouping of

phonological correspondences as described here, the common

patterns of morphology, semantics, etc. can also be recovered to a

greater or lesser degree (cf. Hall 1974). This step by step building up

of systems from elements reflects in part the history of

reconstruction from the neogrammarians with their more atomistic

reconstruction of phonemes and then words to later scholars'

attempts to find the systems beyond. Lehmann (1974b:623) claims

that though earlier reconstruction was only concerned with a "non-

central segment of language", namely phonology and some

morphology, it now may exand into syntax. Tichy (1990:8-9) defines

the following five steps for reconstruction:

1.) Collect material.

2. Analyze material within individual languages'

developmental tendencies and set up temporal levels.

3. Set up proto-forms from which all descendants can be

derived.

4.) Determine the synchronic state of the reconstruction, its

inventories and rules.

5.) Trace the development of the proto-forms and systems back

up to the daughter languages.

The methods of reconstruction have also been applied to

language groups which have almost no history of attestation, e.g. for

proto-Bantu, which has no time-depth attested except for ki-Kongo

and Swahili to a limited extent. Pulgram feels that the reconstruction

of languages with little depth of attestation is questionable (1961:32).

Haas (1966) disagrees, stating that any group of related languages
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can be used for reconstruction, although the relative accuracy of

the reconstruction may suffer when there is little time-depth of

attestation. The basic problem in reconstructing languages where

there is little time depth in the daughter languages' attestation, is

that the general developmental tendencies of the daughter

languages may have been irrevocably lost. Clearly, the degree of

reconstructibility of languages with little depth of attestation will

also depend on their degree of conservatism. In the Bantu languages,

for example, the shared morphological patterns are quite

transparent (class system with is recurrent class prefixes which are

partly conditioned by semantics; cf. Corbett 1991). Also, when

looking at many subgroups spread out over a large area, dialectology

and linguistic geography provide considerable information on their

relative historical development. One may consider what an Indo-

European reconstruction might look like if the input data were

confined to the modern languages. While one could certainly prove

relationship, it would be perhaps impossible to reconstruct much of

the proto-language's grammatical category system or its

morphology. If languages have diverged very greatly and there is

little depth of attestation, a reconstruction is much more likely to

remain formulaic.

A particular difficulty in reconstructing a proto-language is

lost categories or features. As Hock points out, one cannot

reconstruct what has been lost in all daughter languages, so that a

reconstruction must remain an incomplete picture of the proto-

language (1986:586). Liidtke (1989:135) says that "lost stages are

irretrievable". As will be seen below, this is only conditionally true.

It seems that more marked categories are more easily lost and least

amenable to reconstruction, (cf., e.g., dual forms in Beekes 1990).

2.1 Terminology
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Following Marchand (1973), the prefixes proto-, pre-, and

common are distinguished. Proto- refers to what is proposed as

belonging to the original language which one is trying to

reconstruct, pre-, to any stage in reference to a later stage, and

common only to features which are in common for any two or more

stages of languages or dialects, without reference to ultimate origin

or relationship of the features.

2.2 Linguistic Subsystems Reconstructed

Grammars of Indo-European generally examine the following

areas: phonological inventory and its later development,

morphology of the noun and verb, lexicon. Attempts have also been

made at syntax, although here the borders between syntax and

morphology may be vague and dependent on the definitions of

whoever is writing. Thus, for example, Lehmann's 1974 a syntax,

while especially interested in word order typology, is also concerned

with the structure of the case system in terms of generative theory,

whereas Krahe (1972) looks more to semantics, keeping in the older

tradition.

2.3 Purpose of Reconstruction

Many scholars consider the purpose of reconstruction to be

the demonstration of the current state of our knowledge about

linguistics. They see the value of reconstruction not in the recovery

of lost linguistic states, but rather the reevaluation of present

linguistic knowledge and theory (Carol Justus 1990, personal

communication). A reconstruction, in this light, does not and should

not strive to be finished, but rather to represent the ongoing process

of discovery and analysis. Carried to its logical extreme,

reconstruction should be extended up to reconstruction of larger

units such as sentences and texts (cf. Schleicher's tale, revised by
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Hirt and more recently Lehmann & Zgusta 1979). Idealistic as this

view may be, it denies the possibility of ultimate correctness and

validity of a reconstruction such as has been demonstrated at least in

part by Hall for Proto-Romance and the reconstruction of Proto-

Indo-European laryngeals or Greek labio-velars (§3.2.2). A more

tenable view would be that until one has reliable confirmation of a

reconstructed form, it should always be subject to revision when

needed. A reconstructed phrase or sentence is so much more likely to

need revision than a reconstructed phoneme that one may well

query its purpose except for pedagogical or jocular reasons. Lass

(1986) sees models such as reconstructions as useful, so long as they

produce discourse, echoing Justus. Tichy (1990:6-7) sees Indo-

European reconstruction as interesting for the Indo-Europeanist and

classicist for historical-cultural study as well as to understand

daughter forms. Garrett (1991:802) states "reconstruction and

reconstructed protolanguages are not themselves the goals of

historical linguistics, but are just necessary tools for understanding

how actually attested languages evolved and why they have their

synchronic properties."

Reconstruction of proto-languages can also contribute to a

general theory of language typology in that it can demonstrate the

relative stability or instability of systems and the role of markedness

in language change. However, if typology is used to reconstruct

proto-languages (as will be discussed below), the danger of circular

reasoning is apparent.

It can not be the place of this study to review all opinions on

the purpose of reconstruction in linguistics, however, it would

propose that different researchers may have different reasons for

wanting to reconstruct a proto-language and that there seems no

need to deny the validity of others' motives. If, however, the varied
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motivations make a difference in the end product probable, then this

fact needs to be noted and taken into account.

2.4 Evaluation of Reconstructed Languages

On one level, any reconstruction is "good" if it accounts for all

relevant data. For example, one can produce a "good" reconstruction

of Proto-Indo-European making use of the notations Xi, X2, X
n for all

vowels and account for most of the developments in the daughter

languages. As long as the only goal of reconstruction is to produce a

formula of correspondences, this reconstruction is more than

adequate. But, if it is assumed that a reconstructed language can

approach reality and that the approximation of this reality is

desirable, then other considerations and methods must come into

play.

3.0 Status of Proto-Language

The two main concerns in defining the status of the proto-language

are reality and uniformity. "Reality" here pertains to the end

product of a reconstruction. Is the construct identifiable with an

actual language as it was once spoken? "Uniformity" refers to

whether the language reconstructed may be understood in terms of

diachronic, diaphasic, and diastratic levels or not. As a rule, non-

realists are also strict "uniformists". Stememann & Gutschmidt posit

the three concerns of reconstruction as: reality, form, further

relationship (1989:159ff). In other words, a proto-language may or

may not represent a reality; the form of this reality (or irreality)

must be arrived at; the relationship of the proto-language to other

languages and to the daughter languages must be determined.

3.1 Reality vs. Formulism
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In the 1950's and early 1960's the question of the status of

proto-languages was argued extensively, the two opposing

viewpoints being represented by Hall and Pulgram (cf. Koerner

1989; Hock 1986:568). The status of the reconstruction was defined by

Pulgram (1959) as a shadow of the reality. In other words, Proto-

Indo-European did exist as a language, group of related dialects,

converging and diverging pattern etc., as a real language in time

and space (or to use Coseriu's division, a diatopic, diastratic, and

diaphasic entity). Yet, Proto-Indo-European the proto-language

should not be equated with Proto-Indo-European the reality. Later,

Pulgram clarified his viewpoint, that we must distinguish between

realism and reality in reconstruction (1961:22ff). He breaks down

the realism problem into two areas:

1. probability of the existence of a proto-language;

2. approximation of form to the real proto-language.

Thus, whereas we can discuss the realism of a reconstruction,

without the reality for comparison, any evaluation of the realism

remains speculative (p. 23). In Pulgram’s 1961 paper he concludes

that Proto-Indo-European is timeless, placeless, has no proven

reality, and only a minimal degree of realism.

3.2 Formulaic Reconstruction

According to the opponents of proto-language reality, the

process by which one reconstructs a proto-language makes use of

notations from the real languages which may lead to the fallacious

assumption that the notations are of a real language. Schlerath has

claimed in a number of publications (1981 etc.) that proto-languages

are by virtue of the comparative method doomed to being timeless,

placeless, and uniform. He distinguishes between
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"Erklarungsmodell", "Interpretation", and "Rekonstruktion"

(1981:188). An "Erklarungsmodell" makes no claims of realism or

reality whatsoever; it merely attempts to account for the facts (p.

193). An interpretation is an imposition of language features onto

the model, making an initial link with reality. A reconstruction is an

attempt to express the "Erklarungsmodell" and its interpretation

within the framework of language. Zimmer (1988) follows Schlerath

in this and extends this to the reconstruction of proto-culture.

Dunkel (1981) also believes the premises of reconstruction negate

any claim of proto-linguistic reality (or use of typology).

Schrijnen (1921:29) states: "Auch betrachtet man die

erschlossenen Grundformen heutzutage nicht mehr als reale

Gebilde, sondern nur als Formeln, die den wechselnden Stand

unseres Wissens knapp zusammenfassen sollen". This view on the

purpose and nature of linguistic reconstruction has been echoed up

to the present.

Antoine Meillet was one of the most prominent believers in

the formulaic nature of proto-languages. In his Introduction of 1937

he makes the often quoted statement (p. 47):

En somme, ce que fournit la mdthode de la grammaire comparde

n'est pas une restitution de l'indo-europden, tel qu'il a dtd

parle: c'est un systime defini de correspondances entre des

langues historiquement attestees."

A well-known anecdote has it, that Meillet refused ever to pronounce

one of his reconstructed forms, emphasizing thus the fact that they

were only formulae.3 Others pronounce them while maintaining

that they are not a real language (analogous to the conventional

I have no reference on this.
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pronunciation entre myctnologues of e.g. <qa-si-re-u> as [kw asireu]

although it is known that the actual pronunciation must have been

more like [gw asileus]).4

Some scholars go so far as to impose their type of

interpretation onto the work of others. A case in point, Gamkrelidze

has claimed that Meillet was reconstructing a real language, n o

matter what he himself might have said (1990, lecture at NEH

summer institute on Indo-European in Austin, Texas). More accurate

would be to claim that Meillet was only reconstructing formulae;

however, that using an extension of the method, one might compare

his formulae to an attempted realistic reconstruction. The method is

more or less the same, the results useful for both camps.

Bynon (1983:71) states that, "A proto-language is no more than

a theoretical construct designed to link by means of rules the

systems of historically related languages in the most economical

way." Martinet (1953:254) suggests that a goal of reconstruction is

economy and simplicity.

3.3 Realistic Reconstruction

Although the recognition of Indo-European as a family of

languages came quite early and much debate and discussion was

carried out as to the exact relationships and connections within the

language group, no attempt was made by Grimm, Bopp, Curtius or

other members of the first two generations of Indo-Europeanists in

the first half of the 19th century to suggest precisely what the

proto-language might have looked like. In keeping with a generally

4 Cf. also the use of <z> for the results of *ky~, *ty- and other sounds where the

pronunciation is very uncertain.
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point of view, the oldest languages attested were felt to

be of the most archaic nature and to fit into a universal

developmental pattern. Thus, Sanskrit, e.g., being the oldest attested

Indo-European language preserved best the features of the original

language whereas Greek or Latin, being later, were further

developed systematically. The evolution of languages consisted of

three stages: development, apex, decline. Sanskrit, with its complex

nominal and verbal inflections represented accordingly a stage only

slightly past the apex of development and only slightly into its

decline. As the speakers of languages became more and more

"cultured" the Sprachgeist which guided the use and form of

language became less and less important, making way instead for a

mechanically more complex and efficient language, at the cost,

however, of inherent perfection and structural complexity

(Benware 1974).

Proponents of reality in reconstruction believe that the

material arrived at by comparison of related languages and

extrapolation from individual languages is a real language (cf., for

example, Gamkrelidze 1984, 1990). Meid (1975), Neu, and others

currently come out in favor of a realistic reconstruction which is

locatable in space and time.

3.3.1 Uniformitarianism

Schleicher has been credited with introducing the concept of

Darwinian evolution to the study of language history, but Koemer

suggests that the term "pre-Darwinian evolutionist" would be more

accurate for Schleicher because there is no direct cause/effect

relationship involved (1990:187; cf. also Lyons 1991:215). As will be

concerned with the origin and evolution of languages from an original type

(cf. Klimov 1991:12).
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seen in Chapter 4 in relation to earlier views on the evolution of

vowel systems, the early 19th century searched for languages which

were less highly evolved. By the later 19th century, it became more

and more clear that a correlation of primitive material culture or

earlier cultural stage to more primitive/less highly evolved

language does not exist (Lyons 1991:74-75).

By the time of Schleicher (i.e. early part of the second half of

the 19th century) a major development in the way one looks at

language seems to have originated in geology: Uniformitarianism.

This proposition states that the historical developments leading to

the present must be explained in terms of the characteristics and

properties of the present. In geology, for example, the implications

of this view were revolutionary. A world that was created some 6000

years before, as was previously believed, became an impossibility,

for the observable processes of geological change are much slower.

Josiah Dwight Whitney, the brother of William Dwight Whitney, was

one of the most noted 19th century American geologists and may

well have been at least partly responsible for the philologist's

introduction of the concept of uniformitarianism into linguistic

thinking. Christy (1983) gives a lucid account of the history of

uniformitarianism in linguistics. The concept of uniformitarianism

in linguistics has never been convincingly challenged (Lyons

1991:77).

Lass (1986) discusses in some detail the general problem in

any historical discipline of uniformitarianism. The question is,

whether it is permissible to deduce facts about a previous state of

affairs using historically attested universals or whether one is

restricted to only historical periods. When dealing with physical law,

the uniformitarian approach seems safe and reasonable. However, in

dealing with social and psychological structures, the validity of

uniformitarianism becomes less secure. For the evolution of
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languages, a date may be assumed (e.g. using physical paleontology)

at which there was no form of language as we define it. At some

point, probably beyond any recovery, man began to communicate

with linguistic signs. We may state with certainty that the first

forms of spoken communication were not as developed as those

historically attested. Bickerton (1990) sets up two stages of language

evolution. One, has affinities to pidgins and

languages which are improperly learned by foreigners or children

in linguistically deficient environments (e.g., Genie, who spent the

first decade of her life with almost no language input; cf. Curtiss e t

alia 1974). The second stage comes about almost without transition

from the "proto-language" and is in all essentials like languages now

attested (cf. discussion by Mufwene 1991). If Bickerton is correct,

then uniformitarianism is reasonable in reconstructing Indo-

European, for the cultures attested for the Indo-European sphere of

influence (despite its disputed pinpointing) are of a high degree of

development which seems to require a functioning language. If,

however, Bickerton is wrong and languages are still evolving, then

reconstruction of previous language states becomes an impossibility

except as formulae (cf. §3.2)

Uniformitarianism in linguistics has two important

implications for the study of Indo-European. First, if languages do

not evolve through the above-mentioned stages, then there is no

longer a justification for taking the oldest attested languages as the

absolute model for comparisons, unless cogent arguments for this

apart from age can be developed. Second, if languages in the last

several thousand years have stayed within specific operational

parameters and have changed according to a specific set of patterns,

as can be found in historically attested languages, then one may

to be confused with the standard use of the term by comparatists
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logically expect to be able to go backwards from related languages by

means of logical patterns of change and reconstruct the proto-form

of the language.

3.3.2 Realism of Subsystems of a Proto-Language

Hall states that a proto-language is only a construct based on

later languages, so that in an analogous example, Proto-Romance

cannot be equated with Vulgar or Popular Latin (1974, 1980).

Nonetheless, a reconstructed Proto-Romance reaches considerable

accuracy and affinity to the attested semi-ancestral language (semi-

because the exact origin of linguistic features in the Romance

languages is not known, since the spoken language of Rome is only

imperfectly attested in its transition to the Romance languages). Hall

indicates with percentages the relative success in reconstruction to

known structures in Romance as 95% in phonology, 80% in

morphology, 70% in syntax, and 80% or more in basic vocabulary

(1974:17; cf. Szemerdnyi 1989), although he doesn't indicate how and

where he arrives at these figures. He suggests the implication that a

Proto-Indo-European reconstruction may be similarly successful. As

the famous discovery of laryngeals in Hittite or labio-velars in

Linear B have shown, there has been considerable success in

capturing some unattested phonological elements of language

structure by reconstruction. 7 Morpurgo-Davies (1990) has examined

7 Actually, the term "labio-velar" may be inaccurate for the state of affairs in

Mycenaean. What is transcribed as q- for Mycenaean is something

corresponding to velars or labio-velars in other Indo-European dialects and to

various reflexes in Greek, depending on the following phonological

environment. The exact quality of the sound represented in Linear B is

uncertain, it being however distinguished from what later is reflected as k-

etc. It does alternate with digraphs: i-qo vs. i-ku-wo-i-pi which would suggest

either kw or k w
.
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a similar type of reconstruction, that of Proto-Arcado-Cypriot, and

compared it with attested Mycenaean Greek. Pattanayak (1966)

reconstructs back from Oriya, Assamese, Bengali, and Hindi. Except

for Hall, however, none of these reconstructions is concerned with

the specific problem of measuring the general accuracy of the

reconstruction process. Further reconstructions such as Hall's could

add much to a set of criteria for acceptance or rejection of

reconstructions in general.

Areas such as semantics or syntax are considered less

amenable to reconstruction. For example, semantic reconstruction is

notoriously difficult. Although Benveniste has attempted to set up a

methodology of reconstructing meanings, he fails to set up a

convincing and rigorous model. Reliable semantic reconstruction

would be of special importance for reconstructing proto-culture.

Sternemann & Gutschmidt (1989:54-57) state that it is probably

impossible to sort out primary and secondary meanings except in a

few word fields such as kinship terms which are remarkably stable.

3.3.3 Uniformity of the Proto-Language

As seen above, the denial of reality of proto-languages implies

uniformity of the proto-language because of the manner of

formulaic reconstruction. Just as some oppose the supposed unreality

of proto-languages, others reject for the same reasons the

restriction of uniformity implied by proto-language as a formula.

Stememann & Gutschmidt (1989:176-181) divide the opponents of a

uniform proto-language into the agnostics such as Pulgram (cf.

references) and the followers of Trubetzkoy convergence theory (cf.

§1.2.2). The agnostics feel that the reality of the Ursprache may or

may not have been uniform, but that the process of reconstruction

cannot recapture either condition.
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Marchand states that a uniform proto-language must be the

basis of any reconstruction (1955:428; also Hock 1986:568; Dyen 1969,

1978). Nehring (1961) responded quickly to Pulgram's 1961 paper (cf.

§3.1). Nehring's main points are that no one has claimed proto-

languages must be uniform and he gives the example of the

reconstruction of the dative plural where no single form is

achievable. 8 Additionally, he feels that Proto-Indo-European is not

intended to be understood as a language, but rather as a "Bild" of a

language. Despite differences in terms, Pulgram and Nehring seem

to be saying the same thing, that Proto-Indo-European the reality

and Proto-Indo-European the reconstruction may not always

coincide. Untermann (1985) also rejects out of hand any attempt to

assign Raum and Zeit to Proto-Indo-European, although any real

language must be describable within such parameters (cf.

Gamkrelidze 1990).

An initial reconstruction uniform by the comparative method

is of necessity uniform, but it represents a potpourri of diachronic,

diastratic, diaphasic, and diatopic features and systems. By

recognizing this fact, the challenge is made to sort the various

periods and levels out. Sternemann & Gutschmidt (1989:181-190)

discuss attempts to explain chronological or dialect levels in proto-

language. Success may well be limited, for as Lyons points out

(1968:50), even synchronic stages of languages display considerable

variation and the problem of distinguishing diachronic change

from synchronic variation may be extremely difficult, if not even

8 But cf. Markey's 1979 attempt to reconcile the nasal and stop forms as

deictics or Hamp (1991:109) who derives them from grammaticalized

adpositions in suppletion during the period of the proto-language. Cf. Chapter

6, §1.3.
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often impossible. Yet, the challenge remains and the limitations are

not clearly defined.

The process of sorting out stages and forms of a proto-

language has been compared to the reconstruction of a proto-text

from a diverse manuscript tradition and defining the lines of

transmission, a process perfected by 19th century philology (cf. Hill

1966:2). However, the analogy may be false, for the reconstructions

of manuscript stemmata reflect an almost certain real unity,

whereas the proto-language need be no such thing. Benware has

pointed out that the originator of linguistic reconstruction, August

Schleicher, was well acquainted with the concept of manuscript

families and their construction, yet never used the concept in his

writings (Benware 1974:68). Koerner (1990:187) explicitly rejects a

relationship between Schleicher's tree and manuscript stemmata.

One way to avoid at least some of the problems of uniformity

lies in the assumption that the proto-language from which the Indo-

European languages are descended was spoken by a small,

homogeneous community so that the problem of dialectal divisions is

eliminated although the sorting out of diachronic stages remains,

(cf. Dyen).

3.4 Reconciliation of Realism and Formalism

If a reconstruction is attempted which is as close as possible to

the real proto-language, then demands of probability and

plausibility will have to be brought to bear on the process of

reconstruction. Real languages are not algebraic formulae, although

such formulae may be and have been used in their description, cf.

older reconstruction of a Proto-Indo-European *ai, *a2, *a3 (Thieme
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1964:588).9 A reconstruction must fit as closely as possible to known

limitations of language, unless one contends that language has

changed in essence over the last few thousand years. Hence, one will

hardly reconstruct a proto-language of binary number codes,

although such a reconstruction could theoretically encode all

relevant data about the daughter languages. To summarize: a

reconstructed language must conform to real language

characteristics only if a) it is a real language and b) real languages

are uniform for the period in question.

What does the potential of approaching the real language

imply for the reconstruction? First, the reconstructed proto-

language should display those features which all languages have,

unless there is a good explanation for their absence, for example,

that there aren't sufficient data to reconstruct one or another aspect

of the language (cf. Hock 1986:571). This statement is not meant to

imply the possibility of a reconstruction that is even as complete as,

e.g., a Duden German grammar, but rather that one should look for

every possibility of recapturing as many aspects of the proto-

language as possible, investigating particularly the question even of

older notation of PIE vowels is reminiscent of Hyman's 1970 attempt to

explain palatalization and labialization before /a/ in Nupe. After first

positing /ai/, /a2/, and /a3/, he redefined them as underlying /e/, /a/, and

/o/. After the application of various phonological rules to these underlying

phonemes, they were all neutralized as [a]. His analysis resulted in a heated

debate (cf. Harms 1973 and Hyman 1973) over the degree of abstractness

allowable in phonology. Although the Nupe situation is synchronic and the IE

diachronic, the meta-principles involved are the same. In both instances, the

algebraic forms are perfectly adequate as descriptive tools but may fail to

capture linguistic reality.
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how to go about searching for, e.g., diaphasic 10 features of a non-

attested language (cf. here the words for 'fire' and 'water' in Proto-

Indo-European and the possibility of a split area of application). 1 1

Clearly, also, some features will be easier to recapture in a

reconstruction than others. According to Hall's work with Proto-

Romance, for example, phonology seems easiest to reconstruct (cf.

§3.3.2). Hock states that, "we can at least approximate...reality

through our reconstruction" of phonology (1986:570-571). Hock

explains this greater ease in reconstruction as due to the greater

amount of evidence and smaller number of segments examined for

phonology (1986:592). The fallacy of the more cautious is not in their

methodology, for in one respect they are correct, i.e. reconstructions

are indeed formulaic expressions of what is attested in a number of

languages. Yet, Dunkel (1981) and others have ignored the fact that a

formulaic reconstruction may be quite close to the non-attested

reality and that the achievement of as near a picture of reality as

possible might be a desirable goal.

3.5 Reconstruction of Pre-Proto-Language

The reconstruction of a stage prior to that of the proto-

language may be achieved by several means. First, if one recognizes

the possibilities of more distant relationships, then traditional

comparative reconstruction may be done using as a data source the

diastratic, and diatopic are terms used by Coseriu to refer to

dichotomies of language for a speaker, across social levels, and across

geographic spread, respectively.
11 For example, Latin ignis vs. Hittite pahhur where the former is animate, the

latter neuter. This division has been suggested to be due to the

conceptualization of the world in terms of the divine force present in entities

as well as in terms of the entities themselves.
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reconstructed proto-languages. An example of such a reconstruction

exists in Nostratic, but also in Proto-Indo-European.

For Nostratic, the proto-languages compared include Proto-

Semitic, Proto-Indo-European, and others. This kind of

reconstruction has come under fire because the data can not be

treated with sufficient rigor, the distance from the pre-proto-

language being too great (cf. especially Doerfer 1973).

For Proto-Indo-European the existence of more closely related

groups within the daughter languages allows the reconstruction of

proto-daughters of Indo-European. For example, early scholars such

as Hickes (1705), Junius (1665), and ten Kate (1710) recognized the

the Germanic languages as related; and ten Kate even described them

in terms of their common grammatical systems. Similarly, already

Lhuyd (1707) recognized the relatedness of the Celtic languages

although he does not reach such a high stage of synthesis in his

analysis as ten Kate. Ignoring what is known about the larger

relationships to, e.g. Indie, one can reconstruct a Proto-Germanic.

Comparison of Proto-Germanic with Proto-Greek, Proto-Indo-Iranian

etc. can produce a Proto-Indo-European. In practice, the

reconstruction of a proto-language from related proto-languages is

done with much reference also to the actually attested languages. If,

for example, one reconstructs Proto-Germanic without reference to

Indo-European, then even if variations in the verbal paradigms

allow the reconstruction of accent (i.e. because of Verner's law) in

some instances, nonetheless the accent will be irrecoverable for a

word such as *pot£r 'father', 12 for which there is no referent to

show that the dental is suffixal and related to the dental in other

kinship terms.

12Whether the first vocalic element is schwa or a laryngeal is at this point

irrelevant for my argument.
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A second type of reconstruction of pre-proto-languages is by

use of internal reconstruction. As noted above, in internal

reconstruction one looks at the anomalous structures in a language

system and extrapolates a chain of events which might have led to

their introduction. The general principle invoked is that languages

tend towards regularity. If, for example, developments in phonology

destroy regularity, it will be reestablished by a systematic overhaul

of the grammar (cf. Wurzel ). If a reconstruction of a proto-language

recreates a synchronous language state, then the same principles of

internal reconstruction may be applied to it as to an attested

language. If a reconstruction of a proto-language by the traditional

means produces an anomalous system one may either attempt to

revise the system to make it come into line with what statistical

studies tell us about languages, or suggest reasons for the

unusualness of the system and propose different pre-stages that

have acted to create the unusual system. Gamkrelidze (1989) suggests

that an implausible system is reconstructable on principle, but that

one should then reconstruct a more plausible pre-stage. A system

may be unusual in two different ways which have a bearing on the

recovery of earlier stages of a language. Either the system is unusual

and unstable, in which case some previous system must be assumed

which has been thrown off balance; or the system is typologically

unusual and yet stable. This is the instance when a change in one

linguistic subsystem affects a change in another in such a way that

a previously motivated pattern has been shifted into an unmotivated

one that is nonetheless stable. Cf. here the reconstruction of PIE

accent and ablaut or the consonant cooccurrence restrictions of the

PIE root in light of the Glottalic Theory.

Schlerath (1989:46-47) calls the inner reconstruction of IE

"auf keinen Fall methodisch zulassig". E.g., a pre-inflectional IE is

not achievable. The ethnogenesis of the Indo-Europeans and their
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languages is the time that they split up. There is no way to proceed

back from this point. Schlerath is justifiably concerned with

reconstruction of pre-proto-language using "glottogonic" * 3

principles. Clearly, an analysis of any body of data will eventually be

able to reduce the structures of that data to their simplest

components, but to equate these simplest components with historical

development and reality is methodologically unacceptable without

sound knowledge of developmental patterns of languages and the

nature of linguistic change. Remember, however, that Schlerath

categorically rejects the equation of a proto-language with the real

language, i.e. denies the realism factor, and thus automatically

disallows the use of internal reconstruction, a procedure that may

only be used on real languages. Because a proto-language only

approaches reality, the use of internal reconstruction should

probably be restricted to instances where multiple indicators of

previous stages exist.

A final type of reconstruction of pre-proto-language is a

modification of the first. If a determination of relative affinity of

several language groups shows that several proto-languages are

closer to each other than to one or more other proto-languages, then

a reconstruction of an intermediate proto-language for just the more

closely related group becomes possible. However, the determination

of subgroupings is quite difficult. Often the basis of relationship is

no more than a small set of correspondences (cf. Lehmann

1974b:623). again, if no realism is intended, nothing stands in the

way of such proto-languages. For example, if Proto-Hellenic and

Proto-Indo-Iranian are more closely related to each other than to

Proto-Anatolian, then one can reconstruct a Proto-Indo-Hellenic and

13 The term "glottogonic" is often used pejoratively to refer to research into the

origin of language or language features which goes too far.
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then Proto-Indo-European. This possiblity is at the core of

Sturtevant's attempts to explain Anatolian as an earlier offshoot of

"Indo-Hittite" which evolved into Proto-Indo-European. Although

Indo-Hittite has been declared dead, it arises again and again under

different guises and cannot be laid to rest until the status of Indo-

European Ausgliederung is settled.



Chapter Two: Typology

dXXo)9 T6, ei KaooXiK6v earn t 6 TTapdirr|yp.a, TrdvTa
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4>fta19...

Furthermore, if the rule is universal, they have constructed it

either after surveying all the particular words and noting the

analogy they present, or else not all of them. But they have not

surveyed all of them, for they are infinite in number, and there

is no knowledge of infinites. And if they have surveyed some,

how do they know that every word is of a like kind? For that

which is a property of some words is not a property of all. But

to this there are some who make an absurd reply, saying that

the universal rule is based on the majority of cases. For they
have failed to see that, firstly, what is "universal" is one thing
and what holds good "for the most part" is another, and that

which is universally true we never find false, but what is true

"for the most part" is false occasionally; nor, secondly, have

they seen that even if the universal is composed of many, it is

not always the case that the property of the many words is

necessarily the property of all words similarly formed, but just
as in many other things nature produces some with a unique
form...

Sextus Empiricus, Against the Professors,
1.224-226

(transl. Bury 1949:127-129)

1.0 Typology

Greenberg (1974) defines concisely the nature of typological

investigation. "Typology" is a methodological procedure of

classificatory nature. Rather than defining a group of objects as

30
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completely random, they are divided into subgroups on the basis of

shared characteristics, and taxonomies of relationships are devised.

The question of token versus type has occupied philosophers for

millennia and problems with the approach were recognized inter

alia by Sextus Empiricus (at head of this chapter; cf. Armstrong 1989

for a good general description of the history and status of the

problem). Part of the study of empirically based language rules of

structure is typology. There are typologies of meta-analysis (Dunkel

1987) or of linguistic change (Markey 1986), all vital concerns, yet

the commonality of approaches reflects merely a similar method.

1.1 Definitions

The world's languages can be described in terms of a

finite set of generally non-random patterns.

Finite:

A. Because there is a finite number of languages there must

therefore also be only a finite set of characteristics

attested.

B. There is, however, also only a finite set of possibilities for

language structure, i.e. with an infinite set of languages

one would still have a limited number of structural

patterns.

C. There is an even smaller set of probable language

structures.

Set:

As yet, no one has been able to draw definite conclusions

about all features of any language which would truly

unify them (cf. Comrie 1989:40 on holistic typology and

Ramat 1986). Thieme (1964:593) defines the linguistic
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system as a set of systems, "independent of one another."

Nonetheless, various patterns consisting of multiple

features (phonology, morphology etc.) are analyzable.

Schlerath sets up a rule of structural connectedness in

language levels: root/morphemes - inflection - derivation

- syntax - semantics (1987:251; cf. also Lyons 1968:36, 50).

Non-random Patterns:

The systems (subsystems) of language are not random

conglomerations of loose features, but to a greater or lesser

degree can be discussed in terms of definable

relationships. Cf. Martinet's pull and drag changes and

Lehmann (1990). Features are defined and determined by

these relationships.

"Universals" are the classificatory criteria by which

typologies are constructed; they are the "sets of patterns" mentioned

above in the definition of typology. Structuralism defines languages

as patterns. Typology attempts to inventorize and define these

patterns. Put differently, the axiom that languages are systems

implies the existence of systematic structure types.

Research in general typology needs to examine the following

matters (cf. also Ineichen 1991:28-30):

1. What are the important types and how are they defined?

2. What is the relationship between various types and the stages

inbetween?

3. What effect does disturbance of organizational elements play in

reorganization, repatterning, i.e. how strong are the types as factors of

language change?

4. Explanation of types (cf. Hawkins 1988).
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5.) Cataloging of types.

In setting up definitions of what languages must have in

order to function, creolistics has accomplished important work. Holm

(1988:61-65) discusses recent views on universals of language and

the creation of creoles. Pidgins and creoles are perhaps the closest

thing to laboratory experiments on how languages develop and what

they must universally have in order to function. Early on in

creolistics, scholars noticed general similarities between creoles and

pidgins in widely separated geographic areas and with differing

base languages. Attempts to account for the similarities include

monogenesis (i.e. all creoles and pidgins are derived from a single

source and the similarities are genetic) and universalism (i.e. for a

language to exist, it must have certain capabilities which will be

realized in a specific way because of the inherent cognitive system

of mankind).

2.0 History of Approach

In the 17th century Scaliger (cf. Sternemann & Gutschmidt

1989:125) divided up the European languages on the basis of the word

for God. Thus there was a Bog-group, a God-group, and a oe(ss,

-group

(cf. also Krause’s 1968 typology of the Germanic languages on the

basis of the word for ’day'). Serious investigation of typological

structures of language is usually first recognized in the work of

Humboldt who divided languages regardless of genetic character

according to features of morphology. His divisions were

agglutinating, isolating, and fusional or later polysynthetic. Seidel

(1976:31-32) following Coseriu states that Humboldt neither intended

the classification of languages nor proposed these four types.

Nonetheless, Steinthal, Finck, and Sapir expand on the types while

maintaining the same form of distinguishing groupings. Although
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out of date, this typology possesses some taxonomic value and seems

to reflect distinctions felt, e.g., by language learners (Tovar 1968).

As a logical development of Sapir's 1921 statement that the

degree of typological solidarity may vary from one morphological

category to another, Greenberg set up ten typological indices from

which the degree of relative typological complexity could be

determined. Altmann & Lehfeldt (1973) expand on this approach.

Comrie (1989), however, rejects the approach because of

incommensurability of terms. He shows that the degree of

agglutination, for example, cannot be easily and objectively

determined cross-linguistically so that statistical generalizations

about it in relation to, e.g., morpheme length are unreliable.

3.0 Range of Typologies

One can distinguish between systematic and non-systematic

typologies. Systematic typologies look at bunches of features; non-

systematic typologies, on the other hand, are labelling mechanisms

(cf. Ramat 1986:6, 9). The non-systemic approach is typical of the

earliest typologies, which do not examine the implication of

membership in a particular type other than for classification.

The distinction between unit and pattern is not always easy

(cf. Thieme 1964:593). A unit in an ordered relationship within the

consonantal system; e.g., the dental fricative, is itself analyzable as a

set of components in an ordered relationship. Yet a typology based

on this set of components is intuitively lacking in explanatory

power (cf. Comrie 1989:38-9 on "insignificant typological

parameters").

The range of linguistic features can be defined on a

continuum from unrestricted universal to language universal to

language idiosyncrasy (cf. also Harris 1985:263). Campbell (1980:17)
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distinguishes absolute (unrestricted), statistical (near universals),

and implicational universals.

3.1 Unrestricted Universals

An example of an unrestricted universal would be that all

languages have not just autosegmentals but also segmentals. 1 This

type of universal is for our purposes perhaps the least important,

albeit extremely vital for a complete definition of language and

Katitic (1970:25) terms them "very important linguistic universals."

These universals include those properties which make up the

definition of language in general: use of signals of one or another

kind, communicative goals, specific to humans (as yet), etc. These

universals are insofar restricted, as they are generally settled upon

and are common to all languages as based on the definition of

language. If, for example, language is defined as confined to acoustic

signals, then sign languages or writing are automatically eliminated

from the definition.

Comrie (1989:2ff) believes that another type of unrestricted

universal is the universal grammar striven for in the generative

school. This grammar is supposed to be universal to the learning

structures of the human mind, hence it can be derived from any

language and then applied to the rest. Essentially, generativists look

at individual languages and try to understand their internal

structures and the relationships between them. For example, what is

the relationship between relative vs. main clauses or actives vs.

passives? Typologists, on the other hand, look at, e.g., the way

relative clause are expressed cross-linguistically. Comrie (1989)

1 Autosegmentals include such features as intonation and accent; segmentals
make up the "skeleton" of phonology and include such things as consonants and

vowels.
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considers generative grammar of little relevance because, despite

providing useful formal procedures,

1.) it cannot be used to explain surface structures in their not quite

infinite variety, and

2.) it cannot be verified (cf. his debate with Smith in The Australian

Journal of Linguistics) .

Botha (1989:130-135) discusses both the Chomskyan approach

to language universals and his school's reaction to the Greenbergian

approach. The Chomskyan approach searches for the patterns which

are inherent in the human genotype and can therefore be found by

examining one language in great depth. Criticisms of Greenberg's

approach include the fact that in the years of the Stanford project

little was found which affected linguistic theory in general. A

definite problem with the approach is that it depends on what may

be very superficial understanding of the grammars (cf. Maddieson

1991:198 on the problems involved in compiling a database of

phonological systems because of differing use of terms in the

descriptive grammars).

Birnbaum (1975:271), on the other hand, speaks out for

typologies of deep structure. Perhaps part of the reconciliation may

be seen in comparing the Cologne UNITYP project, which is looking

for specific functional/universal features of a narrow database of

languages, with the Stanford project which used a wide database and

was looking for general surface correspondences (Seiler 1975). Croft

(1990:246-259) discusses the two strategies in detail.

In this study there is little reference to "underlying"

structures. This does not imply a rejection of mentalistic

representations of deep forms in language users’ minds. However,

typology, as used here, looks at the patterns which can be discovered
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on the surface. It is sufficient to discover the surface patterns and

relationships to set up a description of typology. Since the

reconstruction of a proto-language is also based on the surface

structures of the daughter languages, one may hardly expect to

reconstruct more than surface structures for the proto-language. A

typology of language surface structures is thus ideal for work with

proto-languages.

3.2 Idiosyncrasies

Language idiosyncrasies represent those arbitrary

characteristics of language which are language specific and must be

learned as lists. One thinks of the relationship between semantics

and phonology (despite the claims of psycholinguists that there are

connections) as explicated by de Saussure. A 'tree' is called a tree in

English for no other reason than that one learns this form from

other speakers. It could just as easily be called bush or train.

Similarly, the possession of the dental fricative is an idiosyncrasy of

a number of languages.

3.3 Implicational Universals

The most studied universals, implicational, are those which

are not unrestricted in all languages, but rather belong to a set of

patterns which all languages will have in one form or another. For

example, all languages have vowels (unrestricted universal);

German uses a low vowel in one of its words for 'buttocks'

(idiosyncrasy); those languages which have nasal vowels also have

oral vowels (implicational universal). Implicational universals

suggest that if structure X is found in a language, then structure Y

will also occur. Numerous variations of the approach are possible. If

structure X, then not structure Y; if structure X, then Y, but only if

also Z. Ramat (1986:5-6) distinguishes between solidarity A id B and
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correlation A+B and calls for the discovery of the maximum possible

number of "multifeature, polythetic" typologies.

Greenberg has been the pioneer in researching implicational

universals; cf. for example his division of the languages of the world

by the word order of verb and object and relation of various other

grammatical structures to this first basic element.

There may be some corroboration of the structure of

implicational universals in the learning patterns of children and

the loss patterns of people with brain disorders. Jakobson (1935)

noted that for a number of phonological implicational universals

there is a correlation between the ordering of implicature and the

ordering of children’s learning patterns or loss patterns in people

with aphasia. For example, languages with affricates always have

fricatives. Children learn fricatives before they learn affricates.

Aphasics will lose affricates but not fricatives.

Study of markedness theory and of implicatures is closely

related. Croft (1990:64-94) discusses in detail the role of markedness

in typology. The concept of markedness goes back to the Prague

School of the 1920's and 1930's (cf. Batistella 1990:5ff.). Its basic

foundation is the idea that language consists of oppositions of which

one is always more marked than the other. This "markedness" will be

expressed by greater rarity, additional features, greater instability,

etc. (cf. Croft 1990:70-91 for a more extensive listing of criteria of

markedness.). When two features are involved in an implicature, the

implicans is more marked.

Inventories of types can be typologically significant if

formulated, for example, in the case of vowels in the following

manner:

If a language has 3 vowels, it will have a.
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Note, however, that the implicans is on the level of analysis, not

motivated by the language itself. One might divide all such

implicatures:

1. If dual, then plural

2. If three vowels, then iu a

Implicature 1 divides languages into two types, with and without a

dual, i.e.:

language language

[+ dual] [- dual]

It is also based on a cognitive relationship between these modes of

denoting multiplicity. Implicature 2 divides languages non-binarily,

but suggests that each will fit into specific types in terms of

inventories possible. There may be a later subdivision within

inventory categories, e.g.:

3.) If 5 vowels, then either X or Y.

This third sort of implicature is like those of color terminology as

described by Berlin & Kay (1969).

Greenberg (1978.2:2) states that inventories of types have

been relatively well catalogued but that the areas of language

change, synchronic rule systems, and the relationship of phonology

to syntax/semantics need further examination. Ramat also feels that

linguists cannot be satisfied with mere lists of co-occurring features

but must set up hierarchies and discover underlying structures

(1983:183). However, a catalogue is vital because of the

empirical/deductive nature of setting up typologies (Ramat
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1983:184). As mentioned above, projects have attempted to catalogue

features of large numbers of languages (Stanford; cf. Greenberg

1978,11:vi-viii)) or smaller numbers with more emphasis on

functional patterns and the cases where languages don't fit into nice

typological frameworks (Cologne).

The more holistic a typology, the more understanding one

acquires of language in general. A goal of all language research

must ultimately lie in discovering the nature of language as a

human tool, institution, phenomenon. If typologically relevant

structures are expandable to include more and more of the linguist's

data, eventually, more may be discovered about the psychological

basis of these universal typological schemata. Nonetheless, a

universal grammar which ignores facts in striving to be complete,

simple, and elegant may falsify matters, for reality may be neither

one nor the other (cf. quotation of Yngve at head of Chapter One;

also Botha 1989:162ff. on the notion of explanational simplicity vs.

truth).

4.0 Typology of Typologies

In the metalinguistics of language study a division is

commonly made between synchronic and diachronic study of a

language. Although prefigured elsewhere, de Saussure is generally

credited with making this distinction a given of linguistics. As has

been shown by Coseriu and others, the distinction between

diachronic and synchronic linguistics is not on the level of the

object, but rather on that of the observer. As such, however, it is

useful. The division carries over to the study of typology.

As has been stated, typology is the study of regularity of

patterns and the description of these patterns. In synchronic terms,

an implicational universal may exist such that A implies B. For

example, the existence of Plural implies the existence of Singular.
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Diachronic implicational universals may be of the type: Stage

I CdCeCeCe will generally develop to Stage II CeCaCeCa or CeCCeC.

If one language has a synchronic implicational pattern

which may be the result of a process (cf. Heine et al. 1991:148) and

another related language only has the second part of the

implicature, then a diachronic implicature may be assumed. For

example, Hittite hant- 'forehead' and hantezzi 'foremost'. There is a

universal:

body part > spatial/temporal.

This suggests an original state where the term for body part

developed spatial meaning. Cf. also Greek dvrC which comes from

*H2enti ’forehead'.

4.1 Synchronic

Research on synchronic linguistic typology has been

involved in all the areas that traditional linguistics was concerned

with: phonology, syntax, morphology, semantics, etc. However, the

approach has often taken up widely divergent descriptive models.

For example, syntactic research in earlier work was a subsection of

semantics. Since the 1950'5, more and more effort has been devoted to

the synchronic explanation or description of word order, indeed,

word order became the main empirical phenomenon into which

syntacticians delved. It is remarkable, that when Horne wrote his

1966 survey of problems of language typology he could state that

syntactic typology was the least investigated and most unrewarding

area of all. Now, a quarter century later, many would go so far as to

say that syntactic typology is the single most important branch of

typology of all.
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4.1.1 Phonological (& Writing Systems)

Phonological typology is concerned with inventory and rule

systems of phonemes. As described in Chapter 4, this is one of the

most well established areas of typology and one holding the most

promise of reliable applicability to reconstruction.

The typology of writing systems reflects phonological

typology. Justeson and others have noted that the needs of writing

systems to differentiate enough between sounds have resulted in

orders of priority for specific features to be represented. Hence,

some features will always be represented in a syllabary, others are

optional, others even more so. The same applies to alphabetic writing

systems. Some universals of writing systems may reflect universals

of the languages represented.

4.1.2 Morphological

Morphological typology is a problem, for many would

consider it a subset of syntactic typology. In Chapter 5, I discuss in

greater detail the problem of definition of the two areas. Typology of

morphological structures has focussed on word-formation and

derivation patterns, case relationships (esp. ergative vs. agentive

etc.), mood, tense, and aspect.

4.1.3 Syntactic

Syntactic typology has looked for the universal patterns of

word order and attempted to determine which are most basic, i.e.

from which elements of syntax one can construct the most far-

reaching sets of implicational structures. One such basic parameter

is claimed to be the position of the object and the verb in simple,

unmarked sentences (Greenberg etc.). From this, implicational

structures of types of relative clauses, positioning of adjectives, use

of cases, post- vs. prepositions have been set up and catalogued.
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4.1.4 Semantic

Semantic typology has looked at the patterns of relationship

within semantic systems to see if these are wholly dependent on

external reality, their classification and "Abgrenzung", however,

arbitrary (i.e. Sapir-Whorf), or whether one can establish universal

sets of semantic patterns. A major problem arises from the fact that

it is as yet uncertain just how semantic information is encoded and

stored. A complete enumeration of all models would clearly exceed

the framework of this study, but I will mention briefly an area

which holds great promise. A major point of investigation in

semantics is the method of storing and accessing semantic

information about classes (as opposed to individual items, a wholly

different problem). Is a class defined by its center or its boundaries?

A series of studies was done to see how speakers of English and

German defined the borders between such objects as chairs, thrones,

sofas, stools, etc. or cups, saucers, vases, mugs, glasses, etc. 2

It was the work of Berlin & Kay (1969) in color terminology

which opened up the way for fruitful research into accessing

procedures. They showed that colors are semantically defined by

prototypical centers of meaning, and that these centers of meanings

are universally accepted and used by speakers of any language

group. Thus, although individual speakers or even language groups

may differ on the precise border between red and orange, they will

uniformly agree on what is most typically red or orange. Further,

Berlin and Kay showed that languages name up to 11 basic colors in a

clearly defined and empirically determinable sequence. If there are

only 3 basic color terms, for example, they will always include

2 Although colors exist on a physically continuous scale, defined by
wavelength, the semantics of, e.g., seating devices are also on a continuum as

defined by size, comfort, presence or absence of armrests, location, etc.
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certain colors and always exclude others. For example, in Bantu

there are three primary colors as predicted by Berlin & Kay: 'black

(dark)’ - 'red' - 'white (light)' and other color terms are clearly

derivative, e.g., Swahili rangi ya majani 'green' (= 'color of leaves').

Although Coseriu and others have rightly criticized the approach as

being too loose in its definition of "primary color term", the sets of

language types for color terms seem promising and one would hope

to see more such semantic fields examined in the same way (cf. the

discussion in Holenstein 1985).

Taylor (1989) offers the most complete discussion of semantic

prototypes in language. He distinguishes the prototype approach

from a classical, Aristotelian approach to categories which defines

all things binarily as members or non-members of classes with no

grey territory. Just as colors have prototypical semantic centers, so

too do other lexical and grammatical categories.

Dahl (1985:9) criticizes approaches which attempt to define

graduality of semantic relationship, suggesting that they confuse

indeterminacy with graduality. However, in his discussion of the

problem, he does not make the distinction between "language" and

"Fachsprache". Hence, for example, when looking at the use of dog ,

he treats its meanings of 'canine' and 'male canine' as qualitatively

similar. Further, he treats taxonomies of reality as too strongly

linked to linguistic/conceptual taxonomies. In the prototype

approach to semantics, the idea of setting up absolute positions of

graduality as Dahl seems to suggest runs counter to the idea that the

degree of membership to a semantic area is gradual and relative.

Further, the degree of membership may vary from speaker to

speaker. I, having grown up in rural lowa, have a different

semantic conception of cow than someone from central Chicago.

In semantics, patterns of external reality will have specific

effects on language systems. For example, the development of
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technology associated with the wheel implied the development of a

relevant set of words in the semantic field of wheeled transport.

Specht (1944) shows that the development of such terminology in

Indo-European coincides with a specific stage of the development of

its system of nominal inflection.

4.2 Diachronic

A common use of typology in diachronic studies is for the

description of the development of attested language states. Hence, for

example, the changes from Vulgar Latin to French can be

characterized as a change from type X to type Y with the concurrent

intermediary states (cf. Joseph 1989). Bauer (1992) has undertaken a

larger study of this change and has typified it as the shift from a PIE

SOV language to present day French which is SVO. SOV languages are

left branching; SVO languages are right branching. She finds that a

universal tendency exists that in the acquisition of complex SOV

patterns, learners are slower than in acquiring SVO patterns. Thus,

the shift from Latin (and Indo-European a la Lehmann 1974a) is in

accordance with higher universals.

A second major use in diachronic studies is in explaining

language change. According to Croft et al. (1990:x) and following

Greenberg, the two principles underlying implicational universals

are dominance and harmony. All other things being equal, a

language will tend towards consistency and completeness of its

structural patterns, although in practice this may never occur. If

typological consistency is a force for language change, then

investigation is needed to determine to what extent and in what

areas. One might conceivably set up a continuum of strong to weak

"compulsive" force for typological language change. The strength of

the structural compulsion is a variable factor and relative both to

other factors for change and to the subsystem involved. Yennemann
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(1988) has shown that when other phonological changes disturb the

syllabic patterns in language, the first changes that attempt to

remedy the situation are in those places where the "greatest damage"

has been done. This agrees with the "Natiirlichkeit" principles of

Wurzel. Joseph (1989:56-7) investigates the problem of the cart and

the horse: does typology cause change (as claimed by Lehmann

1974 a or Holman 1980) or merely constrain the paths of change

(Hawkins 1985, 1988)? He adduces evidence from Romance for the

latter (cf. Bauer 1992). Haider (1985:3-5) states it differently, saying

that typological change will come about when the statistical

relationships between the subsystems are too complex for language

users (one thinks here of the Old Irish verbal system which violates

principles of iconicity and economy).3 He further supports the idea

that a typologically marked system, i.e. one in violation of

typological universals, will change. A case in point might be found

in Indo-Aryan where in Middle Aryan an ablative plural form in -to

was created to replace lost distinctions but was not maintainable

(Bloch 1965:140). Croft (1990:193) discusses the problem of typology

and change in terms of competing motivations of economy and

iconicity. These two principles may come into conflict when the

improvement of one damages the other. When language preference

rules for competing motivation are determined, they will result in

the following types:

A is used, but B is not, although preferred.

B is used, but A is not, although preferred.

A & B are both present; non-preferred situation.

Neither A nor B is present; non-preferred situation.

3 Iconicity is the principle of having one form per meaning or function;

economy calls for as few forms as possible.
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Lehmann (1974a) speaks of consistent languages, ones where

typological forces have caused a maximum amount of change and the

languages in question are in a state of typological unity. Such

languages are then characterized as being extremely stable.

Lehmann has been criticized for his use of "consistent" languages

because few languages seem consistent (Matthews 1982). Lehmann

(1991) has reclarified his position to state that in order to work with

data one must use idealizing models or else simply list data.

Languages are not ideal, but those in relative isolation seem more

consistent than others, and precisely this pattern of consistency in

isolation deserves looking at.

Campbell (1980) argues that exceptions to universals come

about through external causes, not from language internal

mechanisms, echoing the idea that languages left on their own will

tend towards consistency. Only if we can factor out other causes of

language change such as literacy, contact with other peoples, trade

contacts, or technological progress can we determine the actual

strength of typological consistency for language change or

conservativism. Cf. Dauses (1990) on the distinction of isolate vs.

contact languages. One ought to look at languages such as Latin,

Sanskrit, Avestan, or Old Norse and their descendants in terms of

typologically consistent or inconsistent developments in contact and

isolate situations.

Bonfante 1945, Markey 1982, and Yartseva 1990 all emphasize

the need for typologies of language change. Liidtke (1989:134) gives

types of change, but they are not useful because they are only labels

without any reference to substance. Typologies of rule systems

might well be reflections of change typologies, just as

synchronically analysed rule systems are reflections of historical

development. Whether the rules are reflections of reality or are only
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reflections of analytical techniques is irrelevant, as long as the

analyses work (cf. Schwink 1992a).

Guy describes the social contexts in which various kinds of

change occur, claiming that in fact all typologies of change are

more on a socio-linguistic than formal level (1990:50). This has some

important implications for research into proto-languages and their

changes. We can imagine what varieties of contact situations the

Indo-Europeans may have experienced. Just as Anthony (1991) has

shown the relevance of typology for the analysis of cultural change

(specifically, the impact of adoption of the horse on marginal

agricultural societies), the social scenarios associated with

reconstructed history may be analysed in terms of language contact

situations. If, for example, a certain type of change is most common

when the surviving language is in contact with a substratum as

opposed to when there is contact in trading or the language in

question is the substratum, then evidence for this sort of change

helps to reconstruct the proto-situation and conversely, knowledge

of prehistoric situations will help to sort out linguistic data. Clearly,

the risk of circular reasoning is large, but it can be avoided, if the

typological parameters are clearly and unequivocally determined

using data independent of the proto-language.



Chapter Three: Typology and Reconstruction

A TAIL behind, a trunk in front,
Complete the usual elephant.
The tail in front, the trunk behind

Is what you very seldom find.

If you for specimens should hunt

With trunks behind and tail in front,
That hunt should occupy you long;
The force of habit is so strong.

A.E. Housman

1.0 Typology and Reconstruction

What stand one takes on the reality of linguistic

reconstructions has vital bearing on the question of the application

of typology to the reconstructive procedure. Typology is based on the

reality of attested languages. It is an empirical approach in the

truest sense of the word. Typology examines not ideal systems, but

rather the actual attested systems of languages and tries to show the

patterns of inventory and implication. Typology is meaningless

when severed from linguistic reality, for only real languages can

conform to the patterns which typology distills from quantitative

analysis. Thus, before any reconstruction is done, one must take a

firm stance on the issue of realism and reality of reconstruction. If

we accept Hall's figures, then for phonology and other areas in

descending order one may act as if dealing with a real language. If a

reconstruction of a system is based on one or more systems in

attested languages then the only use of typology is to check the

historical systems. However, when a system is reconstructed piece

meal, then the result must be checked with typology; e.g., if the stops

in Indo-European are reconstructed as in Indo-Aryan, then they are

typologically acceptable, but if they are different and are not

attested in other languages, whether related or not, then the

question of their typological feasibility must be dealt with. If, also, a

49
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typologically attested system is shown to be inherently unstable,

then its projection into a proto-language is problematic.

The distinction between typological and realistic

reconstruction is of the utmost importance. Realism demands the use

of typology; however, to be realistic in reconstruction does not

necessarily imply working typologically. The essence of typology is

the description of interdependent series of facts.

To give an example, Szemerdnyi (1990:135) discusses the

phonetic aspects of laryngeals and shows how relative sonority (as

evidenced by phonotactics in the environment TRHT, i.e. >

and not > TRVT 1 ) defines them as spirants. A spirant has as a

universal property the fact that it cannot be [+ syllabic] (according

to Szemerdnyi). A reconstruction that assigns to laryngeals

syllabicity would conflict with realism but not necessarily with

typology (cf. Chapter 4, §3.2.2). A reconstruction which applies

typology per se is different. It takes conditions which are not

impossible in terms of the components of language and shows their

plausibility or implausibility. We suggest that several continua may

be differentiated:

Continuum One

absolute universal implicational universal idiosyncrasy

reconstruction 1 reconstruction 2 reconstruction 3

Reconstruction 1: Realism is criterion.

Reconstruction 2: Typological probability is criterion.

Reconstruction 3: Formal evidence is criterion.

*Cf. note on transcription after preface. Cf. also Polomd (1965:28-29) on the

problem of vocalisation of R before laryngeal.
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Continuum Two

realism probability formal evidence

The factors given in Continuum Two are each important,

however, the relative importance of each factor increases or

decreases in the reconstruction in direct relation to the place on

Continuum One of the feature or set of features which are being

reconstructed. Formal evidence is always important, but when

looking at idiosyncratic features, it is relatively more important

than when looking at typological features.

Figure of Relative Importance of Evidence Types^

vertical axis represents ascending degree of importance as a factor in

reconstruction.
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By our analysis, assuming a realistic reconstruction etc., the

formal evidence is irrelevant when speaking of absolute features,

i.e. when the formal evidence does not allow a real language the data

are flawed. This conception does not suggest that formal evidence be

eliminated, but rather that a low ratio of agreement at the left side of

the scale in the figure is evidence that the data are insufficient.

Typological consistency does not peak as dramatically but rather

assumes less importance, the more absolute the language universal

is, i.e. as there is less and less room for real variation in the analysis.

For example, if languages may be of Type A or Type B or Type C, the

typological argument is very important. If, however, all but a very

tiny number of the world's languages are Type A whereas Type B is

very exceptional, then the typological argument has to be all the

stronger before it may be adduced for reconstructing a Type B

language. Similarly, as the strength of types is weakened, so too the

usefulness of the typological consistency is weakened, i.e. as one

approaches the point of language arbitrariness. Finally, formal

evidence is always an indicator and usually also the determinant of

reconstruction. As one reaches the right of the scale in the figure

above, formal evidence comes to outweigh all other types of

evidence.

Looking at a concrete example, the reconstruction of a Proto-

Indo-European *e as the only vowel cannot be criticized on

typological grounds, but rather, on realism grounds and formal

evidence for, e.g. *a. In terms of the above graphic representation,

the existence of more than one vowel is an absolute, exceptionless

universal and the relative importance of evidence types is as at the

extreme left of the figure. There, the conformance to absolute

features is of paramount importance; second in importance is formal

evidence; typological consistency is irrelevant. This would suggest
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in this instance that a reconstruction of one-vowel Indo-European

on the basis of formal evidence should be supplemented with

evidence from knowledge of absolute universals (cf. the more

extended discussion of this problem in Chapter 4).

One would wish to be able to quantify the factors given in the

figure above. For typological consistency, a factor could be

calculated based on statistical/empirical validity of typologically

related features. The absolute features represent a qualitatively

identical statistical problem or situation. For example: Feature X is an

absolute universal for a sample of 1000 languages with 10 exceptions.

Then one can claim a 99% strength of this feature for a random

proto-language. In a category of implicational types, e.g. OV

languages have 87% feature Zi, VO languages have 79% feature Z2,

OV languages have 59% feature Xi, VO ca. 63% X2. Then for the

feature Zi there is a higher probability of occurrence in OV

languages than for feature Xi and vice versa for VO languages.

Although this may provide numerical rankings, the question

has not yet been answered as to how to assign a non-arbitrary cut-

off point for the use of probability in a reconstruction, as seen in

the summaries of previous work below.

Hammond, Moravcsik & Wirth (1988:14) rank the distribution

of universals in terms of their explanatory value and constraining

force (i.e. number of language types which they exclude), from

"existential statement" as least valuable to "unrestricted universals"

as most valuable. They also distinguish between universals and

statistical generalizations (pp. 12-13). However, the question is left

unanswered as to how statistically significant a generalization may

be before it can be more or less equated with "absolute universals".

In contrast to the approach of this dissertation, Hammond et al. want

to arrive at the optimal set of universals and those with the most

explanatory power. For reconstruction, new factors enter in which
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the synchronic typologist doesn't encounter. First, because the

reconstructed language is not attested as such (or in a sense, it is

very poorly attested), all features cannot be recovered. Thus, it is

precisely the absolute, unrestricted universals and the absolute,

implicational universals which must be considered if possible.

Further, because a reconstruction is an educated guess at what a

proto-language looked like, probabilities of its being of a particular

type or showing the instantiation of an implicational universal is of

great importance, not as proof, but rather for the determination and

evaluation of possibilities.

Actually, typology has been used since the 19th century in

reconstruction, i.e. the idea that the same principles of attested

languages will apply to prehistory (Bynon 1983:45; cf. Gamkrelidze

1989:117ff). Typology has been integrated with reconstructions to

judge their accuracy and propose alternatives, to reconstruct

features which have left no direct trace by employing our

knowledge of implicational universals, and to explain unusual states

or developments of the proto-language. In Chapter 4, I examine more

closely the use of inventories and rule systems in reconstruction.

As there is a scale of three levels of universality (i.e.

unrestricted-restricted-idiosyncratic), there are three levels of their

applicability to the reconstructive process. Specifically, in the

reconstruction of forms and specific units, the reconstruction is on

the level of idiosyncratic features. Indeed, without this first level,

the relatedness hypothesis by which languages are judged to be

related because of enough agreement in their idiosyncratic

structures, there could be no reliable reconstruction. Further, in the

assumption that the proto-language must be a language, the

application of all unrestricted universals is included. One might see

the reconstructive procedure as three staged: first, the recognition

of relatedness due to idiosyncratic agreement; second, the
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assumption of a proto-language which was a real language with all

unrestricted universal features that are associated with languages;

third, the assignment of restrictedly universalistic values and

relationships to the unrestrictedly universalistic framework that

has been clothed with idiosyncratic values.

When a proto-language is reconstructed and then compared

with living languages, it may be assigned to some type in respect to a

particular feature or set of features. If the type is not particularly

far-reaching, then the assignment of the proto-language to it is a

label. It is perhaps interesting from the standpoint of historical

development and possible geographical considerations, but it is not

very useful in recovering further stages of the proto-language

which were not recoverable by the more traditional comparative

techniques.

2.0 Synchronic and Diachronic Reconstruction

Above, I discussed the theoretical considerations of using

typology in reconstruction. In the following I will look at specific

areas and means by which typology is used. If a reconstructed

language is typologically unusual or unique, the realist will be

concerned. One solution to his problem is to declare the

reconstruction formulaic, i.e. non-realistic. Note that in this

instance the realistic and formulaic approaches are reconciled. A

realist must be able to admit when data or other considerations

preclude accurate reconstruction. As long as language relationship

is present, however, correspondences must be determined and

defined. If this definition occurs in the form of starred cover

symbols (e.g., */?), care should be taken to avoid confusing them with

attempts at actual reconstruction. This option applies if the data are

too diverse or sparse to reconstruct a real language. Whenever a

reconstruction of distant language relationships must rely on data
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which have been rendered imperfect by the forces of borrowing,

analogy, and change over a great length of time, the probability that

a reconstruction must remain formulaic is strong.

However, if the difference between a proposed reconstructed

system and some attested system is small and there are compelling

reasons to reconsider the reconstruction, typology may be used to

first reject and then revise.

Typology has already been used often as a criterion for

revising ideas of proto-languages or their developments. The

methodology entails collation of rules, features, gaps in inventory,

etc. which are unusual for the proposed system but expected or

attested for some other system. Next, the other system is substituted

for the original reconstruction and the ramifications for the

historical developments, attestations, and proto-synchronic rule

systems are examined.

Revision of a reconstruction based solely on typological

material is more valid if proposed because of multiple discrepancies

between the original reconstructed system and the systems attested

in the world's languages; a revision based only on, e.g., inventory, or

some phonological rule’s unusualness will be weaker.

2.1 Synchronic

2.1.1 Accuracy

The statement of the principle of using typology as a tool in

reconstruction stems from Jakobson (1958) and his view that a

reconstruction of a proto-language should not be accepted if it

violates the typological constraints placed on known languages. His

specific reference was to the extremely odd phonological system

traditionally reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European. Following up

on his lead, Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1973) as well as Hopper (1973)

suggested a different reconstruction which would fulfill a demand
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for typological plausibility (cf. Salmons forthcoming 1992).

Laryngealists have reconstructed Proto-Indo-European with one or

no vowels (e.g., Kuipers 1968), leading Szemer6nyi and others to

invoke typological plausibility. Job (1982) believes that only an

extensive analysis of empirical data will allow a real evaluation of

reconstructions.

The use of statistical techniques (as described by Altmann &

Lehfeldt 1973) for Indo-European might bear on the reconstruction

of different temporal stages of the language or at least in the choice

of possible reconstructions on the basis of reasonable complexity. If

all languages stay within specific parameters of complexity, then

our reconstruction must do so as well, if admittedly we are trying to

reconstruct real language.

2.1.2 Implicational Universals & Inventory

As stated above, implicational universals, one of the main tools

of typological analysis, are reflections of the defined structural

patterns of language. In examining attested language states, they

will be of the form:

if A,B then C

Reconstructive procedure can take the proposition:

if *A,*B then probably *C.

If the universal is reversible, then the presence of *C might allow

the reconstruction of *A and *B. If *C cannot be reconstructed by

other means, then this procedure will allow a new proposal about the

proto-language. In this instance a reconstruction might call for the

supposition of an element without there being a formal
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representation recoverable. An example: if all languages with

phoneme A also have phoneme B, but the proto-language has only

*A, then there are several possible explanations and courses of

action. Either the proto-language was an exception to the universal,

or the universal was incorrectly formulated, or the language did

have *B and scholars have not yet succeeded in finding evidence for

it. Finally, the reconstruction of phoneme *A may have been

incorrect. One could almost imagine setting up a computer program

to try out all possiblities, but the chaff would be immense. Typology

may also be used to shift a reconstruction with an unusual set of

implicational structures towards another set of structures.

2.2 Diachronic

2.2.1 Accuracy of Changes Proposed

Although one hopes for relatively high accuracy in

reconstructions made using internal and comparative methods, the

problem of reality of reconstruction must depend on the quality of

the product. Typology can be useful to insure this quality. As stated,

typology has been used to "correct" inconsistencies of

reconstructions or to support pre-proto-languages which might

develop into typologically inconsistent structures. Typology may be

used in linguistic reconstruction, as a measuring tool for the

accuracy of a reconstruction made by other means. To put it

differently, if a reconstructed language is wildly inconsistent and

unusual in a large number of features, then this may be a reflection

of insufficient input data. The reconstruction may very well be

unfixable, and a repair job using typology would then be ad hoc.

However, if a reconstructed proto-language fits typological criteria

to a large degree in lexicon, phonology, morphology, etc. but

demonstrates some anomalies, then we are justified in using

typology to propose alternate solutions. What is needed then is a
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definite set of criteria stating at what point typological data can be

used.

I would thus suggest the following sequence of typological

reconstruction. First, after finding regular corresondences, use

typology of change to determine what may have been the sources of

the units. Second, investigate the systems reconstructed and their

purported developments in terms of the system. I see no way to

definitively state when typology should be valid or not, but would

propose that one work with probabilities: if two systems have equal

reconstructibility, take the one which is typologically more

probable. Such reconstructed systems are models with a claim, not to

correctness, but to relative probability of correctness.

2.2.2 Internal Reconstruction and Pre-Proto-Language

Internal reconstruction in the traditional sense looks at

unmotivated sets of irregularities and their exceptions in a language

and explains them as the development of prior regularities which

have been disrupted by other structural changes. This method can

be expanded by use of typological parameters in the reconstruction.

If, namely, an attested language has an irregularity in that it is

unusual typologically (i.e. it violates some statistical near universal),

then by internal reconstruction a proto-language can be suggested

which is less unusual typologically. This assumes the instability of

unusual patterns. Going a further step, if a proto-language is

reconstructed which has a typologically unusual form, one may

revise the reconstruction as outlined above, or one may accept the

reconstruction and explain it as the development from a pre-proto-

linguistic state which was typologically more usual.

3.0 Limitations of Typology
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A major danger in using typology for reconstruction is the

fact that one is dealing by and large with statistics. In plain English:

nothing demands that, e.g., Proto-Indo-European be non-unique (cf.

Kuipers 1968; Haider 1985:3-5). There are numerous universals

which have exceptions in only a few languages, e.g., object initial

languages in South America or languages with no nasal consonants

in North America. Beekes invokes this principle (1969:271) in

relation to the problem of one vowel Indo-European and states that a

rejection on purely typological grounds may lead to aprioristic

rejections of valid data and analysis. However, if the caveat is made

that one applies typological parameters on the basis of relative

probability, then its value as a tool is not lost.

If a reconstruction is revised on the basis of otherwise

typological anomality, the tenet of "simplicity" is maintained (cf.

Yngve at beginning of Chapter 1), but at a possible cost to accuracy.

A reasonable comparison may be made to individual vs. group

psychology. Whereas group dynamics are fairly well understood, an

individual is considerably less predictable. Generalizations and

predictions of behavior for a group are much more accurate and

reliable than for an individual. A certain degree of accuracy can be

achieved in looking at individuals, both humans and languages, but

it can be a mistake to pigeonhole them. Since one cannot ever know

all forms of all languages in their histories, it is impossible to be

entirely sure of any "universal" statements. Lass (1986) points out

somewhat callously, that one or two well placed nuclear explosives

would remove any language without labials, so that one would have a

"universal", that all languages must have labial stops. Lass' solution

to the problem begs the question, for he proposes that so long as the

models proposed produce interesting discourse, they are valid.

Perhaps no more can be done, but one is left distinctly disappointed.
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Whatever the results of application of typological methods to

reconstruction may be, comparative and internal reconstruction

should take priority in a step by step reconstruction of a proto-

language. Thus, even if a reconstruction is changed to fit typological

patterns, at an initial stage of the reconstruction one must use and

define the structures achieved by the primary methods. Haider

(1985:5) claims that at best typology can render a reconstruction less

probable. But shouldn't one prefer more probable to less probable

solutions? However, care must be taken to avoid circular reasoning

in using typology; for example, in claiming that Indo-European has

no A>/, or roots with the sequence of two voiced, non-homorganic

consonants, etymologists may then start discounting real evidence

for these very patterns (Meid 1989).

A further problem arises in reconstruction using typology

when a system is reconstructed in toto as in one of the daughter

languages. Let us take as an example the Indo-European present

active and middle endings in the indicative singular. If a

reconstruction were based on Sanskrit alone, then the forms would

be: 3

Active 12 3

*-mi *-si *-ti

Middle 12 3

*-Vi *-sVi *-tVi
A

forms give Sanskrit primacy in the inventory of morphological

categories and forms; however, the forms are reconstructed using knowledge of

extra-Indic phonology.
V can represent *a, *e, or *o.
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What is wrong with this kind of reconstruction?

Systematically (i.e. typologically) it is flawless since it belongs to the

attested types. There are, however, two main ways to criticize it. First,

if the comparative evidence from other languages is brought into

play, the reconstruction will lose or change some of its features.

Thus, for example, the first singular middle -Vi would have to be

eliminated as uncertain because it is irreconcilable with Greek:

-pm

Second, although this is not the case above, if the system were

typologically unusual (= unstable?) even in the attested daughter

language, then the projection of the unstable or unusual system into

the past would be made unlikely. Greek (Mycenaean) further

illustrates the problem. At the stage in which Mycenaean is attested,

there seem to be few or no examples of the phoneme /b/, a

typologically unusual state of affairs, for /b/ is the least marked5 of

the voiced consonants (cf. Chapter 4) and its lack in an inventory

which includes /g/ and /d/ is so unusual that one must explain its

absence. That the system is unstable can be seen in the fact that

between Mycenaean and Alphabetic Greek an entire category of

sounds, the labio-velars, changed; and it is into /b/ that some of

them changed, filling up the gap in the inventory. To explain the

absence of /b/ in Mycenaean one must either reconstruct an

unstable and unusual situation (i.e. without a /b/), determine where

all the /b/ phonemes went to, or reconstruct the system in such a

manner as to expect a gap in the inventory in this place. As will be

discussed further in Chapter 4, it is precisely this last choice which

Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1973) and Hopper (1973) have made,

5 Cf. Chapter 2 for a brief discussion of markedness.
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reconstructing the entire obstruent inventory of Proto-Indo-

European with different feature specifications. The absence of /b/ is

replaced by an absence of /p'/, i.e. a glottalized labial obstruent, by

Gamkrelidze & Ivanov. 6 According to their reasoning, this is the

most marked of the glottalized stops and hence the most likely to be

missing.

Botha (1989) has pointed out a common criticism of typological

research in general, namely, that the compilation of statistical

universals is very superficial and has little impact on deeper

theoretical considerations. However, when reconstructing a proto-

language, one is very much concerned with the surface structures;

in fact, these are the only considerations, for the data used to make

the reconstruction are themselves surface features of the daughter

languages.

4.0 Goals of this Treatment

Linguistics is the study of real languages. Three approaches

can be distinguished:

1. Look at what is universal about all human communication and

language.

2. Look at what patterns exist among languages which are exclusive of

some but inclusive of many.

3. Look at idiosyncrasies of one language in terms of that language.

6 Glottalized consonants are made by closing glottis and velum, constricting the

pharynx to create pressure, releasing the velar closure to expell the

pressurized air which is treated like pulmonic air in articulating a consonant,

and finally by opening the glottis to a stream of pulmonic air to continue the

utterance. They may also have an implosive articulation.
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Linguists of type one will look, for example, at their own languages

because all languages will presumably fall back on patterns of this

language. Type two linguists look at large samples of languages in

order to determine what the patterns are. As a second stage, these

linguists will examine a larger pattern in order to see what its

underlying principles are. Type three linguists are concerned with

a language or a group of languages for their own sakes, but will

make use of tools and methods developed by types one and two. If

they don't apply, then they are disregarded as irrelevant.

How does Indo-European fit into this pattern? It tends towards

type three. However, there are two further approaches to Indo-

European studies in linguistics. One, the idealistic, is concerned with

the older languages and members of the linguistic family. Indo-

Europeanists of this type want to understand family internal

relationships and will reconstruct forms as a "shorthand" of

recognized relationships in the language family. The second type of

Indo-Europeanist is concerned with the actual language (and

culture, history, etc.) and its speakers. These two approaches make

differing uses of linguistic approaches. The second type of Indo-

Europeanist is concerned with philological regularity and

patterning. His goal is, e.g., to understand which parts of Li relate to

parts of L 2 and how they relate. On the other hand, the second type

of Indo-Europeanist wants to see the reality of a language. It is the

question of his own use of material from linguistic approaches one

and especially two which are the concern of this study. While both

Indo-Europeanists may analyse their material in terms of type two

linguistics, Indo-Europeanists of the second type will use type two

material actively in an attempt to recover the real language they are

studying.

As in prototype theory, none of these types is completely

rigid. Many second type Indo-Europeanists are still sceptical of much
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of the type two linguistic approach; likewise, many first type Indo-

Europeanists also use type two linguistics.

In this study I look at problems in the reconstruction of Indo-

European phonology and morphology from the viewpoint of

typology. Although a reconstruction must rest on the basis of a

formulaic stage, an attempt to approach each linguistic area of

Proto-Indo-European from a comparative and typological

perspective would represent the writing of a major new Indo-

European grammar. Hence, I will first take a number of selected

problems, describe the systems that have been proposed without

delving into their philological foundations, then I will discuss them

typologically. Because typology in its broadest sense is the study of

what real languages do, the subject matter is virtually unlimited and

the literature immense. Similarly, the literature on the

reconstruction of the grammatical and phonological categories of

Indo-European is huge. I could not hope to cover more than a small

fraction of both these literatures.

As stated above, phonology is best reconstructible for a proto-

language and has also been well examined and catalogued by

typologists and Indo-Europeanists alike. Chapter 4, thus, investigates

phonological problems of inventory, rule systems, accuracy, and

change. After defining patterns of morphological typology in

Chapter 5, they will be applied to some of the key problems in

reconstructing Proto-Indo-European. Chapter 6 looks at the

reconstruction of Indo-European case, and Chapter 7 at the Indo-

European verb. I do not attempt to cover syntax or semantics here

except in reference to the above categories.

Typology has come into use in recent years to verify and to

condemn traditional reconstructions of Proto-Indo-European

phonology, morphology, and syntax. In this study I will examine

various problems in reconstructing Proto-Indo-European using
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typological procedures. What areas are relevant for such a study?

Here, the situation is two-sided. On the one hand there are the

typologists with their concern for specific areas of language, on the

other hand are the Indo-Europeanists who are concerned with a

particular group of languages. As Lehmann (1990) has pointed out,

the two groups may conflict for the very reason that some linguists

disregard a language after it has borne the desired theoretical fruit,

whereas the historical linguist or Indo-Europeanist must be quite

eclectic in his use of linguistic theory because he is concerned not

only with the grand underlying principles of language and human

nature, but also with the very real cultural, linguistic, social,

archaeological, religious, and historical problems of a set of

languages. Thus, modern linguistic theory, and typology in

particular, is for the Indo-Europeanist in the broadest sense a

Hilfswissenschaft
,

albeit an extremely important one (cf. Watkins

1989:798).



Chapter Four: Phonology

For your information, the Indo-European proto-language had 1

(one) vowel, no consonants, 2 fundamental accents, and 26

(twenty-six) converted accents. Those were glorious times!

L.Hjelmslev 1937 (cited after Whitfield 1980:41)

1.0 Reconstruction of Phonology

As described in Chapter 1, if two or more languages are judged

to be related, the first system that is usually reconstructed is

phonology. The traditional method first gathers lexemes or

morphemes which are related semantically and sets up formulae of

regular correspondence between phonemes. Thus, for Indo-

European the regular correspondence of Gk., Lat., Skt, etc. /p/ to

Gmc. /f/, Arm. /h -0/ is found in the words for 'father', 'fish', 'foot',

'five' and so forth. The standard handbooks give adequate listings of

related vocabulary so that they need not be repeated here. By

extensive comparison of the vocabulary of the related languages,

eventually all, or almost all phonemes of each language can be

described in terms of the formulae of relationships. If enough of the

core vocabulary is unquestionably related by the formulae, then

exceptions to the formulae will have to be found and explained as the

results of borrowing, of analogical change, or also be recognized as

inexplicable because of lack of data.

As a logical second stage of comparison and as a means of

convenience in discussions, cover symbols are selected to represent

the formulae. To use the above example from Indo-European: because

of the occurrence of /p/ in the oldest attested languages and in the

majority of languages, this value is selected as the cover symbol for

discussion of Proto-Indo-European words for 'fish' etc. The cover

symbol shows that the place and manner of articulation in most

daughter languages is labial, voiceless, and a stop. Other instances

may be more difficult. Thus, for example, when comparing Skr. bh,

67
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Gk. <J>, Gmc. b, and Latin / in word initial position, one cannot rely so

much on the rule of the majority, as no language is identical to the

others.

Table 1

If these phonemes are broken down into their components,

one can reconstruct the features: [+labial, -continuant].

Important is the systematic opposition to the other

reconstructed consonants. Thus, for example, because there is a

general rule that plain voiced stops in the other languages

generally correspond to plain voiceless stops in Germanic, one can

make a preliminary assumption that for the above phonemes, the

reconstructed forms will have to contain an additional feature to

distinguish them from the plain voiced stops; unless positional or

other explanations for a divergent development can be found, this

feature is aspiration. The question of voicing is more difficult, but by

looking at other regular correspondences, it is determined that Indie

seems to preserve the distinctions of voicing better than the other

languages. Further, because in the above set of languages the

feature of voicing is tied 2 : 2, one may also take the oldest attested

language of the set, if there is nothing to prove the contrary. Thus,

for the above set of phonemes one can reconstruct a proto-phoneme:

*bh, which is incidently the form in Sanskrit.

Sanskrit Greek Germanic Latin

b h
<t> b /

+labial +labial -4-labial +labial

+voice -voice -fvoice -voice

+aspirate +aspirate -aspirate -aspirate

-continuant -continuant -continuant -fcontinuant
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When the lexicon is sufficiently well examined, the list of

cover symbols can be arranged like the phonological inventories of

languages, since the symbols also represent the common

denominator of the various features in the daughter languages.

Knowledge of how sounds change has always played a role in

reconstruction. For example, if a set of related languages shows the

correspondence: f-f-f-h-0-p
,

then normally *p will be

reconstructed because the rule p >flhlo is quite common whereas

the converse is not attested.

The next step in traditional reconstruction is not made by all

scholars. Here, the proposal is made, that the system of cover

symbols or common denominators should be treated as linguistically

real. In other words, the symbol *p is projected as a phoneme *p into

the proto-language. The system of cover symbols is equated with the

phonological system of a real language.

Is the reconstruction phonemic or phonetic? Bailey (1987)

claims that the system reconstructed is idiolectal and cannot be

discussed in terms of phonemicity or phoneticity. However, phonetic

distinctions are often reconstructed for IE. For example, [s - z]. A rule

is reconstructed:

/s/ > [z] / [-syllabic, +voicel

An example is Indo-European l*nisdos/ > [*nizdos]. However,

because the "proto-rule" is typologically common and even to be

expected in this environment, one could eliminate it from the proto-

language because it would be expected to develop independently in

the daughter languages. But, on typological grounds, again, one

might reinsert the rule into the proto-language because such a rule

is common typologically and hence expected in the proto-language

(cf. also the rule in English and Italian [ki] > [fci] which illustrates
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the same sort of common change type for two different languages in

an identical environment).

Reconstruction of phonology (or other systems) works

backwards in time. After this reconstruction, the developments from

the prehistoric stage to the individual daughter stages must also be

looked into. This is particularly true because a reconstruction tends

to be more or less firmly based on one language or one subset of

languages. Thus, for example, traditional reconstructions of Proto-

Indo-European have been based very strongly on Indie and Greek,

with only subsidiary contributions from languages such as Albanian

or Germanic. In such traditional reconstructions, the main

contribution of a language like Albanian has been only in relation

to the preconceived view of what the proto-language must have

been like.

2.0 Phonological Typology

2.1 Synchronic

The first real study of phonological categories was done by

Trubetzkoy 1937 (cf. Szemer6nyi 1967; Lehmann 1985b).

Phonological features can be described on the continuum:

unrestricted universal - restricted universal - idiosyncrasy.

Absolute universals of phonology include the listings of

phonemes which all languages will have. For example, all languages

have vowels and, according to Crothers (1978), these vowels will

occur in a limited set of inventories. Another unrestricted or nearly

unrestricted universal is that all languages have a sibilant segment,

although there seem to be a few exceptions.

Greenberg and others have identified series of restricted or

implicational universals in phonology. For example, no language
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will have affricates if it does not also have fricatives. Jakobson's 1935

monograph on children’s language and speech disorders

demonstrates a relationship between restricted universals, the order

in which children learn phonemes, confuse phonemes, and the way

speech impaired subjects distort a language pattern. As already

pointed out in Chapter 2, a child will leam fricatives before it learns

affricates. Similarly, the more unusual sounds in languages tend to

be the last acquired by children. The types of characteristics which

are important in determining the structures of phonological systems

include: areas of articulation in the inventory (e.g. click sounds),

gaps in the inventory (e.g., g in Dutch; cf. Beekes 1990), origin of

elements of the inventory (e.g., z in English). The gaps in the

inventory of phonemes should normally correspond to the most

marked slot in the phonological hierarchy. For example, in a

language with a series of voiced stops the velar stop is most marked

and most likely to be missing.

The classification of an inventory of features as part of a

restricted universal on one level may in a larger sense be part of a

language idiosyncrasy. For example, vowel systems may be

understood as a coherent series of sets of features which are

restrictedly universal. However, the possession of one or another

vowel inventory is an idiosyncratic feature of a language unless a

larger connection to some other system of the language may be

established.

Systems are defined within themselves, but the totality of the

oppositions may also make up an inventory unit. An example: unit =

/a/; system = /i e a o u/; oposition of systems = /i a u/ vs. /i e a o u/.

The most common inventories of systems are vowel (see above) or

consonant patterns. For example, one can compare languages with a

three way distinction in stop articulation from those with two or

four series of stops.
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Hockett (1987) investigates the inventory item /f/ in a cross-

section of the world's language. These idiosyncratic items are

important when looking at areal structures. For example, if a very

unusual sound (say, a click) is reconstructed in conjunction with

some other very unusual sound, and these two sounds are not linked

together implicationally, and further, these two sounds can be

reconstructed for unrelated languages, then an areal proximity may

lie somewhere in their common past. Except for such areal matters,

the less holistic or systematic an item, the less explanatory power it

has in looking at reconstructions. Thus, for example, the presence of

a click sound in a language may have nothing to do with the rest of

the inventory. English could be counted amoung the languages with

click sounds, if one includes the sound commonly transcribed as tsk,

tsk as a lexical item, but this has little or no relevance to its genetic

or other relationships.

2.2 Diachronic

The examination of change typology in phonology is very old

and has played an essential part in the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-

European since the beginning, even if the term "typology" was not

used. For example, a set of voiceless stops is more likely to become

fricativized than a set of voiceless fricatives to become stops. Thus,

the Germanic consonant shift seems more likely this way than the

reverse.

When sufficient cataloging of typological structures has

occurred, uniformitarianism claims that all further languages will

fit into the patterns discovered with more or less individual

variation. However, as has been stressed before, a reliable cross-

linguistic cataloging of phonological (and other) universal

typological structures is still needed. Ferguson (1990) has

emphasized that cataloging of change types is very much to be
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desired. He decries the fact that linguists have to develop a "feeling"

for what is natural change rather than being able to rely on reliable

and checkable listings.

Boretzky (1984) has postulated that the "rules" of phonological

development commonly used are in reality only special cases,

relating to and based upon the Indo-European languages. However,

the special circumstances of the New Guinean and Australian

language groups he discusses do not invalidate traditional

viewpoints. It has never been denied that special religious, taboo,

social, or ecological factors may play a major role in the way that

languages develop; the question is rather, in what ways these factors

interact among related languages and how to recognize them. His use

of Slavic as a point of comparison is flawed, because he overlooks the

influence of liturgical OCS on the Slavic languages which did much

towards holding them together. Additionally, he relies too much on

word lists, some of them compiled by Swadesh, setting up an

approach which is rigorous to the point of excessive rigidity. If only

those cognates are considered which have maintained their original

places in the semantic system of related languages, the very process

of comparative reconstruction that Boretzky attacks has been ruled

out before it can show results. In an analogous example, if only those

cognates are compared which have maintained a common semantic

structure, then Runic laukaß 'garlic' could not be compared with,

e.g., English leek
, although the comparison is quite valid.

Boretzky raises interesting points, but until he can show that

the rigorous use of comparative and internal reconstruction taking

social and ecological factors into account does not result in a

systematic set of sound correspondences such as has been

demonstrated for so many other language groups, his claims must be

rejected. Miihlhausler (1989:141) also discusses this problem, saying

that interconnections of language groups and attitudes towards
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language have a great effect on how they change. Again, until one

can show that excluding other factors, some languages change

intrinsically differently than Proto-Indo-European or some other

language group, one should stick to a method which works.

Ohala (1989) discusses the ways that sounds may change,

particularly the fact that the phonetic mapping of a sound may be

radically different for two different sounds, even though an analysis

of their formants and sound structure shows them to be very close.

This is important for the reconstruction of phases of change as well

as the nature of sound shifts. An example from Ohala is that of the

labiovelars and their development in Greek. This set of sounds has

developed in complementary distribution to labials, velars, or

dentals. The mapping of the sounds in the different environments

may have been mistaken by learners and eventually shifted.

Ferguson (1990) has called for investigation and cataloging of

specific sound change types and demonstrates with the change s > h >

0 in Greek, Spanish, and other languages. His model of two types of

change from s to h or 0 is however not without problems.

Specifically, he distinguishes between the "Spanish" type (where s is

weakened and then lost at morpheme end and then more and more

towards the beginning of the word) and the "Greek" type (where the

loss of s begins word internally and then spreads to the front). In

Greek there is actually little evidence as to the original environment

of the change. Mycenaean does not offer evidence of internal

change before word initial change. The evidence for word internal

h is very scanty and often based on etymologizing rather than

concrete data (e.g., the present infinitive -ehen is actually written

-e-e and Palmer's assumption of an original s becoming h is not

supported except circumstantially.). Further, since word initial s had

already become h in Mycenaean, even if the word internal h is
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present or preserved, there is still no evidence for the ordering of

the change.

Nonetheless, Ferguson has made a step in the right direction,

for the larger the catalog of actually attested sound changes and

sound rules, the better one will know the probability of any

particular change pattern in a given environment in the proto-

language.

2.3 Synchrony as a Reflection of Diachrony

As has often been noted, synchronic rule systems frequently

recapitulate diachronic developments. For example, Chomsky and

Halle (1968) try to show the retention of the English Great Vowel

Shift into present day English to explain patterns of vocalic

alternation in derivational morphology. In a collection of articles

from the 3rd International Congress of Historical Linguistics (Maher

et al. 1982), this analysis was discussed and it was made clear that SPE

does not claim the actual retention of this sound shift but rather that

the synchronic rules of the language in many ways reflected the

history of the language. Such alternations can be due to

lexicalization of previous rules. They may even be due to both

synchronic rule and lexicalization, depending on speaker (cf. King

1988). Schwink (1992) claims that the "synchronic" rules of

Armenian vowel epenthesis are explicable as lexicalized results of

earlier epenthesis rules.

2.4 Vowels

The most common compilations of phonological universals

define sets of systems. Thus, some languages are defined as three

voweled, some as five voweled. Maddieson, for example, mostly gives

such patterns as does Ruhlen (1975). Crothers (1978) gives a

rundown on the universals of vowel inventories. Greenberg, on the
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other hand, has attempted to list implicational universals in two

manners: inventories and rules, or as Ferguson (1990:60) and

Anderson (1985) put it: representations vs. rules.

Crothers (1978) states that the most useful way of classifying

vowel inventories is in terms of the short vowel system. He

(1978:136-7) gives the following set of hierarchical orderings of

short vowels:

1. All languages have /i a u/.

2. All languages with four or more vowels have /i/ or /e/.

3. Languages with five or more vowels have /e/. They generally

also have /o/.

4. Languages with six or more vowels have /o/ and also either

/i/ or /e/, generally the former.

8.) A contrast between five basic vowel qualities is the norm for

human language, and in general, the most common systems are

those with close to this number of basic vowels.

He summarizes the smallest types of short vowel inventories as:

3 vowels: i a u

4 vowels: i e/s a u

5 vowels: i e a o u/u

2.4.1 Range of Universals

Crothers' no. 1 (above) is an unrestricted universal. A

restricted universal is that if a language has /o/, it will also have /e/.

An idiosyncrasy would be that Language i has 4 vowels whereas

Language 2 has 5.
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2.5 Consonants

2.5.1 Synchronic

Croft (1990:148) summarizes the primary patterns of

consonantal hierarchy as:

Voiced implosives and plosives: velar => dental/alveolar id bilabial

Voiceless ejectives: bilabial id dental/alveolar id velar

Voiceless plosives: bilabial id velar id dental/alveolar

Nasals: velar => labial => dental/alveolar

In this notation, the item on the right is least marked, the item on

the left most marked and most likely to be missing. For example, of

the voiced plosives, Dutch is missing /g/. 1 As examination of

Maddieson (1984) shows, for the language sample of the UPSID there

are exceptions to all of these hierarchies. Their degree of

compliance is high. For example, the universal m z> n is true 99.3% of

the time in Maddieson, that is in 297 of 299 languages.

2.5.2 Range of Universals

Absolute universal: all languages have /s/; restricted

universal: if /dh/ then /th/; idiosyncratic: English has a phoneme

/z/.

3.0 Problems of Indo-European Phonology

Typology has been repeatedly applied to the reconstruction of

Proto-Indo-European phonology, going back even to the first

reconstructions where change typology has been used to decide

between alternate proto-forms: which form is more likely to develop

1 Orthographic <g> is actually /y/. [g] occurs allophonically from /k/, e.g.,

zakdoek > zagdoek.
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into the attested forms? Accuracy of reconstructions can be

examined in terms of inventories and rule systems.

Inventory problems include the question of the vowel and

consonant inventory in general and in specific questions such as

the number of velars, the presence of /a/, the relationship of vowels

to laryngeals, relation of accent and ablaut, whether three or four

series of consonants distinguished for voice and aspiration exist and

what the phonetic realization of these consonants will be.

Rule system problems include root and affix consonantal

cooccurrence restrictions as well as the application of change

typology to the transition from whatever inventory is reconstructed

to the actual attested inventories.

3.1 Vowels

3.1.1 Traditional Reconstructions

The first reconstructions of the vowel inventory of Proto-

Indo-European were based heavily on Sanskrit, thus reflecting the

high occurrence of the vowel /a/. From the times of Grimm,

scholars of Indo-European believed that languages followed a

regular developmental pattern which mirrored the pattern of

cultural development (cf. Benware 1974). Thus, the pattern of

isolating > inflecting > agglutinative

mentioned in Chapter 1 was a reflection of the literary

mythical > epic > prose.

The inventory of a language was determined by the Sprachgeist

which in turn was a reflection of the level a culture had reached.

The vowel triangle
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1 u

a

was considered more basic than any other configuration. Part of the

reason for this analysis was the fact that the oldest attested Indo-

European language, Sanskrit, had just this vowel inventory as did

Gothic, the oldest attested Germanic language. Although, initially, no

proto-language was constructed, nonetheless, the origin of the five

vowel systems of Greek and Latin had to be explained. Two major

schools of thought dealt with the problem. Either the changes

resulting in Greek and Latin /e/ and /o/ were mechanical or

dynamic. If dynamic, the individual sound changes are directly

connected to meaning patterns (e.g., trinken, trank
,

getrunken ); if

mechanical, they were non-functional, phonetic differences (e.g.

Trank
,
Trunk; cf. Bechtel 1892 on Schleicher and his method of

Abstufung; also Benware 1974:49-50).

Typologically, the synchronic validity of this reconstruction

is beyond doubt, for it does occur in Sanskrit and Gothic. However, in

the 19th century, this reconstruction was called into question, on

typological grounds. The problem lay not so much in the synchronic

reconstruction as in the reconstruction up to the daughter

languages. This reconstruction would require changes in e.g. Greek

which seemed "unnatural". If one accepts the concept of

uniformitarianism in linguistics (cf. Christy), then the changes

from Proto-Indo-European to Greek or Latin must be the same types

of changes that occur in other languages and occur with the same

motivations and within the same types of contexts.

Uniformitarianism rejects the evolutionary development of all

languages from a three vowel basic system to others, claiming
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instead that one vowel system may lead to another, given proper and

explainable circumstances.

The eventual discovery of the law of palatals in Indo-Iranian

gave support for a revision of the system more along the lines of

Greek.

Mayrhofer (1986:90) represents the most recent handbook

attempt at a coherent picture of the entire system of Indo-European

vocalism:

Short Vowels

i u

e o

a

Long Vowels

i u

e o

a

However, this is not the only proposal current. There are at

least five main ways in which the inventory of Proto-Indo-European

short vowels is reconstructed (cf. Szemer6nyi 1972:126-127), namely:

1. one vowel: *e

2. two vowels: *e *o

3. three vowels: *e *a *o

4. five vowels: *i *e *a *o *u

5. six vowels: *i *e *a *o *u *3
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In the following each of these patterns will be briefly described and

then all will be evaluated using typological criteria.

3.1.1.1 One Short Vowel

e

This extremely limited vowel inventory is based on

reconstruction with heavy use of larygeals. Jakobson had pointed to

its typological unusualness (1958; cf. Polomd 1972:249) drawing

criticism from W.S. Allen (1958). In 1967 Szemerdnyi also rejected

the system thoroughly. Kuipers (1968) reacts vociferously to the

criticisms made by Szemerdnyi. The crux of the matter is whether

one vowel systems do or do not exist (i.e. is such an inventory

attested). In Kabardian, a Caucasian language, Kuipers claims to find

one or no vowels. The actually occurring vowels are described as

features of the neighboring consonants. Halle (1970) investigates

Kabardian and finds that it has vowels.

Mayrhofer (1986) describes the theory of one vowel Indo-

European as "abgetan". Szemerenyi (1989:143-5) says such a system is

typologically impossible. All languages have /i a u/ [references to

Maddieson and others!].

3.1.1.2 Two Short Vowels

e o

Beekes has recently upheld this system for Proto-Indo-

European (1990:160). These vowels both have long versions. As in the

system of one short vowel, all other vowel qualities arise from

interaction with laryngeals. The alternation e/o is morphologically

the basis of all ablaut.

The difference between a 2 and 3 vowel system is based on the

presence or absence of *a
.

The basic problem is whether this
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phoneme existed independently or was always the result of

laryngealistic influence.2 Wyatt (1970) believes that not all

instances of Proto-Indo-European *a are secondary (cf. Polomd

1972). Szemerdnyi (1989) has also discussed this segment, pointing

out that no language in the world is lacking the /a/. He notes also

that not all *a's can be explained away with laryngeals (1989:143-

144). On the other hand, Lubotsky (1989) argues against the

reconstruction of any /a/ and tries to explain etymologies with *a

with laryngeals or other secondary developments. Beekes (1990:173)

also opposes the reconstruction of primary *a. He says that all *a' s

are in loan words, expressive words, Anlaut, some verb endings. In

word intial position and in verb endings, *a < *h2e-.

3.1.1.3 Four Short Vowels

e o

S

a

This is the system used by Hirt (1921) and Lehmann (1952).

The phonemic status of the mid-non-low vowel must be determined.

If it only exists as the Ablautreduction of a full-grade vowel, then its

status will depend on the causes of Ablaut(see below). If, for example,

Ablaut can be related to stress, then the reduced grade will be

underlyingly a full-grade vowel and the unstressed vowels above are

allophones. However, one must also consider the later developments

of these vowels as well as their relationships to the laryngeals.

2 i.e. whether all instances which are reconstructive as *a must be further

analyzed as the result of laryngeal plus *o or *e even if there is no additional

corroboration for this reconstruction using comparative methodology.
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3.1.1.4 Five Short Vowels

i u

e o

a

This system has been proposed most recently by Mayrhofer

(1986); Szemer6nyi (1989:145) says a five vowel system must be used.

The main distinction between this system and the three vowel system

is in the analysis of the two high vowels as phonemes rather than

allophones of consonants.

All researchers reconstruct segments [i] and [u] for Proto-

Indo-European, but opinions are divided on whether they are in

allophonic distribution with [y] and [w]. Further, if they are in

complementary distribution, what is the archephoneme and where

is its place in the system? Lehmann (1952:10-14) has spoken in favor

of allophonic distribution, for which reason he only reconstructs 4

short vowels.

Mayrhofer, on the other hand, shows that at least in some

instances, [y] and [i] behave differently and are in non-

complementary distribution (1986:160ff). If he is correct, then one

must add them to the inventory. Szemerenyi (1989:144) states that

y/i, u/w are "grundverschiedene Laute".

In a comparison of the roles of syllabic and non-syllabic

segments in Indo-European and Micmac, Hewson (1984:379-380)

claims that "When a language extensively exploits a set of phonemes

in both syllabic and non-syllabic roles, it is likely that this set will

be made up on the one hand of high vowels with non-syllabic

allophones (glides) and on the other hand of resonants with syllabic

allophones." Acceptance of this implies that Indo-European had /i,

u/ with allophonic [y,w]. Whether all [y,w] are allophones of /i, u/ is
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an entirely different question and not significant in the

establishment of the vowel inventory.^

3.1.1.5 Six Short Vowels

i u

e a o

a

Szemerenyi (1989:36). This system is a combination of the

previous one with the four vowel system and stands or falls on the

same basis as those two.

3.1.2 Typological Considerations

In traditional analysis of the IE short vowel system,

disagreement generally centers on the interpretation of the

inventory, less on the actual components. The main points of

contention are the absence or presence of *a and/or *o ; the

presence of a destressed vowel (and its relation to laryngeals); and

the interpretation of *i and *u in the system. Typology may be used

to reject the accuracy of a reconstructed vowel system as unattested

or implausible. Evaluation using strong universals will ask, e.g.,

whether a reconstructed inventory occurs in the world's languages.

Evaluation using implicational universals will suggest, e.g., that if a

3 Relevant here is also the interpretation of sonant behavior and Siever's law.

Some would say that the distributional data and application of Siever's law

make the consonantal interpretation necessary. However, because the presence

of the vocalic phonemes seems to be an absolute universal, on the scale of

reconstructibility and typological strength, this may be an instance where

typological data supersede formal data.
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particular segment can be reconstructed, then any lower segments

in an implicational hierarchy must be reconstructed. A weak

universal might indicate that most languages fit a specific pattern

and that the proto-language might statistically be expected to also fit

that pattern. For example, if languages optimally tend towards 5

vowel systems, then all things being equal, this is the more likely

system in the proto-language.

One vowel IE violates an apparent absolute universal of vowel

inventories and should therefore be rejected as highly unrealistic.

Two vowel IE violates the same absolute universal. However,

the analysis of Kabardian indicates that two vowel languages might

be possible. The use of the *e and *o as cover symbols needs not

imply that these are the phonetic qualities. Pulleyblank (1965)

redefines these two vowels as *9 and *a, that is to say, he posits a

vertical distinction within the vowel system without reference to

front or back. This is one analysis of the Kabardian data. Crothers

(1978) analyzes Kabardian, however, as having a five short vowel

system and a two overshort vowels.4

A three vowel IE is one with the lowest number of phonemes

which unrestricted universals seem to allow. However, the type of

three vowel IE which is generally reconstructed, i.e. *e*a*o, does

not fit the pattern /i a u/ and should therefore also be rejected.

Four vowel IE is criticizable for the same reason as three

vowel IE. Further, according to Crothers, destressed vowels do not

4Of course, if the two vowel analysis of Kabardian data is correct, then the

universal is shown to be merely very strong instead of absolute. Similarly, if a

language should turn up with only one vowel, it will reduce the strength of the

universal prohibiting such languages to a certain extent. Nonetheless, the

principle remains that a reconstruction which is in violation of a very strong

universal must be viewed with distrust.
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properly belong under consideration when the typologies of short

vowel systems are being determined. Of course, four vowel systems

are possible; cf. Germanic with distinction of /i e a u/ in the short

vowel system.

Six vowel IE also contains the destressed vowel and should

more correctly be reanalyzed as a five vowel system, identical to the

five vowel system given by Mayrhofer et alia.

Five vowel IE is the only reconstruction which fits general

typological criteria for probability and plausibility. In terms of

unrestricted universals, it contains the absolute minimum vowels /i

a u/. Because /o/ can be reconstructed, it follows through an

implicational universal that /e/ will also be present. Weak

comparative evidence for *a is counterbalanced by strong

typological evidence for its existence. Finally, the five vowel

inventory is the most common in languages of the world and the

most likely to be encountered.

3.1.3 Long Vowels

According to Crothers (1978:123) a weak universal exists that a

language's short and long vowel systems will be the same. However,

sometimes one or the other system will be larger. Long vowels tend

also to be phonetically different from the short vowels. Usually, the

long vowels are less tense than their short counterparts. However,

the phonetic pattern of the long vowel system is of little relevance

for the recovery of the inventory.

Beekes (1990:175) and others have suggested that all long

vowels in IE derive from short vowels followed by laryngeal (/I / and

/u / are always from /i/ + /H/, /u/ + /H/; /a/ < /eh 2/) or from a

process of compensatory lengthening, for example, in consonant

stems which have lost a nominative *-s (cf. Szemer6nyi).
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An interesting implication for the long vowel system may be

found in Crothers' analysis of Kabardian (1978). As mentioned above,

Kabardian may be analyzed as having two short vowels and five long

vowels. Crothers reinterprets this system to be one containing five

short vowels and two overshort vowels. If such be the case, then the

inventory fits in with known universal patterns. One might

conceivably use a similar reinterpretation in looking at lE. The IE

long vowel system (cf. Mayrhofer 1986) of five components could be

interpreted as the short vowel system and the two short vowels as

overshort.5

One might query the use of the terms long and short for the

contrasting vowel systems. Generative phonology often makes use of

a notation VV for long vowels, implying that they are actually

monosyllabic clusters of two short vowels. Perhaps we could suggest

as less loaded terminology a notation of Vowel System A (i.e. "short"

vowels) and Vowel System B (i.e. "long" vowels). Universals of vowel

patterns seem to be valid for a language's System A, not B. In the case

of Kabardian (and IE?) a mistake has been made in labeling the five

vowel system as a System B when it is in fact a system A.6

An objection to this analysis of IE long vowels as a System A is

the importance of "short" *e and *o in morphology, i.e. in

qualitative Ablaut: *e : *o
.

3.2 Consonants

also Proto-Bantu which had seven vowels with a distinction of tense/lax.

In Ciluba, the distinction is maintained whereas in Swahili it coalesces into

five vowels.

6 The difference between long and short vowels may be of relative

tenseness/laxness or of moraic structure. Acustic phonetics shows that the

distinction is not of actual length.
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Here follows a listing of several recent views on the

inventory of IE consonants. The phonetic labels of the sources have

been maintained in their English equivalents.

Szemerenyi (1990:71)

stops

labials b p bh ph

dentals d t dh th

palatals g' k' g'h k’h

velars g k gh kh

labiovelars g
w kw

g
w h kw h

nasals liquids semivowels spirants

dentals n 1 y s

palatals m r w

Beekes (1990:160)

labials p b b h

dentals t d dh

palatals k g |h

velars? k g g
h

labio-velars kw
g

w
g

wh

fricative s

laryngeals hi 112 h 3

liquids r 1

nasals m n

semivowels i u

Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984:143)

I II 111

(p<) p
[h]
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r dfhi d h i

k' gOd klbl

t |[hl fc[h]

k'° glh l° kt h l°

3.2.1 Velars

Although Mayrhofer (1986:102) prefers the term 'tectal', I will

use the more traditional 'velar' in the following discussion to

designate a range of articulations of a basic velar consonant with

aspiration, palatalization, and/or labialization. As Beekes describes

succinctly (1990), the data of the Indo-European languages do not

permit the reconstruction of only two articulatory distinctions

among the velar consonants (aside from voicing). So-called satem

languages exhibit /s - k -k/ where centum languages have /k - k -

k w/. Without a positional analysis, the only reconstruction allowable

will have to posit three proto-phonemes. This was done quite early

with a resulting Indo-European *k
,

*fc, *k w (e.g., Brugmann). As

Allen has shown, in Romani, Indie s , and s have developed in

European and Egyptian dialects in precisely the same kind of

distribution (cf. Mayrhofer 1986:103). His analysis has nothing to do

with the velars per se, but rather with the logical ways that a set of

three phonemes may develop.

The large number of velars has bothered linguists so that they

have tried to explain the situation using just two rows of velars. The

two main schools are represented by Meillet (1937):

k, kw

g, g
w

gh, g
wh
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and Kurylowicz (1935):

k, fc

g» £

gh, gh

(cf. Lehmann 1952:100). Lehmann, following Meillet, proposes that

all the palatalized velars derive from original sequences of /*ke/

(i.e. *k > k / e) and then spread analogically because of the

Ablautalternation of elo. In those languages where *e and *o fell

together, the palatalization became phonemic. Later, the labio-velar

articulations "became non-significant" and were independently

simplified in each language to simple velars. He justifies his claim

by noting the rarity or absence of evidence for ica,fco,ke (p.101).

Mayrhofer (1986:104) considers a positionally conditioned

development of palatalized velars possible, but unprovable. He cites

Kurylowicz’ criticism that the sort of analogical spread proposed by

Lehmann is impossible so long as there is allophonic distribution of

velars. Thereafter, there is no reason for a spread. Given also the

fact that at least traces of a three-way distinction of velars are

present in Albanian, Armenian (Winter 1965), and other languages

(Szemerenyi 1989:68; Melchert 1987 for Luwian; OTK y n LL( hk o b

1989), most scholars reconstruct a three-way distinction for Indo-

European. There is also an occasional alternation of k and fc in the

satem languages (e.g., Lithuanian k vs. s in cognate terms). Whether

this is an instance of an incompletely carried out sound shift or of

dialect mixture will not be discussed here.

Two problems now arise: first, what is the phonemic status of

each of the three types of velars; second, how does the set as an

inventory item relate to attested systems? Even if three different

velars are reconstructed, the status of the labio-velars is not entirely
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clear. Are they mono- or diphonemic? Szemerdnyi argues for the

former, citing as the most important datum the fact that a sequence

* kw ekw lo- 'Rad' is possible, i.e. *-kw C- whereas except for *k = Cl,

any other three consonantal cluster -C]wC2~ is impossible (e.g. dwl
,

twl, twn etc.). However, this is a problem of syllabification rules. By

simply proposing that /k + w/ may be syllabified together in syllable

coda, Szemerdnyi's objection loses explanatory power, for then the

above cluster is explained without specifying the phonemic status of

/kw/. A rule syllabifying /k + w/ together would have to apply

before the vocalization of semi-vowels in unsyllabifiable position

(i.e. to avoid **kwekwlo- > **kwekulo~). Whether such a

tautosyllabic /kw/ would become /k w / is a moot point, given that

even the evidence in Latin is unclear (cf. Allen). Szemerdnyi's claim

that the labial and velar elements are of equal importance because of

the Greek developments into labials or velars is weakened when one

considers Ohala's investigations into the sound form of labio-velars

(1989). 7

3.2.1.1 Typological Interpretation

The two possible inventory types defined by Meillet and

Kurylowicz are common and the typology offers no help. Assuming

then a three way distinction of velar, palatalized velar, and labio-

velar, the first inventory question relates only to these consonants.

As Edel'man has shown, such inventories do occur, for example in

the Iranian language Yazghulami (1973, according to Szemerenyi

1990:63). However, this three way series appears to be rare. Its non-

occurence would seem to be near the end of the scale of absoluteness

- idiosyncrasy. As a weak statistical universal, the rarity of three

7 A further problem is the differing treatment of *kw or *kw as tr or tttt in Greek

with no apparent justification. Cf. also Greek kukXos 1.
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way series carries only a little weight in evaluating this

reconstruction.

3.2.2 Laryngeal Theory

The reconstruction of the vowel system led to the

reconstruction of segments that were not attested in any of the

daughter languages, the sonant resonants. A similar reconstruction

is that of the "laryngeals" made by de Saussure in his well known

1878 work. Here, the morphological patterns of Indo-European led

one to expect zero or reduced vowels where in fact Indo-Iranian has

/i/ or long vowels. In Greek, a reduced grade would be realized as a e

o. Saussure posited the presence of "coefficients sonantiques", of

some unknown element that would lengthen a preceding vowel,

color e to o or a, and when standing between consonants develop to

Indo-Iranian i but Greek a e o. Although much discussed by

following scholars, it was first the discovery of Hittite as an Indo-

European language that confirmed the concrete presence of these

"laryngeals" (cf. Kurytowicz). Since then, the primary debate has

been less on the reality of laryngeals in Indo-European than on

their number and the ways in which they developed into the

daughter languages. Some have made use of the "Zauberstab der

Laryngaltheorie" to explain any puzzling pattern in Indo-European,

thus, for example the Greek k -perfect, the Germanic weak dental

preterite, the Latin vf-perfect, Verscharfung, etc. so that an

understandable reaction was to find any use of the theory suspicious.

Part of the problem lies in the methodology used to postulate the

laryngeals in the first place. If one inserts a label "X" into a proto-

sequence of sounds in the positions where something inexplicable

has occurred, this is fully justified and precisely comparable to the

algebraic x's used in mathematics. In the case of the laryngeals (in

those areas where they are generally accepted), the x of the
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equation seems to correspond to an actual phoneme. However, as

soon as each hypothetical x is equated with the new phoneme,

trouble crops up, just as if in mathematics one were to label all

unknown quantities with x and having found the value of x in one

equation or set of equations one were then to insert this value for all

x's. As Lehmann has pointed out (1990), even more traditional

European scholars have now as a rule accepted at least some form of

the laryngeal theory.

Important for typological methodology are a) the inventory of

laryngeals, both as such and in relation to the rest of the

consonantal system; b) the proposed developments from the proto-

language to the daughter languages.

According to Eichner (1988:124) the two main schools of

thought on the number of laryngeal phonemes may be termed

"monolaryngealist" and "trilaryngealist". The monolaryngealists

accept these sounds for the proto-language but because only

Hellenic shows three reflexes, they consider it methodologically

unacceptable to posit more than one (following Meillet's maxim that

evidence is needed from preferably three languages to reconstruct

something for the proto-language). The trilaryngealists either

consider the Greek evidence sufficient or attempt to show differing

laryngeal reflexes in other languages than Greek. A differing

version of trilaryngealism is represented inter alia by Polome

(1985). This version reconstructs three laryngeals for Proto-Indo-

European but considers only two necessary to explain the state of

affairs in Anatolian and perhaps Armenian; only one laryngeal is

needed for the other languages which show any reflexes of

laryngeals. Even in Anatolian the confusion of what should be

different laryngeal reflexes may be due to confusion after the

collapse of laryngeals. There also may be some trace of H 3 in Indo-

Iranian. Those working with four laryngeals differ from the
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trilaryngealist primarily in their interpretation of the second, a-

coloring laryngeal and its effect on *O. Hamp, for example, believes

that *H2e >*a but *#2o >*o whereas *H/\o!e > *a.

Earlier attempts to dispense with these sounds altogether (e.g.,

Kronasser, Wyatt) must be regarded as failures. Those positing larger

numbers of laryngeals have also found little success (e.g.,

Sturtevant, Martinet). Rather than discuss the various views for and

against any particular number of laryngeals because of

reconstruction, in the following I will discuss implications of views

on the phonetic or phonemic realization of the laryngeals in a

typological framework, i.e. in terms of inventory and rule systems.

Laryngeals ought to be very welcome to the non-realists, for

they simplify the system and make it more formulaic (cf. Wyatt

1964:140-141). In much of the discussion of these segments, the

problem of their phonetic status has been ignored, more attention

being directed towards their location in lexical items and their

numbers. In the following, I will disregard laryngeals except in

phonetic interpretation, unless the sheer number of segments

causes problems with the phonological inventory of the proto-

language. As before, the problem of laryngeals will be looked at in

terms of inventory, development, and rule systems. Implications of

the "glottalic theory" will be discussed in the next section.

3.2.2.1 Phonological Interpretation

Mayrhofer (1986:121) states:

Die Ansatze /hj/, fail, /113/ sollten in einer verantwortlichen

Darstellung nur "algebraistisch" notiert werden; sie erweisen

zwar durch unbestreitbare Fortwirkung ihre Existenz..., und es

ist gesichert, daB sie zu den Konsonanten und mit hoher

Wahrscheinlichkeit zu den Engelauten zfihlten.
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He further states that although some phonological characteristics of

these phonemes may be determined, they are not of such

Ausschliefilichkeit in certainty as other phonemes such as /s/ (p.

122).

In the following I look briefly at two proposals for the

phonological interpretation of laryngeals and discuss the ways in

which typology has been applied to their reconstruction. I realize

fully that there are many other possibilities and refer the reader to

Polome (1965) and Lindeman (1989) for a much more complete

discussion of the theory and its implications.

Lindeman (1987) gives the laryngeals phonetic realizations as

voiced and voiceless dorsal fricatives:

Palatal velar labio-velar

x' =Hi x=H 2 xw =H 3

r=H! y=H 2 yw =H3

Beekes (1989, 1990) interprets the laryngeals phonetically as:

hi = ? (glottal stop)

h 2 = S (pharyngeal)

h 3 = (labialized pharyngeal)

3.2.2.2 Typological Interpretation

The laryngeal theory first arose because of problems in the

formal data. The problems were reinterpreted by postulating a set of

phonemes whose presence made the post-proto-linguistic

developments more regular. As long as these phonemes were not

further interpreted, they could not be analyzed typologically.

However, with any attempt to assign them specific values, they
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become part of the inventory and should be looked at using the same

criteria to which other members are subjected. However, as long as

laryngeals are kept algebraic, the demands of realism do not apply.

Lindeman's (1989) analysis of a voiced and voiceless series of

laryngeals is based on analogy to the velars. However, he fails to

show that a parallel in inventory is called for typologically. He does

point to languages which may have the same inventory as he

reconstructs, but this only shows that the inventory is not

impossible. Thus, overall typological evidence for the inventory is

weak. The formal evidence for so many different laryngeals is also

weak so that the entire reconstruction should be rated as

improbable.

Beekes (1989) brings together data from several languages to

show that his inventory is possible in the context of a larger set of

consonants. He combines distributional data and diachronic

developments to justify the interpretation. The distributional data

(i.e. the evidence of other languages with similar inventories) are

not very strong typologically. They merely prove that his inventory

does not violate any absolute universal. The diachronic data are more

important. They show a set of motivated sound changes involving

the laryngeals, themselves, as well as the neighboring vowels.

Formal evidence points most clearly to a set of three laryngeals for

the proto-language. For these reason, Beekes' version of

phonological interpretation is preferrable to Lindeman's.

3.2.3 Glottalic Theory

Salmons' forthcoming monograph (1992) on the Glottalic

Theory renders much of what could legitimately follow here

redundant. However, because much of the recent debate on the use

of typology in reconstruction has resulted from the realization that

the inventory of Proto-Indo-European stops (cf. § 3.4) was
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typologically unusual, any treatment of the subject would be

incomplete without touching on this issue. In the reconstruction of

Brugmann, the Indo-European consonants were divided into four

series by the features of voice and aspiration. However, the voiceless

aspirated stops were shown to be explainable as post-Indo-European

developments (cf. Hiersche 1964, Polomd 1972). This left a three way

distinction of stops: t d df1
.

This system was unappealing to Pedersen

(1951) who proposed that the original Proto-Indo-European system

must have been: t d ft
.

In Indo-European the system would have

developed: t d >d t dh. Jakobson (1958) rejects out of hand such a

reconstruction as typologically implausible. Jakobson felt that the

proto-language must conform to the rules of real languages and

suggested that this reconstruction must be revised.

In the early 1970'5, a reconsideration of the Proto-Indo-

European consonantal system was proposed independently by

Hopper (1973) and Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1973). Their arguments

are simple and based on the following "anomalies" in Proto-Indo-

European:

1. Proto-Indo-European *b is either missing or very rare.

2. No known language has a series of voiced aspirates without having

voiceless aspirates as well.

3. Root co-occurrence restrictions do not allow the following kinds of

consonant cooccurrences in roots: *deg- ,
*dekh-

y
*tebh-$

again refer the reader to Salmons' excellent monograph (1992) for fuller

discussion and evaluation of these root cooccurrence restrictions. He shows

that they may not be as significant for the theory as originally assumed

because of general patterns in the metrical structure of Indo-European

phonology. Roots of the type *deg- are in fact listed in Pokorny, but they are

vanishingly rare and are without exception of questionable reconstructibility
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In response to these typological difficulties, Gamkrelidze &

Ivanov (1973) 9 and Hopper (1973) both proposed that a

reconstruction of Indo-European with glottalized (Hopper:

murmured), plain, and voiced stops would solve this situation.

Gamkrelidze supports his claims with markedness criteria. As

discussed above, in markedness theory, a more marked element will

be more likely to be absent than a less marked one. In the traditional

inventory several violations of this principle are evident. First, the

voiced labial stop is the least marked of the voiced consonants

whereas the voiced velar is the most marked. The standard

markedness hierarchy implies that a voiced velar will only be

present if the voiced labial is also present. Second, voiced aspirates

are more marked than voiceless aspirates or voiced plain stops.

Presence of voiced aspirates implies the presence of voiceless

aspirates and voiced plain stops. The second of these two series is

there but not the first. The reinterpretation of the plain, voiced stops

as voiceless, glottalized stops eliminates the violation of markedness

criteria. In languages with glottalized stops, the labial is the most

marked and hence most likely to be missing.

Opponents of the Glottalic Theory use two main arguments:

because of only two-language attestation. There may also be some areal

considerations which come into play for the Northwest of the Indogermania.

Further, as Salmons argues, the rarity of structures is qualitatively

comparable to their non-occurrence, i.e. a sign of high markedness and

typological inconsistency.

9 Although Gamkrelidze (1992) is very concerned that he be recognized as the

originator of the theory, the question is ultimately unimportant. More

significant is the fact that separate scholars should come to largely the same

kind of reinterpretation of the data independently of one another.
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1.) typology is not valid in reconstruction (e.g., Dunkel; cf.

Chapter 3);

2.) the methods and data used to justify the reconstruction are

not philologically or typologically valid.

Interestingly enough, many of those who object on philological

grounds claim to reject typological applications as well, yet use them

to justify the older reconstruction.

The theory has the following tests to pass. Is Proto-Indo-

European *b really non-existent? Is the implicational universal

about voiced aspirates correct? Is the structure of the Indo-European

root as reconstructed by Benveniste valid? Are the developments

from Proto-Indo-European to the attested languages more probable

under the old or the new system?

3.2.3.1 *b

The problem of *h has attracted much discussion. The reason a

*b is not reconstructed is that in each of the daughter languages

there are few or no examples of this consonant which are clearly

traceable to Proto-Indo-European. Yet, each of the languages which

has a plain voiced series of stops has /b/. Indie, for example, has

many occurrences of /b/ which are the output of Grassmann's Law

of aspirate dissimilation. For example, bandh- < Greek has

tranformed its old labio-velar series into, inter alia
,

voiced labial

stops. For example: Myc. qo-o ( g
w ons) > pod?- If one takes the Greek

and Indie evidence as decisive, then the reconstructed system must

have been unusual and unstable. If, on the other hand, one assumes

that the period of missing /b/ is late, i.e. after a change from

glottalized to plain voiced stops, then the situation is perfectly taken

care of. The original system had a labial gap, as is normal for such
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series of glottalized consonants. When transformed, this normal gap

became highly marked and undesirable so that it was quickly

eliminated by other phonological changes, once again evidence that

the systems which are typologically unusual are also unstable. Meid

(1989) brings in data to show that /b/ did exist, but the etymologies

supporting his claim are very few in number and not in areas of

core vocabulary so that scepticism is called for. Also, Wescott (1988)

has attempted to demonstrate the presence of /b/ in affective

vocabulary in Indo-European, but this is one of the most transitory

of vocabulary areas so that already for this reason his etymologies

must be suspect. They do, however, raise the interesting question of

how to determine what is and is not an inventory item. One thinks of

the English use of click sounds or of implosives (e.g. dumb - [cfAm])

in affective vocabulary or situations. Salmons (1992) argues

cogently that the question of complete absence of /b/ as opposed to

extreme rarity or use in only limited contexts is not relevant. Both

situations are symptomatic of the same markedness relationships.

3.2.3.2 Voiced & Voiceless Aspirates

The proposed universal states that no language will have

voiced aspirates without having the corresponding voiced stops and

voiceless apirated stops. Several languages seem to violate this

universal, however, they are in a distinct minority and the statistical

generalization remains strong.
l ® It would be illuminating to follow

To reiterate a point: in determining desirability of a reconstruction, one is

commonly reduced to making not so much a choice of only one possibility, but

rather making a ranking of several possibilities. The distribution of voiced and

voiceless aspirates stops in the languages of the world is distinctly uniform in

almost never having the traditionally reconstructed system. Because the

typological model deals within a statistical framework, nothing can absolutely
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the history and future paths of these languages to see whether the

state of the consonant inventory is recent and whether it remains

stable or develops. Markedness theory would imply that this system

violates several markedness criteria and should therefore be highly

unstable.

3.2.3.3 Indo-European Root Cooccurence Restrictions

An interesting problem is in the root cooccurrence

restrictions. As I have stated elsewhere (1992), the cooccurrence

restriction for two non-homorganic voiced consonants in a root

under traditional reconstruction is perfectly possible, even if the

Glottalic Theory is accepted, and may provide evidence for

diachronic stages in Proto-Indo-European. The root restriction is

most easily explained if the traditional voiced stops are reconstructed

as glottalic consonants. In becoming Greek, Indie etc. these glottalic

consonants became voiced stops whereas in Germanic they only lost

their glottalization, becoming voiceless stops. However, the lexicon

retained their original distribution so that the earlier

phonologically justified rule is replaced by an etymologically

justified rule which is open to violations. 11 If verbal reduplication is

relatively late in Indo-European, as has been claimed by Adrados and

others, then it may ignore the general rule precluding

prove that Indo-European wasn't one of the uncommon language types. However,

Occam's razor calls for ranking the more common language type over the

uncommon one in a reconstruction. As Jasanoff pointed out at the 1992 UCLA

Indo-European Conference, the proto-language was certainly just as

obstreperous a creature as any language spoken today.

objects to reconstructing two stages of Indo-European, the earlier

with glottalic consonants, the later with the traditionally reconstructed

system, because making two stages would violate explanatory simplicity.
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cooccurrence of ejectives because they have changed to voiced stops.

If the ejectives were still present, one would have expected either a

dissimilation (as for example with even later Grassmann's

dissimilation of cooccurring aspirated stops in Indo-Iranian and

Hellenic), or a rejection of the reduplication. This idea makes the

reconstruction of two stages of Indo-European virtually certain.

Stage I had globalized consonants and no verbal reduplication, Stage

II lost the glottalic stops but introduced verbal reduplication.

Of course, this analysis of the root cooccurrence restrictions is

dependent on Benveniste's proposal for root structure, (cf.

Mayrhofer 1987:95; Garrett 1991; Salmons 1992)

3.2.3.4 Developments of the Glottalic System

Also troublesome for the Glottalic Theory is the chronology of

sound change and loan word phonology (cf. Meid 1987). The word

*rfks in Celtic is loaned into Germanic as is proven by the vocalism.

Under the traditional theory of consonantism, the term was

borrowed after the Celtic change of *e to *f. However, under the

Glottalic Theory, the final consonant of the PIE stem would be *k '

instead of *g , given the evidence of other languages. Under the

traditional theory, Germanic borrowed the word after the Celtic shift

of the vowel but before the Germanic consonant shift. Using the

Glottalic Theory, Meid suggests that the chronology becomes a

problem because the Celtic development of *k' as *g would not have

given Germanic *k. Salmons, however, notes that if Germanic

borrowed the *g before it had such a sound in its inventory, then it

might easily have assigned the unknown Celtic sound to one of its

own inventory units, all of which had no distinctive voice.

The other main objection raised about the development of the

globalized consonants has been that they should become voiced in so

mainy languages, when ejectives are almost universally voiceless.
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As Salmons (1992) notes, however, it is quite common to find a

mixture of glottalic ejectives and glottalic implosives in language

systems and also the development of one to the other. Glottalized

ejectives will most likely develop into voiceless obstruents whereas

glottalized implosives will become voiced.

3.2.3.5 Typological Interpretation

In terms of the scale of typological strength, the Glottalic

interpretation can be checked on a number of fronts. Because there

are languages attested which have the aberrant consonantal

inventories which were ascribed to traditional PIE, no absolute

universals are invoked. However, the gaps and distribution of the

inventory violate several strong universals which are motivated in

the physiology of speech production. This motivation is one of the

strongest factors in favor of the theory. If the distributional

unusualness of PIE consonants were not motivated, then it might

conceivably be sheer coincidence that these particular gaps occur.

The motivation proves the difference between a marked,

typologically undesirable pattern and one which is merely unusual.

As was noted, the Glottalic Theory spearheaded to a large

extent the current debate on typology and reconstruction

methodology. It incorporates well the various problems involved in

using the framework. The universals involved are not absolute so

that opponents invoke the few exceptions as proof that the method is

fallacious. However, the number of agreements of the new

interpretations with both synchronic and diachronic patterns, if not

proving the Glottalic Theory beyond all doubt, certainly put it high

in probability. Of course, those opponents of the Glottalic Theory

who follow a formulaic approach to the process of reconstruction in
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general are in a different business from the followers of the Theory

who are attempting to capture some measure of realism. 1 2

3.3 Prosody

Ablaut was early recognized as an important means of making

semantic distinctions in the morphology of Proto-Indo-European,

e.g. in the Germanic verb. The major alternation is e:o : 0
.

Because

of the relationship between the zero-grade and lack of accent, the

claim was made early on that zero-grade was directly derivable from

the position of the accent. Further, because there was a three way

distinction of accent, the relationship between the type of accent

and the grade of the vowel was investigated.

The main typological problem is of rule systems: are there

languages where the quality of full vowels is conditioned by accent?

What sort of accent (i.e. musical, stress) can affect vowels in what

manner? Lehmann (1952:9) states:

This stage of PIE with phonemic pitch accent was preceded by a

stage with stress accent. During an early stage of pre-lE, stress

accent had been phonemic, and then occurred the sound change

of [e] to [ e ] and [e*]. These shifts in stress are assumed from the

Ablautinterchanges found in the various IE dialects. Hirt and

other Indo-Europeanists assumed them; yet they never

indicated that accent, both stress and pitch, might be part of a

in 1991 there was staged a "Great Debate" on the Glottalic Theory at the

University of Texas at Austin between Robert D. King (pro) and Andrew Garrett

(contra). Interestingly enough, neither of the "contenders" nor any of the

audience brought up the issue of method in the acceptance or rejection of the

Glottalic Theory. Rather, all seemed to tacitly accept it as given and were only

concerned with the how.
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linguistic system, but be non-phonemic...Presumably the

various stages of IE had both pitch and stress accent

simultaneously; in one period stress accent was phonemic, in

another pitch accent, in another neither.

In Indo-European, the position of accent generally corresponds to

the vowel gradation or Ablaut. For example, in the conjugation of the

verb 'to be', the following forms are attested in Sanskrit:

Sg. pi.

1. dsmi smds

2. dsi sthd

3. dsti santi

Note, however, elsewhere:

Toads' adj. 'cutting, sharp'

vs.

Tdp-os 1 noun 'slice'.

If the Vedic or Baltic accent type is reconstructed for Indo-European,

i.e. a free, musical accent, then a quandary arises in that in known

languages, pitch accent has no effect on the quality of vowels. Either

Indo-European is again a unique type, or another explanation is in

order. In this instance, a relatively natural and logical explanation

is found in the reconstruction of a pre-Proto-Indo-European which

has a stress accent. With such an accent, a vowel gradation as

demonstrated in Ablaut is normal and even expected. If this accent

then changed to a musical accent while remaining generally in the
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same location, then the vowel gradation may stay on in coincidental

relationship to accent position but without the original motivation.

Indeed, the originally phonologically motivated vowel gradation

becomes a morphophonemic tool in, e.g., Germanic for forming

tense stems in the verb. By using typology, a different accent type

must be reconstructed, albeit not the one which is reconstructible

using the comparative method. One needs to look at languages when

they undergo accent shifts to see to what extent there exist remnants

of the older accent type which are no longer motivated.

In a personal communication, Edgar Polom6 has noted (1992):

African languages may go from tone (pitch accent) to stress, but

the latter practically coexists with the former, e.g., in Mongo

(Bantu): the tone is conditioned by morphology and/or

semantics; the stress accent is purely demarcative, indicating

morpheme boundaries, e.g., in Swahili = stress on penult

"divides" the speech chain nilikwenda/sokoni 'I went to the

market. The stress accounts (partly) for the zero- grade but what

about the qualitative ablaut (e:o)? If languages use the tone

(pitch accent) grammatically (in correlation with tense,

number, case, etc.) it is thinkable that the removal of the

musical accent as grammatical marker as a result of the shift to

a mere stress system within the word boundary (sentence

intonation is different and may affect the pitch accent as well

as van Spanndonck has shown for the African tonal languages)

might lead to the differentiation by vowel quality as a

substitute.

Under this suggestion of Polomd, a non-motivated pattern might be

explained as the attempt to retain grammatical marking after the

loss of a different marking. In the case of Indo-European, the
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patterns seems the reverse, i.e., the shift is from a stress to a pitch

accent. If the original vowel gradations are linked to stress patterns,

then the loss of this type of stress (or rather its shift to pitch accent)

might entail the morphological linking of accent and Ablaut.

This example shows that a reconstruction which attempts to

approach some degree of realism must be differentiated in time to

explain an otherwise unmotivated sound pattern.

4.0 Conclusions

In selection of problems in Proto-Indo-European phonology

discussed above, the main applications of typological reconstruction

were observed. In the case of the laryngeals, the inventory of the

segments and their developments in the daughter languages are

only derivable from the examination of segments which behave in

the same way in other languages and the explanation of the

differences in terms of what is known about languages. The vowel

system shows two main problems, the inventory itself as an item (i.e.

one vowel vs. three vowel etc. Indo-European), and the analysis of

an inventory item (i.e. the phonemic and inventory status of the

high vowels and the distinction between long and short vowels). The

question of the relationship of accent to Ablaut is primarily one of

rule systems. The "glottalic" theory integrates problems of rule

systems (e.g., root cooccurrence restrictions), implicational

structures (e.g., absence of glottalized labials if there are glottalized

consonants), and inventory (three series of consonants as voiced,

voiceless, and glottalized as attested vs. voiceless, voiced, and voiced

aspirates as rare or unattested).

The further task for researchers in this area will remain the

further examination of typological universals (or near universals)

in synchrony and diachrony in attested languages and comparison
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of these data with the projected states and changes in Proto-Indo-

European.



Chapter Five: Methodological Problems - Syntax &

Morphology

"'[S]ome members of some human communities have been

observed to interact by means of vocal noises."'

Member of a Linguistics Institute (cited by Fillmore 1968:1)

1.0 Models for Describing Syntax and Morphology

Typological studies in the 19th and earlier 20th century were

morphologically based. Humboldt, Finck, Steinthal, and Sapir all

looked at inflection, agglutination, etc. (cf. Schrijnen 1921).

However, before examining specific areas of nominal and verbal

morphology in the next chapters, a few words are in order about

various methodological issues that arise when dealing with these

areas. Whereas in phonology, the object of research is clearly

defined by physiological parameters and the main foci of typological

and reconstructive work are clear, morphology is less clearly

defined as an area. Yartseva (1990:3) defines morphological

categories as a system of contrasting forms expressing definite

grammatical meanings. For many, morphology is a subset of syntax.

Others relate it to semantics. Ramat (1986:12), on the other hand,

states that "morphology and syntax are strictly interdependent".

To which area morphology or parts of it belong is of vital

importance in reconstruction and in the application of typology.

Syntax, in the sense of ordering principles, is by its nature purely

linguistic (Lehmann 1985). In contrast, semantic fields have in

many instances been shown to have clear structural types and

implicational hierarchies. Further, the semantics of morphology

link it to reality, which can be defined in terms of universals.

The traditional approach to morphology is determined by the

Latin-Greek classical analysis of those two languages with an

admixture of concepts from the Indie linguists such as Pan ini.

Although on the whole, this model seems suited to these languages, a

109
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primary question of much of linguistic study in this and the

previous century has been whether the model is skewed and needs to

be replaced by more universal ones. Seiler (1975:9) has pointed out

the problem of using a Latinate model. Lehmann notes that the most

adequate model of linguistic description is that which can

accommodate all languages to a set of structural principles that can

be included in the definition of language (Lehmann 1985).

One reaction to the problems of using the classical model was

to reject all models except those which could be determined for each

language, independent of any other. The advantage of models unique

to each language is clear, viz. that the problem of commensurability

of terms is eliminated, for each set of terms is defined in relation to a

specific language. If language is random, then this approach is also

the most suitable. If, however, languages can be shown to follow

repeating patterns, then a relativistic approach ignores or even

denies them. Important relationships and distinctions may be missed

which can help in achieving an understanding of an individual

language as a language, and also of the phenomenon of language

per se.

What of the classical model? Should it be rejected completely

and replaced by "modem" ways of looking at language. Here, I

believe the answer must be positive and negative. Certainly, if a set

of categories is shown by cross-linguistic analysis to be analyzable

in a more economic and universal manner without loss of precision,

then the old model must be revised. If, however, the old model works

well for the IE languages (or another model for another language

family), then it should be maintained, although not perhaps imposed

on other languages. In terms of typology, we could say that the

classical model is good descriptively as a paradigm for the IE

languages and others of similar structure.
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To make such a decision, the question now arises as to what

constitutes a satisfactory and adequate method of describing

languages. One definition would give two answers. The best

descriptive models are: A) those which completely and accurately

account for all phenomena in one single language (i.e. with no

regard for any other language) or B) those which account for the

most phenomena in as many languages as possible. An intermediary

stage between these two patterns would be the descriptive model

which treats most accurately and completely either a set of

phenomena for many languages or for a group. The scales of

application are thus either of one language, group of languages vs.

all, another group of languages or of one language system, set of

language systems vs. all language systems. A model may be adequate

and usable, even if it does not cover all languages of the world, if it

can be shown to be a good model for that subset of languages to

which it is applied (although Greenberg might not agree; cf. Croft et

al. 1990:xv). A further criterion for model building is that the model

which uses the smallest amount of rules and explanatory framework

is more elegant and ceteris paribus more desirable. However, King's

1988 view and Yngve (cf. beginning of Chapter 1) should not be

forgotten. A model of description need not necessarily be "elegant"

to be correct, nor does every language user necessarily utilize the

same models in his language production. The upshot is that while the

more elegant solution to problems is desirable, it should not lead to a

dogmatic acceptance of this solution in exclusion of all others. As

investigation into a multitude of problems of IE reconstruction has

shown, there are often two or more models which get us equally well

from here to there and correspondingly there are as many schools

and camps as there are models.

2.0 Syntax, Semantics and Morphology
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The delineation of syntax and morphology is a complex

problem, even more so the definition of the role of semantics.

Standard treatments of the semantic features of morphology in

grammars of IE languages are classified as syntax. This practice

seems to be a continuation of the traditional semantic syntax as

found in Smythe and others (cf. Anderson 1985). Syntax seems for

such grammars to include those features of the language which are

not easily described in paradigmatic manner. The traditional

grammar will have sections on phonology (i.e. phonetic,

orthographic, historical description of the sound system),

morphology (listings of forms and endings for the verb, noun,

pronoun etc.), and syntax (description of usage of the raw materials

previously outlined and definition of semantic functions). By this

analysis my redefinition of realms of function seems justified, that is

to say, if the definition of syntax is narrowed to apply only to the

ordering principles of language and their reflection in the linear

manifestation of parole. Thus, for example, the order of elements in

the medio-passive endings is a matter for syntactic analysis, the

meaning and borders or prototypical centers of meaning for medio-

passives are the concern of semantics, and the relationship of

patterns of meaning to a system of descrete utterances to form

functional categories of language falls into the realm of

morphology. The goal of morphological typology will be to look for

universals of meaning patterns and bundlings in relation to sets of

affixes as defined by traditional morphology. It may be extremely

difficult to determine what precisely the comparanda are (Croft

1990:11-18).

To return to the question raised at the beginning of this

chapter, for this study I will define morphology as the

grammaticalization of syntactic relations which are defined in terms

of their semantics.
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Different semantic fields have different grades of cohesion

and hence of reconstructability. * Tightly constrained word fields are

more reconstructable than loosely constrained word fields. For

example, the set of color words is more tightly constrained into

structural patterns than the set of barnyard animals. One is a closed,

the other an open-ended set. The degree of constraint may be on a

continuum. In a constrained word field each element is defined in

relation (non-interchangeably) to the others, or each term is

defined with same kinds of features as the others, or each term is

part of a set of oppositions in real language (£ la Coseriu) (e.g.,

colors). Also, any one term is meaningless if the system of terms does

not exist. 'Black' is only meaningful in opposition to 'white' etc. A

'cow', on the other hand, is meaningful without 'horses', 'cats', 'dogs',

etc. What about: numbers?, morphological functions?, different

levels of taxonomies (e.g. bird, mammal, reptile vs. cow, cat, dog)?,

kinship terminology?

There are also different kinds of closed sets. One kind is

physically closed, e.g., the set of colors is closed in physical terms (or

at least in perceptual terms). The other kind of closed set is

grammatical function words. Croft (1990:189-190) makes this second

distinction between grammatical and lexical morphemes. Lexical

morphemes are free, grammatical morphemes are bound. Lexical

morphemes are an open class, grammatical morphemes closed.

Lexical morphemes are usually optional, grammatical morphemes

are generally obligatory. Croft proposes that the two classes are

prototypically distinguished in terms of these three defining

the methods and problems of semantic reconstruction see also: Benveniste

(1954), Thieme (1964:594-6), Lehmann (1974b:626-7), Diebold (1987),

Schlerath (1987:260), Job (1987), Polomd (1990).
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characteristics. For a morpheme to be assigned to one or the other

class, it must agree with two of the three criteria.

A second aspect of semantic reconstruction: if individual

components of words are further analyzable, aren't they more

recent and a sign of shift. Is, for example, the Indo-European aorist

analyzable etc.?

Recent work on grammaticalization holds special promise for

work on the reconstruction of PIE morphology. The model of

grammaticalization I follow here is essentially that of Heine et al.

(1991). They define grammaticalization as the transition of

semantically concrete elements to ever greater abstractness with a

corresponding loss of independence as semantic units. The process is

termed "bleaching out" of semantic content. The cycle of

grammaticalization is from concrete lexical item to grammaticalized

functional marker to lexicalized morpheme part; or following the

older truism, today's syntax is tomorrow's morphology:

Stage 1. X # Y (syntactic collocation)

Stage 2. X + Y (grammaticalized morphological marker)

Stage 3. XY (lexicalized item containing formerly independent

components)

Or in more specific terms:

Stage 1. Noun # Postposition

Stage 2. Noun + case suffix

Stage 3. Lexeme (perhaps adverb with erstarrte Kasusform)

Most interesting in this context is evidence for the

directionality of the semantic changes involved and the general

sources for grammaticalized material. For example, local prepositions
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often develop from terms for body parts. Cf. the relationship of

Greek dv-rl vs. Old High German antluzzi 'face' and Hittite hant-

'forehead', or Swahili mbele 'breast' > 'in front of.

As has been emphasized throughout this study, any discovery

of patterns of probability, even if weak, should be factored into the

equation leading to a reconstruction. Because it is precisely the

grammatical function elements which are reconstructable for PIE,

the question of their ultimate origin can reasonably be posed, and

their developments in the daughter languages checked against the

patterns of grammaticalization which prevail for attested language

development.

If the usual patterns of grammaticalization can be discerned,

then the reconstructed series of proto-linguistic developments

should presumably follow these patterns. Where Li has the

descendants L 2 and L 3 and a set of linguistic patterns Pi and P 2 are

attested and related to each other in their formal content but with

differing meanings or functions and there further exists a universal

pattern of grammaticalization where Pi > P2, then L 2 which has Pi is

more archaic for this feature and the proto-language is

reconstructed with Pi. A different scenario would exist if Pi and P2

may both plausibly result from P 3 which is not attested. If the

universal of change is valid, then P 3 is reconstructed for the proto-

language. This method is useful for a language such as PIE which is

disputed precisely in its inventory of morphological categories. If as

is claimed, Anatolian and Germanic reflect an archaic stage of PIE,

then the developments leading to Indo-Iranian, for example, are

completed patterns of a grammaticalization and their relationship to

the other language findings may be precisely determined.

As an example of the above method, one may take the

distribution of commitative and instrumental meaning in a set of

related languages with surface case. Heine et al. (1991:103) state that
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instrumental meaning may develop out of commitative meaning but

not the reverse. If two languages have formally identical case

markers which denote the commitative in one language and the

instrumental in the other, then the immediate solution is to

reconstruct the proto-case marking as a commitative. It may also

have had an instrumental meaning; the probability of this will

depend on further sets of data.

For the reconstruction of proto-linguistic case morphology,

the application of grammaticalization to the study of case

hierarchies will result in a better understanding of the creation of

case morphemes. Highly grammaticalized case morphemes should be

more bound to the stem and not exist as a preposition. It should not

be formally close to an original element. Certainly, this comes close

to glottogonic speculation, but it is guided speculation.

3.0 Typological Models

Croft (1990) outlines procedures for typological investigation

of morphology. He emphasizes the problem of deciding which

categories are comparable and determining whether

commensurability of terms used in descriptive grammars allows

proper cross-linguistic analysis.

As has been discussed at length in the preceding sections, the

main uses of typology in a reconstruction are in determining

accuracy of the reconstruction, proposing revisions, and

reconstructing previous stages to the proto-language. Croft

(1990:122) summarizes the major grammatical and phonological

hierarchies found in the world's languages as:

number, grammatical relations, animacy, definiteness,

modifiers, place of articulation, and sonority.
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Number is ranked in the markedness relationship:

trial/paucal 3 dual 3 plural 3 singular.^

The grammatical relations is:

oblique 3 object 3 subject.

The animacy hierarchy takes the following form:

inanimate common noun 3 nonhuman animate common noun 3

human common noun 3 proper names 3 third-person pronouns 3

first/second-person pronouns

As Croft points out, the animacy hierarchy is a scale from most

animate to least animate rather than a hierarchy of specific features

(1990:113). The animacy hierarchy is important in case marking

systems. The definiteness hierarchy goes:

nonreferential indefinite 3 referential indefinite 3 definite.

The modifier hierarchy seems confined to the Austronesian

languages but Croft feels that further investigation may lead to its

2ln this example, a language will not have a trial unless it has dual, plural,

and singular. A language will not have a dual unless it has a plural and a

singular. A language will not have a plural without having a singular. A

language can have only singular (i.e. unmarked) forms in all contexts.

Tocharian, however, has a singular, dual, paral, and plural. The dual is used

for pairs of things in incidental relationship to one another; the paral refers to

things which are normally found in pairs.
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recognition as a cross-linguistic universal (1990:119). The modifier

hierarchy in the Austronesian languages is:

relative clauses 3 adjectives 3 quantifiers 3 interrogatives 3

deictics 3 articles

The main manifestation of this hierarchy in the Austronesian

languages is in determining when a linker morpheme (or ligature)

is required to link modifiers to a head noun.

As Croft further notes, these hierarchies may be examined in

terms of patterns of markedness and linear order of constitutents or

segments. Insofar as linearity belongs to the supralexical domain, it

is probably irrecoverable by comparative reconstruction, although

Friedrich and Lehmann (both 1974) have attempted to recover this

very aspect of Indo-European. Their fallacy is in assuming the basic

harmonizing nature of linear, syntactic universals. Thus, assuming

a standard SOV (Lehmann) or SVO (Friedrich) order in Proto-Indo-

European, they explained the further developments in the daughter

languages as a shift from one type to another. However, neither sets

up a sufficiently rigorous means of reconstructing this basic

parameter of word order in the proto-language and thus have only

given two sets of hypothetical developments without criteria for the

selection of one over the other. If the language reality supposition is

not accepted, then one may reconstruct a proto-language as a pure

SOV or SVO language; indeed, the assumption of SVO or SOV in the

proto-language would seem to call for a reconstruction of a pure

language particularly if the proto-language is not considered real.

The main evidence for word order is to be found in "Dichtersprache"

(going back to Adalbert Kuhn in the 19th century and discussed in a

large number of publications in recent years, cf. Tichy 1990:7), for

example,
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opposed to . 3

However, such collocations are weaker than they appear, for in

cultures ascribing value to fame and using related languages, the

use of etymologically related words in similar expressions may easily

be coincidental (cf. Schwink 1992b).

In those instances where linearity of constituents is within

the lexeme, there is greater hope to apply knowledge of markedness

hierarchies and implicational universals. For example, the

reconstruction of markings for number and case and the

inventories of pronouns inter alia should be checked against the

above hierarchies for accuracy. Further, investigation is needed to

see whether some of these hierarchies might not be expandable. For

example, the grammatical relations hierarchy only includes the

ranking of components for a maximum of three case types: subject,

object, all others. As stated already, the pattern of other case types

might also be analyzable in terms of hierarchies of implication and

inserted into the grammatical relations series. Further, the example

of the Austronesian languages raises again the problem of

universals within one language group. If some feature is universal

within a language group in such a way as to reveal hierarchical

implicational structures, can one speak of universals in the same

way as with cross-linguistically verifiable universals? In such an

event, one could speak of, e.g., case systems within the Indo-

European languages as typological structures without extensive

reference to other language groups. However, this line of thinking

holds the danger of circular justification of reconstruction and voids

3 Brigitte Bauer has pointed out to me that the word order universal of adjective

and noun is not considered very strong. More important are, e.g., the type of

adpositions and the structure of relative clauses.
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the concept of justifying or checking a reconstruction specifically

in terms of cross-linguistic universal data.

If universals and typology of morphology can be established,

what are the implications for IE? We can assume that if our

universals hold true, they will also be confirmed by the attested

daughter languages and that any exceptions will be easily

explainable. Further, if reconstructions of the proto-language are

interpreted as realistic, then those reconstructions must be favored

which better fit the typological conclusions drawn above and

contrary reconstructions must either be rejected or explained in

terms of our theory.

In the following two chapters I will consider verbal and

nominal morphology in reconstruction using typological

parameters, but separately. However, the goals of investigation are

similar.

4.0 Reconstruction of Morphology

For general work in morphology and the reconstruction of a

proto-language, the following areas need to be examined:

1. Form vs. Content;

2. Semantic structure of morphological categories;

3. Universals and typology of morphological systems.

1) Form vs. Content. If it is agreed that the above definition of

morphology applies, then what happens to non-grammaticalized

functions and where is the border between syntax and morphology.

Scholars differ on this issue as well as on how to determine priority

of form vs. content. In case grammar a la Fillmore (1968; cf. Chapt. 6)

function would take priority over form. Thus, syntax is analyzed in

terms of basic case functions which may or may not be realized as
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surface case. Jakobson, on the other hand, took case surface forms as

more important and attempted to establish "Gesamtbedeutungen"

which would account for the diversity of case forms. If, however,

case functions are purely underlying universals of all languages,

they become irrelevant in a proto-langauge in which one wants to

reconstruct formal entities. Although the absolute universals are

interesting as such, they have little bearing on the structure or

study of a language or group of languages as unique institutions. It

is only in the individual quirks and patterns that a proto-language's

reconstruction becomes vitally interesting.

2). Semantic structure of morphological categories: Closely

related to the question of form vs. content, this area is concerned

with the internal structure of content as correlated to form. Several

approaches may be distinguished:

1. Semantics of morphology reflect set underlying relations;

2. Semantics are unique part of morphological categories but in

random distribution;

3. Semantics are organized morphology as in other areas of

conceptual thought as proto-type bundles.

This latter approach has serious implications for a reconstruction

and for general views on language; it also opens up very promising

fields of research into implicational structures of meaning. As seen

elsewhere, a distinction exists between open and closed (or relatively

open/closed continuum) semantic sets. Some sets will be restricted in

scope because of physical (i.e. non-linguistic facts). Others are

rather open-ended for the same reasons. Thus, there is a closed set of

terms for human body parts but a cognitively open set of numerical

expressions. When looking at morphological categories, Taylor

(1989) has suggested a core-prototype of meaning which is related
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by extension or metaphor to a chain of secondary meanings in

polysemy or eventual homophony. Meanings may and do coincide so

that there may be, e.g., a genitive or dative of possession.

Nonetheless, to take this example a step further, the basic one of

dative vs. genitive is different. Patterns of semantic extension tend

to repeat themselves so that similar developments of semantics will

occur independently, i.e. these are universals. More importantly, by

cataloguing the occurrences of semantic extension and of

grammaticalization, the same statistical data may be compiled as have

been done for phonological inventories and, to a lesser extent, rule

systems or change patterns.

A reconstructed language should presumably not contain

secondary categories unless it has primary categories or their loss

can be motivated. Further, the reconstructed developments in

semantics should not come about in the reverse of observed patterns

of semantic development; the reconstruction of grammaticalization

should not take its source material from less probable areas. Let it be

emphasized here again that one is dealing with relative

probabilities.

A traditional reconstruction of morphology is based on the

relation of phonological elements in regular patterns into a proto-

phonology. If phonological correspondences are present where

semantics show possible relationship, then a part of the proto-

lexicon may be reconstructed. If morphemes and especially

functional morphemes are acceptable as part of the lexicon, then

common semantic properties may allow a reconstruction of their

functions. If syntactic functions and morphological classes are to be

reconstructed, then only on the basis of meaning.

As with phonology, in the reconstruction of morphology,

patterns of inventory, rules and changes must be cataloged and

evaluated. In order to do such work, the patterns of markedness must
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be worked out as well as their empirical basis. For example, when

speaking of case systems, the distinction is made between ergative,

active, and accusative languages. These are labels, however,

reflecting inventory items which are themselves the reflection of

patterns of markedness for the morphological categories in

question. An ergative language is one in which the agent of a

transitive verb is more marked than the subject of an intransitive

verb or the object of a transitive verb. In an accusative language,

the object of a transitive verb is more marked than the subject of a

transitive or intransitive verb. Examples from Indo-European for

the latter distinction: Nominative *-0 vs. Accusative *-m. These

relationships of markedness can be shown to fit in with the

statistical norm for a nominative/accusative language. However,

when the neuters are added to the material looked at, they show the

pattern: Nominative *-m vs. Accusative *-m. The equal markedness

is odd within the framework of nominative/accusative languages.

The implicational distribution is disturbed. As will be seen below in

Chapter 6, this anomalous distribution and the identity of form with

the accusative of the masculine/feminine already brought

Uhlenbeck (1901) to suggest that Indo-European was an ergative

language.

The above picture has ignored the fact that many or most so-

called ergative languages are actually split-ergative. That is to say,

that the ergative/absolute distinction alternates with the

nominative/accusative. As Silverstein (1976) has shown, the split is

not random, but rather is connected to the relative degree of

animacy of the nouns involved.

If a less marked category is missing in the reconstruction, it

must be restored, even if not in substance. For example, if one

assumes that the dative is less marked than the ablative and

reconstructs an ablative, then the presence of a dative must also be
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assumed. If, as in the plural4 ,
no single form is reconstructible, then

both possibilities should be given with an accompanying discussion.

5.0 Recent Views on Indo-European Morphology

Two main models of development have arisen in studies of IE.

The first, often called Brugmannian and supported by Eichner inter

alia, reflects the structure of Sanskrit and Greek very heavily in the

reconstruction of PIE; the other, advocated by Meid, Neu inter alia

suggests that Hittite more closely preserves a simpler PIE system

whereas Hellenic and Indo-Aryan are late developments which came

about because of areal proximity after the splitting off of the

Anatolian. Polomd has extended the model to have Germanic split off

early analogously to Anatolian. Further, the division of the Indo-

European languages is brought to bear on the problem. Sturtevant

and others in the first half of the 20th century tried to explain the

aberrant behavior of Anatolian compared to the traditional

reconstruction of Indo-European by suggesting a very early split of

Anatolian from Proto-Indo-European before the formation of

numerous grammatical categories. Pre-Proto-Indo-European was

called Indo-Hittite. Although the name fell into disfavor, the idea is

still very much alive in Meid/Neu/Adrados etc. They use the

Stammbaum model of language separation and development, and

although they call the earlier stage of the proto-language, e.g., Stage

I Indo-European, the name implies the same thing as Indo-Hittite (cf.

Cowgill in his papers on the Hittite verbal system). Ruhlen (1987)

4 1.e. Germanic/Slavic plural -m- vs. Italic etc. *-bh- which cannot be

reconciled, pace Markey. Lehmann has claimed that variation within a pattern

(e.g. relative pronouns, demonstratives) indicates the category is recent.

However, if a category is typologically expected, even the variation of daughter

forms does not allow its elimination in the parent language.
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takes on the terminology, apparently because of discussions with

Cowgill. Schmidt (1992) discusses in detail the implications of newer

data on Indo-European which have brought about the proposals of

these stages. Their status in Indo-European will be discussed in

Chapters 6 & 7.



Chapter Six: Nominal Morphology

"How hard his lot! how blind his fate!
What shall he do to mend his state?

Thus did poor Syntax ruminate."

William Combe, The Tour of Doctor Syntax in Search of the

Picturesque, Canto I

1.0 Case 1

Crystal (1980:53-4) gives the following definition of case:

(1) A GRAMMATICAL CATEGORY used in the analysis of WORD

classes to identify the SYNTACTIC relationship between words

in a SENTENCE, through such contrasts as NOMINATIVE,

ACCUSATIVE, etc. The traditional CLASSIFICATION, such as is

found in Latin GRAMMAR, is based on variations in the

MORPHOLOGICAL forms of the word (a set of such forms

constituting a PARADIGM, as in Latin puella, puellam, puellae,

puella (....) Each form is analysed in terms of a specific range of

meaning, e.g. nominative is primarily the case of the

grammatical SUBJECT of the sentence, genitive refers to such

notions as possession, origin and so on. In languages which lack

morphological variations of this kind, the term 'case', as

traditionally used, does not apply...

The relationship between the formal and functional sides of case is

the subject of much dispute. In the traditional definition given

above, formal features of case are most important, followed by the

relational aspects which coincide with the morphological marking.

I
Welte (1987) sketches the history of views on case with an emphasis on the

situation for English. As elsewhere, a comprehensive research report on all

views of case is not intended. Rather, views and issues which have a direct

bearing on the reconstruction of case in IE are reviewed.

126
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Dahl (in Dirven 1987) describes these two possibilities for case

analysis. He feels that an analysis of cases as underlying universal

categories can be negated; cases are prototypical semantic functions

which may be traced to universals of linguistic interpretation of the

world. Fillmore (1968), on the other hand, emphasizes case from the

other aspect, i.e., he is concerned with the relational aspects which

may or may not coincide with formal representations. What stand

one takes on case typology depends on whether form or function is

considered more vital.

1.1 Formal Case

One approach to case sees the formal linkages of semantics to

affixes as significant and requiring study to determine universal

patterns. A cross-linguistic analysis of case affixes in different

languages will help to show whether formal case patterns occur

with significant agreement. Then the semantics of case come to the

foreground (cf. below 1.3).

1.2 Functional Case

If case is a reflection of underlying syntactic (i.e. relational)

structure (cf. Kibrik 1986), it may be universal for all languages,

even those without surface inflections, so that one might speak of

the cases of English or Fillmore (1968) and his school

represent this approach. Crystal (1980:54-5) discusses Fillmore's Case

grammar which attempts to define case as a syntactic expression of

underlying relationships and describable in terms of generative

2ln some ways this is similar to early attempts to describe Dutch or English in

terms of Latin grammatical categories. Thus, for example, in the 16th century

Twe-Spraack, Dutch is described as having 6 cases, all but two of which,

however, are expressed using prepositional phrases.
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grammar. The original 6 semantic cases which Fillmore (1968)

proposed were:

Agentive, Instrumental, Dative, Factitive, Locative, and

Objective.

Since then, other case labels have been proposed and some of the

original ones have been the focus of greater attention as being more

fundamental.

Another way of defining case breaks the semantics down to

Place and Source, deriving thence all surface case features (cf.

Anderson 1987). Already Nilsen (1972) describes case in terms of

source/goal and discusses the methodology of finding "deep" cases.

He mentions a larger taxonomy of cases, but it seems to suffer from

the same flaw as Nida's componential analysis approach to semantics,

ie., the taxonomy works as an analytical tool but there is no

assurance that it represents any reality. Further, he uses almost only

English and considers surface case features irrelevant (p.47).

Tarvainen (in Dirven 1987) gives a larger inventory of

dependency-linked case frames:

Agent, Patient, Objective, Resultative, Themative, Percipitive,

and Finative.

Case grammar lost popularity in the mid-1970s because of the

problems in formalizing and conceptualizing linguistic structures of

this nature. Dirven (1987) discusses the development of views on

case in the years since Fillmore (1968). The problem consists of

defining the underlying cases, if there be such.
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1.3 Semantics of Case3

Jakobson, in his study of the Russian case system dealt with

the problem of case semantics by supposing that in the bewildering

array of different functions subsumed under any particular formal

case there is some primary or core meaning (Gesamtbedeutung).

This approach is reminiscent of later prototype theory. Wierzbicka

(1980) has rejected this view because the rules defining the case

meanings were too vague and could not be used to create actual

output; knowledge of Jakobson's semantic analyses would not help

one to produce accurate and appropriate constructions in the

language. However, a grammar which describes does not necessarily

require this facility.

Nichols (1986:145-7) discusses Jakobson's views and claims

that syncretism is not a function of abstract semantic categories. She

says that there are few inflecting languages with different

declensional classes aside from IE; syncretism is a sign of

markedness (p. 147).

Although different languages may have diversified borders of

case meaning, the basic centers of meaning or prototypical

meanings may be universal. If so, then an examination of the Indo-

European case system will have to take into account the types of case

prototypes which will be distinguished and in what order. A

similarity to Berlin & Kay could be looked for in that all types of case

modality are available to the speakers, but only some can be

explicitly stated.

1.3 Grammaticalization & Diachrony

3
For an extended discussion of case semantics in the typological framework,

cf. Croft (1991:183ff.).
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Bennett (1914:2-4) on early theories of case suggests that all

cases probably were local in origin but that each case must be

studied "as to its own value on the basis of the completest knowledge

attainable and without reference to any preconceived theory..."

(p.3). He says there is agreement that nominative is purely

grammatical, the accusative perhaps as well, others are local. This

means that for the nominative "we do not know whether at any time

it indicated anything more tangible and concrete." (pp. 3-4). Further

(p.4) because of the variety of terminations within the cases (e.g.

genitive singular *-s jo , -i, -es
,

-os
,

-5) one cannot determine

whether all were originally of the same logical value. Also (p.4) the

singular and plural of, e.g., the ablative have no formal relationship

to each other, so they may represent notions of logically different

origins.

Knobloch (1985:192) suggests as well that locativeness is a

primitive concept. He states that:

[V]erbale Sachverhalte lassen sich weder der einen noch der

anderen Besitzform [i.e. alienable vs. inalienable possession]

zuordnen. Es bleibt ein Drittes: die lokale Auffassung.

His two reasons for this view are that a direct object is not an

additional ingredient to explain a verbal process but rather the

given about which the process revolves. An ergative or agent is

secondary to this. Further, verbal actions of concrete and observable

effect are associated with movement and basically absolutive.

Thereafter the question is answered as to from where the action

comes.

In the grammaticalization of case, the following universal

patterns have been noted in Chapter 3:
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Stage 1. Noun # Postposition

Stage 2. Noun + case suffix

Stage 3. Lexeme (perhaps adverb with erstarrte Kasusform)

Heine et al. (1991:167) also state this development as:

lexical > (adverbs) adpositions > case affixes > zero

This has two implications for the analysis of case morphemes. The

more recent a case, the more likely it is to have a coexisting lexical

form as an independent element, whether as an adposition or in

some other function. Conversely, the less durchsichtig a case

morpheme is, the more likely it is to be older. When reconstructing

case, the formal identity of case morphemes and functions are the

first priority in positing a proto-form. For example, there is

considerable agreement in different Indo-European languages on a

nominative singular *-s marker in many masculine nouns. For

example:

Skt. asvah Gk. times’ Go. gasts Hitt, antuhsas

All of these forms are in formal opposition to other case endings, all

signify the nominative singular, and all are regularly relatable in

their phonology. Therefore, one must assume a proto-form *-s with

the function of nominative singular. The widespread agreement

among the Indo-European languages on this particular case form

and function make it almost certainly Proto-Indo-European. The lack

of a clear etymology of the form further guarantees its relative age.

Let us now compare this instance with the dative plural which has

been alluded to several times before:
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Skt. devebhyah Lith. vilkams Go
. wulfam

Szemerenyi (1990:169) gives for the reconstruction of the dative

plural two possibilities: *-bh(y)os or *-mos. Two matters are of

special interest here. First, the lack of agreement which is

consistent across several languages may point to shared innovation

or conservation on the part of one language. Conversely, it may

represent innovation in all the languages. If the latter is true, then

one may suppose that the proto-language did not have the case in

question. The function of the dative may have been combined with

that of some other case. Hamp's and Markey's attempts to relate the

two different case markers to deictics and to the lexemes which

precede German mit and bei fulfill the second of the considerations

stated above, namely, that the recent case functions are more likely

to have formal relatives in the lexicon.

According to Heine et al. (1991:128 ff.) spatial adpositions

(which are the source for case morphemes) commonly have their

origin in words for body parts or landmarks. They set up the

hierarchy:

under > on, in > front > back

and continue by noting that if any of these spatial concepts are from

a body part model, then none farther rightwards may come from a

landmark model. This universal applied for 124 out of 125 languages

they studied (the exception being Newole).

To summarize, using the criteria of grammaticalization, the

Indo-European nominative singular seems to be older than the

dative plural. One should not forget, however, that the reasons for

this distribution are not yet explained.
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The above paragraphs dealt with the evolution of surface case.

Of similar interest is the loss of formal case. Case suffixes are

commonly lost through non-related phonological processes. Wurzel’s

theory of language change is predicated on this type of loss.

Phonological changes disrupt morphological patterns which are

then replaced with elements from syntax. The loss of morphological

distinctions through phonological change could offer valuable

evidence for the strength of case hierarchies. If, for example, there

exists a case hierarchy A d Bd Cd Dd
...,

then the loss of one of these

cases because of a phonological development may or may not have

an effect on hierarchically more marked terms. If the hierarchy is

strongly cohesive, then the loss of an intermediate category makes

the impending loss of all more marked categories predictable.4

Heine et al. (1991:167) give the following hierarchy of case

functions:

Instrumental > Locative > Dative > Accusative > Nominative

(Comitative Ergative Absolutive

Directional) Genitive

The leftward cases are more concrete, the rightward more

grammatical. They note that this hierarchy is in precise agreement

with the stages of grammaticalization and that they run parallel.

Thus, the nominative is more likely to be zero than the instrumental.

However, the question is not touched upon how strong the

4Here, the development of inflectional languages to a less inflectional type

could be of interest in those instances where the presence of an inflectional

form as a literary standard may motivate the reinsertion of lost categories

(e.g., Middle Indie).
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implicational hierarchy is. For example, if the dative is zero, does

this imply that the accusative must also be zero?

1.4 Typology of Case Systems

As with the typology of phonological systems, the distinction

must be made between discrete inventories as criteria for typological

classification and implicational structures within the inventories.

The hierarchy of cases has already been mentioned above. Below is

given one proposed set of case inventory types.

Knobloch defines three types of "Verbalauffassung" which

are reflected in the case systems of languages:

1. Zustande

2. Vorgange

3. Tatigkeiten

Languages may be classified into three corresponding types

according to the dominance of a Verbalauffassung :

1. verbal contents are seen as static/conditional,

2. Zustande are opposed to VorgSnge (i.e. with ergative),

3. all verbal statements have a subject which derives from ergative or

absolute (unmarked).^

1.4.1 Ergative vs. Accusative Languages

The three concepts which are considered in defining

ergativity are;

sor put differently: 1) active/stative language; 2) ergative/absolute language;

3) nominative/accusative language.
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Subject of transitive verb (St),

Subject of intransitive verb (Si),

Object of transitive verb (O).

Some label these grammatical relations as respectively:

A (= Agent),

S (= Subject), and

P (= Patient).

In a so-called ergative language, Si and O are given grammatically

identical forms (called absolutive case) and St is marked by the

ergative case. In the other main type of language, the accusative, Si

and St are marked the same way and opposed to O.

However, few languages show pure ergative marking; rather,

they will generally split an ergative marking system with an

accusative system. As Silverstein (1976) has shown, the split is

related to relative degree of animacy. The more animate categories

are less likely to show an ergative case marking than the less

animate. As given in Croft (1990:116; cf. also Garrett 1990:262), the

animacy hierarchy is:

+tu most animate

-tu

+ego

-ego

+pronominal

-pronominal

+human

-human
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+animate

-animate least animate

In terms of logical markedness, the ergative case marks the

agent of a transitive verb. The agent of such a verb is most likely to

be highly animate. Because the expectation that the transitive

subject will be animate is so high, animate subjects are less likely to

have some special marking. On the other hand, highly inanimate

nouns are much more unusual as the subjects of transitive verbs so

that when such an instance occurs, languages are more likely to

mark the inanimate noun, especially with an ergative case. In terms

of accusativity, the situation is directly reversed. Accusatives are

more likely to be inanimate objects of transitive verbs so that an

inanimate object is less likely to be marked than a highly animate

one.

As has been already mentioned, most languages with ergative

markings have nominative/accusative markings available as well.

As a rule and in agreement with what has just been described, when

a language has both ergative and accusative markings, the more

animate nouns will show accusatives whereas the less animate nouns

will have the ergative. If a noun is ergative, then all nouns of lesser

animacy will also be ergative; conversely, if a noun takes accusative

case markings, then all nouns on the scale of animacy above it will

also take accusative case markings. Neutral subsystems may occur

between the ergative and accusative realms. A neutral system is one

in which A, P, and S are all the same or all different.

1.4.2 Active/Stative

Schmidt (1979) derives Indo-European as ergative from an

earlier active language as defined by Klimov. His (Klimov's)

characteristics are (1979:335-337):
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1. Nouns are classified on the basis of +/-animate activity;

2. Verbs are differentiated grammatically as active/inactive or

active/stative according to their semantics and not

transitive/intransitive according to syntax; active/inactive is

older than transitive/intransitive and developed from it;

3. Affective verbs and verbs of experience are prominent;

4. Nominal inflection and nominal number differentiation are

rudimentary;

5. Active languages are SOV with indirect objects inserted

between S and O;

6. Active languages are polysynthetic, syntactic relations are

incorporated into the verbal form;

7. possessives are in complementary distribution according to

alienable vs. inalienable association.

The areas on which this reconstruction is based are: gender, case,

verbal differentiation and desinence. The implications of these are

discussed by Schmidt in detail (1979:342-4). The type "active

language" implies larger connections beyond just the nominal or

verbal systems.

1.5 Range of Universals

If one accepts prototypical centers of meaning for case

morphology and the primacy of surface over functional case (cf.

Shibatani 1977), then the sets of features which define the language

types mentioned above may be ranked in their degree of

universality.

2.0 Indo-European Nominal Morphology
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Assuming the reconstructibility of case endings for some

stages of a proto-language, what about the difficulty of

reconstructing a semantic field? Is not case meaning a semantic

field, although on a different level than animal names, or plant

names? If case meaning structures exist in typologically clear

patterns, then the reconstruction of proto-cases is methodologically

analogous to the reconstruction of color terminology or kinship

terms. For colors, given that the universal idea is more or less

correct, then, for example, the reconstruction of a word for a high

level term implies the existence of the lower level terms. Similarly,

the consistent reconstructibility of kinship terms which fit into one

of the types delineated by anthropologists with an absence of terms

for other types of kinship systems leads to the strong supposition of

a particular proto-kinship system. In the first instance, if the

universals are true, then the reconstruction must be considered

certain, for the second, the reconstruction still has some underlying

uncertainty, but in line with the axiom of reconstruction of

plausible systems according to the path of least resistence, the

reconstruction stands, perhaps with a footnoted caveat.

2.1 Indo-European Case

2.1.1 Traditional Reconstruction

The traditional reconstruction of the IE case system is based

on the more complex systems of e.g. Indo-Iranian with 8 cases:

nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, instrumental, ablative,

locative, and vocative. Even here, the analysis of nouns into separate

components (i.e. root, theme, ending) has lead to more or less

glottogonic speculation about the origin of the endings and a

tentative age ranking of the different types of nominal declension.

Thus, the consonantal stems and especially the heteroclitic stems are

considered older than the stems with theme vowel.
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Pulgram (1959:423) discusses the reconstruction of Proto-

Romance if one excludes knowledge of Latin. He suggests that not all

Latin cases are reconstructible and that similarly, IE may have had

more than 8 cases. Hall (1980:265) reconstructs all six cases in the

singular and 3 in the plural, albeit with gaps in the paradigm for

certain classes of nouns.
6

Hall (1980) reconstructs Latin or rather Proto-Romance case

forms, but doesn't speak of semantic implications. One also wonders

what he would have reconstructed without the model of Latin.

Even in the reconstruction of 8 IE cases, there are separate

forms only for the singular o -stems. There are 6 separate forms in

the plural and only four in the dual.

2.1.2 Typology and Reconstruction of Case

Typological findings can be applied to case systems and the

reconstruction of IE case in the following areas:

1. the overall classification of the IE case system;

2. the semantics of case systems in terms of implicational

hierarchies;

3. the form of individual case markers in terms of markedness

theory.

The first of these areas requires a general theory of the structure of

case semantics, the third a definition of the role of markedness

among different cases and in correlation with such distinctions as

number and person.

6
Note also that the less marked category (the singular) is more easily

reconstructed than the more marked category (the plural).
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In contrast to the typology of phonological segments, the

inventories of Proto-Indo-European cases that have been proposed to

date have little to do with the suggested hierarchies of case patterns

that general typology uses. Part of the problem lies in the differing

views of which kinds of cases are important typologically. The most

common set of cases investigated are Nominative, Accusative,

Ergative, Absolute, and Oblique. For Indo-European, all of these cases

have been discussed in the literature, but the last, i.e. Oblique has

remained a rather vague catch-all.

Chronological stages which have been proposed for the

development of IE nominal morphology are:

active/stative > ergative/absolute > nominative/accusative + oblique.

(Cf. Luraghi 1987:364-365; Schmidt 1992).

2.1.3 The "Ergative" Hypothesis

Already at the beginning of this century, Uhlenbeck (1901)

wrote an article of Hampian brevity in which he noted the similarity

of the case behavior and forms of neuter nouns in nominative and

accusative to the feminine/masculine accusative forms. He queried

whether perhaps in an earlier stage of Indo-European, the case

distinctions might have been in an ergative relationship where the

-m ending was used both for the direct objects of transitive verbs

and for the subjects of intransitive verbs.

The data which attracted Uhlenbeck's and others' attention to

Indo-European are the endings of thematic masculines and

feminines as opposed to thematic neuters:

m/f n

Nom. - s - m
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Acc. - m - m

the pattern of suppletion of pronominal stems:

Ist sg. Demonstratives (m/f) Demonstratives (n)

Nom. *eg- *so *to-

Acc. *m- *to- *to-

and the presence of two different types of verb inflection (present

vs. perfect systems). (Cf. Rumsey's survey, 1987:21).

This led to the suggestion in the first instance that the *-s was

an original ergative marking whereas the *-m marked an original

absolutive case. The pronominal suppletion likewise was taken to

reflect a split in stems between original ergative and absolute cases.

Rumsey (1987:22-23) contrasts what he sees as the major

theories of Indo-European ergativity. Uhlenbeck (and Vaillant)

reconstruct an original distinction between ergative and absolutive

case. The ergative undergoes a purely functional transformation

into the nominative case with maintenance of the -s ending. The

absolutive changes to the accusative, a functional and formal

change where bare stems add an -m. Kurylowicz, on the other hand,

reconstructs an absolutive vs. ergative cum general oblique case.

The absolutive undergoes a split into a nominative (functional and

formal transformation) and accusative (functional and formal

transformation) whereas the ergative undergoes only a functional

transformation, ceasing to mark transitive subjects.

Uhlenbeck's scheme of development looks like this:

I. Absolutive = 0 Ergative = - s

11. Accusative = - m Nominative = - s
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Kurylowicz proposes a three stage model for Indo-European:

I. Absolutive Oblique and A

II Accusative Nominative Oblique without A

HI -m VC(s) -Ces etc. with variants

Rumsey (1987:34) has analyzed the possibilities of split

ergativity as:

1. Split is at +/-animate, below which there was "neutral" case

marking and above which there was nominative/accusative;

2. Same as 1 but with the split at +/-pronoun;

3. Split at +/-animate, with ergative/absolute marking above and

nominative/accusative below;

4. Same as 3 but with the split at +/-pronoun;

5. Same as 1 but with the ergative/absolute marking above the split.

This last possibility is the classical one of Uhlenbeck and others and

is typologically implausible. According to Rumsey, the ordering of 1-

4 is also that of their relative plausibility. However, Rumsey

overlooks a problem. If ergative/absolute is the main distinction

(apart from pronouns) and the ergative marker is *-s
, nothing

suggests that neuter nouns could not have had this when in the

ergative. In Indo-European, however, this was the more marked and

less common ending in neuters, hence, more likely to have been lost.

An alternative pattern of development would be:

I. Ergative Absolute

neuter (- s) - m

animate - s - m
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11. neuter (?) - m

animate - s - m

111 neuter -m -m

m/f - s - m

Under this reconstruction, stage I would resemble Anatolian

which has two genders (neuter and common = animate) where the

ending -anza is appended to neuters when they must serve as

subjects of transitive verbs. If the ergative ending is rare, then a

stage II might be expected wherein the ending is indeterminate7
,

leading to a final stage 111 where the accusative (most common

ending) takes over the slot of the former ergative.

Anderson (1977) offers an interesting discussion on the

means by which ergative systems may come about as well as of the

importance of ergative case markings for the deep structure of a

language. He claims that with a few exceptions in Australian

languages, ergative morphology is a superficial characteristic of

languages (1977:356). He lists the characteristics of split ergativity as

follows (p.329-330): a) ergative verbal marking is never combined

with nominative/accusative case marking; b) languages never

display ergative marking for pronouns when they have accusative

7 Similar in principle is the question of the correct genitive singular of German

personal names ending in [s]. Interviews I have conducted with a number of

native speakers have shown variation and uncertainty as to the correct genitive

sg. of, e.g., Fritz with frequent attempts being made to avoid the form

paraphrastically (von Fritz) or derivationally (das Fritz'sche). Rather than set

up a pattern of alternations, it seems more likely that there is no single

correct form. The speaker uses his competence to produce a form according to

available prototypes in an ad hoc manner.
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marking for full noun phrases but the inverse does not apply; c)

languages will not display ergative marking in subordinate clauses

and accusative in main clauses but the inverse occurs; d) languages

will not have accusative marking in the perfect or past tenses and

ergative in the imperfective or non-past tenses but the inverse

occurs. In discussing this last point, Anderson indicates that

ergatives are common in sentences with perfect tenses or past tenses

which can develop from the perfect.

Passive constructions are semantically close to perfects, in that

they generally present a state resulting from a completed

action. When a language loses (as a consequence of other

changes, either phonological or of usage) an inflected perfect, it

is plausible to suggest that the scope of the original passive

may expand to fill the gap. Where this becomes the main

function of the (original) passive, furthermore, the fact of the

loss of the simple active perfect will lead to a kind of opacity

which has as its consequence the reanalysis of the construction.

The result of this is that the morphology which originally

marked the operation of a passive transformation comes to be

the marker rather of perfective aspect. (Anderson 1977:336).

A structure found in ergative languages is the so-called

antipassive. Spencer (1991:24) describes the antipassive as:

Abs. + intransitive verb + Oblique

(=S) (with transitive meaning) (O)

Schmalstieg (1987) has proposed a development of Indo-

European case patterns from older antipassives:
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I. 0-absolute 5-ergative m -dative/locative object 8

11. nominative nominative accusative

According to Schmalstieg, the 0 -absolute became nominative

because of use with intransitive verbs in antipassive constructions.

The 5-ergative became nominative because it was the same formally

as the s -genitive used in the past tense with intransitive verbs in

past tense antipassives as the agent. In such an instance, the S-

function is transferred and the old 0 -absolutive is now a direct

object with an added -m.

Nouns ending in *a and *-ter keep the 0-nominative because

of their already high degree of agentivity. Highly animate nouns

may also add -s very late (Schmalstieg 1987:352 on Hittite proper

names with the fluctuation N.sg. -0 vs. - s ). The middle voice derives

from old intransitives and is the same as the *-td participle in

antipassives' perfect. Cf. here the distinction in Armenian

(Benveniste 1971 [ 1952]: 156-157; 1971[1960]: 174-175):

intransitive perfect Subj. + \-eal + 'to be'

(Nom.) (passive participle)

transitive perfect Subj. + W-eal + 'to be'

(Gen.)

trans. perf. act. V-eal + 'to be' + (z)-Noun

(direct object)

perf. passive W-eal + 'to be' + Noun

Bas direct object of antipassive
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An example of the latter distinction is:

z-or er p'oreal 'which (one) had hollowed out'

vs.

or er p'oreal 'which was hollowed out' or 'which one had

hollowed out'.

How stable are ergative systems? If, e.g., the ergative is stable,

why was it lost in all Indo-European languages except Anatolian

(and according to Garrett 1990, the Anatolian ergative is analyzable

as derived from an earlier instrumental and hence not Indo-

European). 9 Further, if such a system should occur as Schmalstieg

etc. have proposed with Ergative *-0 vs. Absolutive *-X, then it

should be unstable and expected to disappear.

2.1.4 Indo-European as an Active Language

An off-shoot of the ergative reconstruction of IE is the

reconstruction of a prior stage in which the case distinctions are

incorporated in an active-stative dichotomy. Klimov (1985) has

described the characteristics of such a system as defined above

(§1.4.2; cf. Schmidt 1992). Knobloch (1985:194) has analyzed the Indo-

European pattern described above as -s (belebt-aktiv) vs. - s

(inaktiv). The -s is the element in possessive *-s-yo. Knobloch sees

the remains of an objective conjugation in the theme vowels of the

the use of the instrumental in later Sanskrit to replace an SOV sentence:

instrumental + "subject" + passive

(subject) (object)
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thematic conjugation where the vowel is originally an objectivizer

of pronominal derivation in "Tatverben".

3.0 Conclusions

In this section, a number of basic theoretical issues have been

broached which require further investigation. In the study of proto-

linguistic nominal morphology, fundamental questions on the

structure and status of morphological markers need to be researched

and understood. Thus, for example, until the nature of case and its

semantics are better comprehended, many questions about the

system in Proto-Indo-European will have to remain unanswered.

Further research will have to determine:

1. Whether the prototype analysis of semantics and morphology

will allow the description of case core meanings and the pattern

of semantic extensions in terms of implicational universals;

2. Whether implicational patterns of case structure are indeed

a function of case and not of general syntax (i.e. is there a

significant difference between meines Freundes and von meinem

Freund aside from stylistics and pragmatics?);

3. Whether the patterns of 1 and 2 are strong enough to allow

their influence into reconstructions of proto-languages.

In order to carry out such a research program, cognitive

linguists and typologists will need to work together, both in

uncovering the semantic patterns of case systems and in compiling

data from the languages of the world on case patterns. Some work of

this nature has been done already by a number of Dutch linguists.

A further need will continue to be the investigation of the

actual language material in relation to new views on the proto-

language. If, for example, one denies Proto-Indo-European a three
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gender system on the basis of Anatolian, then the data base of

Anatolian material must be examined with an unbiased mind for its

retention or loss of any traces of a putative third gender.

Assuming that the above research needs can be accomplished,

then the historical linguist will be able to apply the basic rules of

reconstruction using typological methods as I have described them

above in my discussion of more concrete problems in the

reconstruction of Indo-European nominal inflection and its category

system. The study of case patterns in ergative, accusative, and active

languages offered valuable insights into patterns of semantics and

syntax which leave very specific traces in the formal structures of a

language. This may allow the reconstruction of non-attested

patterns. The standard caveat applies that the degree of certainty of

the reconstruction's accuracy depends on the accuracy of the input

data. It will decrease in relation to the strength or weakness of the

universals which have been applied to the proto-linguistic material.



Chapter Seven: Verbal Morphology

I had noticed, in other foreign languages, that verbs are bred in

families, and that the members of each family have certain

features or resemblances that are common to that family and

distinguish it from the other families - the other kin, the

cousins and what not. I had noticed that this family-mark is not

usually the nose or the hair, so to speak, but the tail - the

Termination - and that these tails are quite definitely
differentiated; insomuch that an expert can tell a Pluperfect
from a Subjunctive by its tail as easily and as certainly as a

cowboy can tell a cow from a horse by the like process, the

result of observation and culture. I should explain that I am

speaking of legitimate verbs, those verbs which in the slang of

the grammar are called Regular. There are others - I am not

meaning to conceal this; others called Irregulars, born out of

wedlock, of unknown and uninteresting parentage, and naturally
destitute of family resemblances, as regards all features, tails

included. But of these pathetic outcasts I have nothing to say. I

do not approve of them, I do not encourage them; I am prudishly
delicate and sensitive, and I do not allow them to be used in my

presence.

Mark Twain. Italian with Grammar.

Het werkwoord is veel gecompliceerder dan het substantief. Ook

de reconstructie is veel lastiger, omdat de werkwoordssystemen
van de verschillende talen sterk verschillen.

Beekes (1990:268)

1.0 Verbal Categories

In Chapter 4, a set of concrete formal entities, phonemes, was

examined in typological terms. In Chapter 6, case morphology was

looked at using the same typological terms but with semantic criteria

defining the concrete inventories worked with. In this last chapter,

a slightly different approach will be tried, namely, to define sets of

abstract categories within the verbal system and examine them

within the typological framework.

In Chapter 5, we discussed some problems in defining

morphological categories and labels, especially in terms of Greco-

Latinate taxonomies. It is particularly in the area of verbal

morphology that difficulty in the definition of categories is evident.

149
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Works such as Comrie (1976; 1985) on aspect and tense or Palmer

(1986) devote much of their effort to the definition of just what

precisely is to be understood as tense, aspect, mood, etc. and how it

may be expressed.

Anderson (1985:189-198) has differentiated inherent,

relational, and agreement categories of the verb. He says that

inherent categories reflect properties whose domain is the inflected

word itself (1985:172). Relational categories reflect the position the

word takes up in larger structures. He gives as inherent categories:

adverbial, polarity, modality, tense, aspect, mood,

active/stative, conjugation class.

Relational categories are:

number + source, causative, voice, reflexive + reciprocal.

Agreement categories include person and number. Not all of these

categories are consistently expressed in the inflectional morphology

(1985:189-190):

...in most languages, a large part of the complexity of word

formation (and inflection in particular) concerns the verb. A

complete catalog of the distinctions of meaning that can be

indicated formally by verbs in the languages of the world

(independent of the lexical meanings of stems) would be

extraordinarily long and difficult...Perhaps the most important

inherent category of verbs which is undeniably inflectional is

that of tense and aspect (along with mood)...These categories can

be reflected formally in the direct application of grammatical

processes of all sorts...
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Bybee (1985:28-29), on the other hand, defines the following verbal

categories:

valence, voice, aspect, tense, mood, number-agreement, person-

agreement, gender-agreement, purposive, and status.

However, in her analysis of verbal morphology she also examines

only aspect, tense, and mood (1985:139). She suggests that valence,

voice, and agreement involve a wider syntactic context than verbal

morphology. As will be seen in the discussion below of traditional

and newer views on the primary reconstruction of the Indo-

European morphological system, these are indeed the primary

categories which have been examined for the proto-language. In the

following, some views on the typology of tense, aspect, and mood

systems will be compared to the reconstructed patterns of PIE.

Romaine (1988:267-268) discusses tense/aspect/mood and

Bickerton’s claim that the inherent categories of the "bioprogram"

are not necessarily the most prevalent "types" because non-creoles

are only coincidental survivors and may perpetuate non-universal

patterns.

Croft (1990:93 following Greenberg) lists these implicative

markedness patterns for the verb: 1

Tense: future 3 preterit 3 present

Aspect: perfective 3 imperfect

Mood: hypothetical (excluding imperative 3 indicative

Voice: passive, mediopassive 3 active

l\yith the exception of tense, these markedness hierarchies are not confined to

verbal morphology alone, but extend to the verb phrase or sentence.
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Inflectional categories: person-number, gender agreement

Z> tense-aspect-mood

Dahl (1985) has done extensive work on the question of

marking strategies for tense, mood, and aspect; Bybee (1985) for the

ordering strategies of the same. However, the definition of

universals on the scale from unrestricted to idiosyncratic has

remained relatively untouched.2 Dahl shows that central TMA

categories, i.e. common ones, tend to be more probably marked in the

morphology (1985:185):

...out of 155 morphologically expressed categories, 117, i.e.

roughly 75 per cent, belong to a group of three, viz. PAST,

PFV:IPFV and FUT...

This implies a strong connection between the semantics of TMA and

the means of expression.

In discussing the morphological marking of tense, Dahl

(1985:187) remarks about the past tense:

Given that e.g. PAST is very infrequently expressed by any

other means than inflection, a language which does not in

general have inflection will not be likely to have PAST as a

major TMA category.

This contrasts with the future (1985:198):

2
Whereby it is clear that such universals can hardly be listed until the

material worked with and the methods involved become better understood.
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...one category that comes close to being universally

represented is FUTURE, which, however, scores lower on some

other parameters of centrality, in being more often expressed

periphrastically than e.g. PAST and being less often obligatory.

In terms of our previously made distinction, the presence of a future

tense is a nearly unrestricted universal whereas the presence of a

morphological past is closely bound to a language's use of

inflectional morphology in general. If there is no inflection, there

will probably be no category of past tense. As a corollary: if there is

a past tense, it will almost certainly be marked inflectionally.

1.1 Inherent Categories

1.1.1 Tense

Traugott and Comrie give descriptions of typology of tense (cf.

Shields 1988). Tense is defined as a deictic function indicating

location on a time line. Comrie (1985) defines tense as a linguistic

system of temporal deixis. Tense has three parameters:

1. deictic center,

2. position relative to deictic center (i.e. before, during, or

after),

3. distance from deictic center.

Languages differ in their tense systems by the degree of accuracy of

distinctions, and in the way tense is divided between lexicon and

grammar. Cf. discussion of distinction between grammar and lexicon

(Comrie 1985:10). Tense can be denoted by lexical composite

expressions, lexical items, or grammatical categories.

Chung & Timberlake (1985:203) describe tense in terms of a

directional temporal dimension with a point or interval as tense
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locus. Tense situates an event in time by relating an event frame to a

tense locus. Priority is given to the speech moment as the tense

locus, i.e., this is the unmarked instance. For other tense loci one

needs an additional word or other marker. Absolute tense occurs in

systems where the speech moment equals the tense locus. Another

point as a speech locus is relative tense. The relation of the tense

locus to the event frame is anterior, posterior, or simultaneous.

These relationships are only concerned with frame vs. tense locus.

Some languages are metrical in that they measure distance between

tense locus and event frame in approximate terms (p. 204). A three

way tense system is not the most common. Usually there is either a

future vs. non-future or a past vs. a non-past. There is, however,

never a present vs. non-present.

Comrie (1985:12-14) notes that recent views consider tense to

be a category, not of the verb, but rather of the whole sentence and

that tense is deictic whereas aspect is not.

1.1.2 Aspect

Aspects (cf. Comrie 1976:3, following Holt 1943) "are different

ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a situation."

Chung & Timberlake (1985:213) define aspect as characterizing

...the relationship of a predicate to the time interval over which

it occurs. This definition is intended to include two distinct

types of relationship. First, change. Predicates describe states,

situations, properties, and so on, that can either remain

constant or else change over time. The notion of change is

central to aspect.

1.1.3 Mood
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As Palmer (1986:1) states, mood is a grammatical category

similar to aspect and tense in that it can be "identified, described,

and compared" across a number of different and unrelated

languages and thus meets his definition of typological relevance. He

gives examples of earlier studies by Jespersen and others. Mood is

defined in terms of subjectivity, factuality, epistemic and deontic

attitude, possibility, probability, and necessity. Epistemic modality

concerns opinion whereas deontic modality deals with the necessity

or possibility of acts performed by agents (Palmer 1986:18). These

two different notions are handled by many languages using the

same devices. Mood is a grammatical category of the verb which is

not present in all languages. All languages, however, do express

modality.

1.2 Intercategorial Relationships

Bybee (1985:196ff) notes that there is a universal of ordering

for aspect, tense, and mood in that order from the verbal stem. She

found only one exception to this ordering in a 50 language sample,

where a dubitative suffix precedes a preterite suffix in the Ojibwa

verb. She continues with a discussion of Bickerton on ordering of

pre-verbal elements in pidgin and creole languages where the

ordering proposed was:

ANTERIOR - IRREALIS - DURATIVE - VERB.

Similarly, in English, the ordering is:

TENSE - MODAL - PERFECT - PROGRESSIVE - VERB

which also violates the proposed universal. This discrepancy can be

eliminated by noting the difference between inflectional mood and
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agent-oriented modality. A tense marker may come about farther

from the verb than a marker of agent-oriented modality (Bybee

1985:199), but tense will not occur farther from the verb than mood.

Chung & Timberlake also note that tense is correlated to mood

and aspect (1985:206):

The different temporal locations of an event - past, present, and

future - are inherently correlated with differences in mood and

aspect. An event that will occur after the speech moment is non-

actual and potential. Hence there is a correlation between

future tense and non-actual potential mood and, by implication,

between non-future tense and actual mood. An event that is

ongoing at the speech moment has not been completed. Hence

there is a correlation between present tense and incompletive

(imperfective or progressive) aspect and, by implication,

between past tense and completive (perfective or non- •

progressive) aspect. A consequence of these correlations is that

temporal distinctions may be expressed by morphosyntactic

categories that have wider modal or aspectual functions.

This relatedness of function to tense has led, e.g., Taylor (1989:149-

154) to claim that the English subjunctive is in fact a secondary

meaning of the past tense. He doesn't, however, account for such

morphologically marked instances as

I was in the zoo.

If I were in the zoo.

where the form were is not equivalent to the past tense was and

represents a formal subjunctive. Nonetheless, these correlations do
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come to bear on the possible origin and development of verbal

categories.

Chung & Timberlake (1985:258) also claim that irrealis makes

fewer tense distinctions than realis; imperfective aspect makes more

tense distinctions than perfective; neutral aspect makes more tense

distinctions than perfect or progressive; past tense makes more

aspectual distinctions than present or future. Tense and mood relate

pairs of events in similar ways. Graphically, these patterns may be

given:

More tense distinctions

realis imperfective neutral aspect

I i I

irrealis perfective perfect/progressive

Fewer tense distinctions

More aspect distinctions

past

I

present/future

Fewer aspect distinctions

2.0 Indo-European Verbal Morphology

As is noted in the Beekes quotation at the head of this chapter,

the verbal morphology of IE presents one of the most complex
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problems in the reconstruction of PIE. The reasons for this difficulty

include a lack of strongly defined rules (universal change

typologies) for verbal systems in general, and a disagreement as to

the precise correspondences and disunities of the formal substance

in IE verbal systems.

If one proceeds from one of the systems proposed for the pre-

proto-language then not only the implicational universals derived

from markedness hierarchies, but also unrestricted universals come

into play. A basically glottogonic approach to the development of IE

verbal morphology need not be incorrect, indeed, it may come about

through carefully carried out internal reconstruction; but if the

reconstruction takes on the form of a tree going back to a

preconceived evolutionist construct, then reconstructions may not

only be ad hoc, created to fit the theory and not the facts, but also

may be in violation of unrestricted universals of language. A case in

point is seen in the proposal that Friihindogermanisch had a binary

distinction [tpresent] (Adrados 1987a).

From the first reconstructions of the proto-language, the

Indo-Iranian/Hellenic model predominated and this is nowhere

clearer than in the reconstructed verbal system. Whereas languages

such as Germanic and Anatolian have relatively simple verbal

morphology, the Sanskrit and Greek verb have a large array of

forms. For example, Gothic has (following Szemerenyi 1990:244): 3

Diatheses: 2 - active and middle/passive

Modi: 3 - indicative, imperative, subjunctive

Tempora: 2 - present and preterite

that Szemer6nyi combines tense and aspect under the term tempora, in

part an indication of the relatedness of these categories.
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Hittite shows:

Diatheses: 2 - active, medio-passive

Modi: 2 - indicative, imperative

Tempora: 2 - present, preterite

Sanskrit, in contrast, has

Diatheses: 3 - active, medium, passive

Modi: 5 - indicative, subjunctive, optative, imperative,

injunctive

Tempora: 7 - present, imperfect, aorist, perfect, pluperfect,

future, conditional

Greek has:

Diatheses: 3 - active, medium, passive (in aorist and future)

Modi: 4 - indicative, subjunctive, optative, imperative

Tempora: 7 - present, imperfect, future, aorist, perfect,

pluperfect, future perfect

In keeping with the view that language decline involved loss of

morphological categories and with the high esteem in which

Sanskrit was held, it seemed clear to earlier Indo-Europeanists that

the Germanic system must represent a degenerate form of what is so

well preserved in Sanskrit.

The Indo-Iranian/Hellenic system is typologically possible,

because it is identical to existing systems. The problem for

evaluating this reconstruction is the question its ability or inability

to adequately describe the systems of the non-Indo-Aryan

languages. Particularly Anatolian has been troublesome in failing to
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concur with Indo-Aryan and traditional reconstructed PIE. Questions

raised by typology affect the revised reconstructions based on a

hybrid of Indo-Aryan and Anatolian. Important points include those

raised by Drinka (1990) which attempt to discredit various aspects of

the traditional reconstruction.

The discovery of Anatolian had its greatest impact in the

reconstruction of the Indo-European verb. Whereas the other Indo-

European languages of comparable age of attestation have complex

verbal morphology, Anatolian is relatively simple. For

reconstruction of the relationships of Indo-European there are a

number of ways to account for this (cf. Chapter 1; Schlerath

1981:183-184):

1.) Proto-Indo-European and Hittite are distantly related as,

e.g., Modem English and Classical Latin; one can determine a

relationship, but reconstruction per se is not feasible. Such a

view is best represented in the classical Indo-Hittite

hypothesis. This theory also leaves the "Brugmannian"

reconstruction intact (called by Adrados 1987 a PIEP = Proto-

Indo-European Proper).

2.) Hittite separated from Proto-Indo-European at an earlier

stage than any other language group, yet the degree of

relatedness is close enough that one cannot leave Hittite out

when doing comparative work. Here one has the sub-conjecture

that Hittite is either remarkably archaic and must project the

relatively simple verbal system of Hittite onto a reconstruction,

or that Hittite has undergone considerable syncretism, perhaps

even creolization (but cf. Polome 1982b), and poorly reflects

the original state of Proto-Indo-European. Then, e.g., hi-
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conjugation must be explained as a late development from one of

the reconstructed Indo-European categories (cf. below).

3.) Similar in principle to the early emergence and "decay" of

Hittite is the idea that Hittite left the homeland not much

earlier or later than other language groups but still lost most of

the original verbal distinctions.

4.) Hittite and other Indo-European languages are not

urverwandt with each other, but rather have converged from

originally different language bases before separating (cf.

Drinka 1984; Schlerath 1981:199, 1983:65). Reconstructing

unitary sets of forms for a proto-language may be building

structures that never existed.

Anyone trying to reconstruct the Indo-European state of affairs

must therefore state and justify which distribution of functions was

earlier or whether the proto-language had some unattested

distribution of values which evolved differently in Anatolian and

the other languages. The following solutions have been suggested

(cf. below for discussion of individual views):

1. The Hittite verbal system is oldest.

2. The Greek etc. verbal system is oldest

3.) A different Indo-European verbal system developed into the

Greek and Anatolian ones.

This last suggestion has received perhaps the most attention and is

particularly interesting in the context of this study because the

systems proposed for Indo-European under 3 are unlike the daughter

languages and should be compared to and checked with non-Indo-
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European for the same typological considerations which have been

outlined previously.

2.1 Brugmannian Model

Hoffmann (1970:41) represents the traditionalist view that the

Indo-Iranian/Hellenic systems best reflect the proto-language. He

claims that traces of this original system can be found in the simpler

daughter languages and thus provide evidence that the categories

were once there. Puhvel also believes that, e.g., in Anatolian there

are traces of most or all of the categories which are preserved in

Indo-Iranian (Symposium held at 1990 NEH Summer Institute,

Perspectives on the Ancient Indo-European World, Austin, Texas).

Risch (1975:251) states that one must use the traditional

reconstruction as the starting point when analyzing Hittite.

Eichner (1975), Risch (1975), Szemerenyi (1980), and

especially Schlerath (1981 etc.) come out strongly against the new

Erklarungsmodell for lE. For them, there is no reason to discard the

complex Brugmannian system, but rather a need to understand

better how Anatolian lost what was previously there. Schlerath has

written a number of strong objections to the Cowgill/Neu/Meid

hypotheses (1981 etc.). His objections to the newer models are

primarily methodological. A reconstruction is not an approximation

of previous reality, but rather of cross language correspondences; it

is a formula (1981:181; 1987:44; cf. discussion in Chapter 1).

Schlerath originally came out strongly for maintaining the

traditional PIE reconstruction (1981:191), or for a stage model of IE

migration with convergence of languages excepting parts of the

verbal system (1981:199), seemingly contradicting his views on the

possibility of reconstruction; but he later retreated to the statement,

that neither the traditional view nor the new reconstruction is

provable (1983:67-68). He does examine the various possibilities
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posited by Neu and Meid (1981:183-184), but objects to the premise

that PIEP could develop out of their simplified model. The idea of an

inflectionless Early Indo-European he rejects out of hand as

unprovable (1987:45). If the Indo-Hittite hypothesis were correct, an

Indo-Hittite reconstruction would still be impossible (1987:24).

Eichner (1975:71-72) assumes the primacy of the

Brugmannian system and then tries to show the retention of traces

of earlier structures within Hittite (1975:74; cf. Neu 1976:244-245 for

criticism). For example, in certain forms with -s- in the present

system, he sees remnants of earlier aorists (cf. Drinka 1990). Eichner

claims to have found traces in Hittite of the dual, subjunctive,

augment, perfect reduplication, but not the optative (1975:100).

Hittite has lost aspect and mood.

2.2 Other Models

Proponents of Hittite being archaic include Cowgill (1974,

1979), Meid (1975), Neu (1976), Adrados (1982 etc.), Polome (1982a:53),

W.P. Schmid (1979:234), and Tischler (1982). Already Polomd

(1964:879-880) had pointed out for Germanic that one could easily

postulate that its verbal system had never contained categories such

as the aorist and that it reflected an earlier stage of the proto-

language than the Brugmannian construct. Rosenkranz (1979:20)

believes Hittite to be so archaic in its nominal morphology and

syntax that archaicity of the verbal system is plausible. W.P. Schmid

(1979) feels Hittite never lost what it never had, i.e. the traditional

verbal system.

Mere typological similarity is irrelevant to genetic

relationships if there is no formal, material identity in the elements

used for the same purposes. Thus, e.g., Hittite and Germanic are only

important in having similar verbal systems if one can show that the

elements making up the verbal systems are identical. Birnbaum
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(1975:269) does speak out in favor of the fundamental stability of

basic semantic categories even when there is a shift of surface

structures.

One way to preserve both the older reconstruction and the

facts of Anatolian has been to reconstruct stages of the proto-

language in addition to the above mentioned considerations about

time of division and state of affairs at the division. Adrados, Meid, and

Neu are best known for their multi-stage reconstruction of the IE

verbal system. Meid (1975:207) proposes Early IE which is non-

flexional, Middle IE which makes distinctions of tense but not of

aspect or mood (reflecting the state of Hittite), and Late IE which has

developed the rich inflectional system of Adrados's PIEP (Proto-Indo-

European-Proper). Meid elsewhere contends that the burden of

proof of aorists, subjunctives, and optatives in pre-Hittite lies with

the traditionalists (1979:169).

Neu (1976) proposes a two stage reconstruction of the proto-

language with I ndo germanisch and Fruhindogermanisch.

Friihindogermanisch had a relatively simple verbal system with two

diatheses (active, middle), two tempora (present, non-present).

Hittite left the language group at a stage where there was still no

opposition of preterite/mood and changed only in a reinterpretation

of an original perfect or medio-perfect into what became the hi-

present and preterite conjugation (1976:253). Neu believes it

methodologically unsound to assume the verbal differentiations of

Sanskrit and Greek in IE (1979:276). He traces the to a

medio-perfect in the proto-language (1979:282). In his review of

Neu, Lehmann concurs that the proto-language might show the

present/perfect diasystem (Lehmann 1987:29). Neu later points out

that mood formations in IE are synthetic and thus innovatory

(1988:464). The formation in -o for the Ist sg. is also post-

Ausgliederung of Hittite (1988:465).
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Despite the elegance of Neu's description, there lurks the

danger that the tree is a taxonomic ordering with no correlation in

the real diachronic development pattern (cf. Schlerath 1981:192-

193). A similar instance will clarify the issue. In componential

semantics, as outlined by Eugene Nida and others, extremely elegant

models of semantic "tree" structures were composed. As Coseriu has

shown, the perfectly functional model in actuality reflects a

taxonomic analysis of extralinguistic reality. Might then the verbal

model be a metalinguistic taxonomic structure?

Adrados works with a three stage model of IE which he relates

to the spatial distribution and dispersion of the IE speakers. The

model defines Stage I IE as non-inflectional, Stage II as typified by

binary oppositions in the morphology and represented most closely

by Hittite, Stage 111 as the richly inflected language which gave rise

to Greek and Indo-Iranian. The resemblance to Meid (1975) is very

close. Adrados is less concerned with the actual evidence than with

the theoretical model and often speculates without justifying his

views. In his 1987 b paper he expounds on the binarism of Hittite and

projects this onto a general mentalistic framework which seems

hardly credible, especially considering the large number of

languages which show no trace of such binary strictures in the

setup of the morphological categories (cf. Schlerath 1981:195).

Perhaps Adrados is influenced too strongly by the system of binary

feature analysis which is used in phonology, although even there

with some degree of artificiality.

A further glottogonic proposal is represented by Kurylowicz

(1964a) and Watkins (1969), namely that the Indo-European verb is

primevally denominative.

2.3 hi-Conjugation
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A partial key to the problem is the interpretation of the so-

called Hittite hi -conjugation. Hittite has two categories of verbal

conjugation in the present, the hi and the mi conjugations, named

after the ending of the first singular present. The endings of the m i

conjugation fit easily to forms attested in other languages for the

same function.

Hittite Sanskrit Greek

-mi -mi -mi

-si -si -si

-li - ti - ti

However, the h /-endings are formally related to what is the perfect

conjugation in Greek and Indo-Iranian and the preterite in

Germanic.

Hittite Sanskrit Greek IE IE4

-hi -a -a -a h2e

-ti -tha -6a -tha -r/12^

-/ -a -e -e -e

This /n-present seems partially derived from a perfect with primary

-/.

Eichner traces the /n-verbs to three sources (1975:85ff). The

primary group derives from stative perfects just like the preterite

presents in Germanic. The secondary group comes from perfects

which have merged semantically with the old preterite and then

form a neoperfect with the /-deictic particle also found in the old

4Non-laryngealistic IE according to Szemerdnyi (1990:259); laryngealistic IE

following Beekes (1990:282).
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present -mi. The tertiary group of h /-verbs comes about from the

late transfer of class of mz'-verbs to the new /zz-perfect.

Neu criticizes Eichner's views as being unrealistic. A present

would hardly be formed secondarily from a preterite (Neu 1976:289).

Cowgill also expresses disbelief that a preterite would form a new

present (1979:32). Kurylowicz opposes Eichner's views, deriving

instead the hi-forms from an original middle and contesting the

presence of any trace of an original perfect in Hittite (1979:146).

Eichner makes the mistake of assuming that material identity

means structural identity. One might just as logically suggest that

the traces of in Latin, Hittite and other languages are

descendants of some original formation of whatever meaning that

was specialized in some dialects as an aorist marker and in others

was not expanded beyond its original domain or took on yet other

functions, leaving now the few traces that some would call an aorist.

As Meid comments, we are dealing with similar "Bildungsweisen",

not "Werte" (1979:171).

Jasanoff rejects both Eichner (1975) and Cowgill (1974) and

takes the novel approach of suggesting that the hit mi diasystem in

Hittite reflects a difference in present formation in IE and has no

particular structural or semantic distinction between classes

(1979:81-83). He tries to show that the hi -conjugation of PIE was

prone to be lost so that only Hittite still preserves this most archaic

of features. Cf. Georgiev (1982:71) for similar views.

Tischler looks at the diachronic data internal to Hittite to see

what the origin of the h /-conjugation might be. He finds that

although numerous verbs go from the hi- conjugation to the mi- or

medio-passive conjugations, there is no transfer of medio-passive to

hi- forms (1982:249). He concludes that at one time the /zz-verbs were

medio-perfect and after losing their middle quality and developing

the new present were prone to transfers to the other present system
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for the now synonomous forms or to the middle conjugation for the

presents with semantic ties to the middle. One must hope that an

expanding knowledge of language internal development in

Anatolian will also provide more data for PIE models.

2.4 Categories of the IE Verb

2.4.1 Traditional

A traditional reconstruction5 of IE verbal morphology has the

categories (cf. Szemerenyi 1980:212-213):

Tense: present - imperfect

Aspect: aorist - perfect (past perfect)

Mood: indicative - subjunctive - optative - imperative

Beekes (1990) sees as the traditional temporal categories a present

(with imperfect), an aorist, and a perfect (perhaps with past

perfect). He reconstructs no future. 6 Szemer6nyi (1980:212-213)

reconstructs three to six tempora for IE: present, aorist, perfect, and

perhaps future, imperfect, and pluperfect. Lehmann (1982:139) only

reconstructs the first three (cf. Lehmann 1974a: 141ff. for his views

on the perfect).

Risch (1985:403-406) reconstructs Proto-Indo-European with

aspect (as in Greek). According to Comrie (1976), the Greek aspectual

system is describable as:

s Brugmann (1903:487) reconstructs two tense types:

1. present/aorist type with imperfect

2. perfect type

6 This lack of a morphological future has led to no end of jokes that Proto-Indo-

European (or Germanic) has no future either.
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perfect/non-perfect^

Beekes includes these four moods and an injunctive in his

description of traditional reconstructions (1990:298).

2.4.2 Stage Models

The stage models of Indo-European, on the other hand, offer

some ground for typological analysis. Meid presents the following

stage model (1975):

Stage I: non-inflectional

Stage II: tense but no aspect or mood

Stage III: traditional sets of categories

Risch (1985:403-406) also reconstructs IE without mood. Lehmann

(1982) and Erhart (1985) reconstruct IE as aspectual with tense

developing later. Lehmann (1982:139) feels that there may have

been a shift in the proto-language from an aspectual (non-deictic)

system to a temporal (deictic) system. Erhart (1985) states that Hittite

left the proto-language when it was an aspectual system and then

developed tense and mood.

Adrados' (1987a) model is similar to Meid's:

Stage I: non-inflectional

breaks down further into aorist/non-aorist. Markey (1985:263)

sees an Indo-European distinction of aorist:perfect break down into one of

infectum:perfectum as a generally western Indo-European development.

Germanic, Italic, and Celtic opt for tense over aspect. Aspect is still present in

Gothic but is expressed by other means, namely the prefix ga-.
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Stage II: binary oppositions and like Hittite

Stage III: rich inflection

2.4.3 Typological Considerations

Little can be said about traditional reconstructions of the

Indo-European verbal system since they are identical to already

attested systems. Until a better general typology of verbal systems is

arrived at, there is little way of telling whether these attested

systems are typologically unstable and therefore implausible as pre-

stages of themselves.

For stage reconstruction, typology has provided little in the

way of universals which are strong enough to demand modifications

beyond those required for philological rigor. Absolute universals

are violated only by the reconstruction of a binary [tpresent]

distinction in lE. Because the rules for implicational hierarchies are

so limited, they offer scant assistance in reconstruction. Similarly,

the statistical tendencies mentioned by Dahl (1985) are too weak to be

exclusive criteria in a reconstruction.

At this point let us repeat some of Croft's assertions about

verbal hierarchies (1990:93):

Tense: present < preterit < future

Aspect: imperfect < perfective

Mood: indicative < hypothetical (excluding imperative)

Of the suggested traditional and stage reconstructions, none violates

these few implicational hierarchies.

Dahl (1985) had claimed that about 75 of the morphologically

expressed categories in his sample belonged to the group: past,

perfective:imperfective, and future. This means that for a
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moderately inflected stage of IE, the most likely categories to have

been expressed morphologically were past, perfectiveiimperfective,

and future. However, this universal of marking is weak statistically

and is not very binding as a criterion for reconstruction. The

general lack of agreement on the future in IE implies that weak

universal to express this category inflectionally was violated. The

universal is too weak to allow the reconstruction of such a category

as a hypothetical entity without formally attested substance.

3.0 Conclusions

Under the traditional reconstructions of the IE verbal system,

synchronic typology can contribute little since the reconstructed

systems are identical to attested systems. However, when pre-stages

and diachronic developments are reconstructed, typological

parameters of varying strength come into play. Thus, a

reconstruction of PIE with [t present] is impossible because it

contradicts an absolute universal. 8

Perhaps even more so than with the nominal morphology,

uncertainty as to the relative importance of inflectional vs.

paraphrastic structures for filling in the needed inventory of verbal

communication makes use of typology as a direct tool in

reconstructing the IE verb difficult at best.

Promise is shown by the attempts to correlate the verbal

system of IE with the nominal markings in terms of ergativity or

activity/stativity of the proto-language. This holistic typology is

distinction of tunc and hunc for the verbal system does not

violate this universal, if I have understood him correctly. He shows that the

deixis of tense uses elements which are plus/minus tense locus; however, the

resultant structures
,

themselves, are more complex semantically and do not

violate the universal.
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tempting; however, the general process of reconstructing a proto-

language may lead to a family non-specific general structure which

coincides with an attested type for reasons other than validity of the

reconstructive process.

Apart from further investigation into the typology of verbal

systems, further philological work on Hittite is needed as well as its

integration into general IE studies. That Friedrich's 1960 grammar is

continually decried as out of date and yet never completely replaced

is an indication of the goals which must be set for continued

progress in the reconstruction and understanding of the Proto-Indo-

European verb (cf. Cowgill 1986:18).



Concluding Notes

Much of the material discussed in the previous pages has been

less decisive than I had originally hoped when undertaking the

study. I have not been able to give a definitive answer to problems in

the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European, nor, ultimately has that

been my goal. In the reconstruction of a proto-language, the product
will always reflect the quality and quantity of the data available. The

most important contribution of typology to the reconstruction of

Proto-Indo-European is to define more clearly the degrees of

probability of one reconstruction over another. Just as has been

seen again and again, alternative reconstructions must be judged on

a scale of relative probability and plausibility. The higher the

degree of typological strength and consistency, the stronger the

applicability of typological findings to a reconstruction. Conversely,

the more abstract and weaker a typological correspondence, the less

useful it becomes as a tool in reconstruction. These findings are

reflected in the progression of chapters in this study. Phonology is

the strongest area of typological consistency and strength and it is

here that typological findings are most useful. In the analysis of

case, I looked at semantic categories within the noun as reflected in

formal substance and found that the typological arguments were

weaker. In my final chapter on the verb, I looked at abstract

categories for the verb in general and found the weakest application

of typology.
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